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Ready, Set, Pull!

Students in the Class of 2019 put their backs and will into the 
traditional UMass Amherst Rope Pull, which was revived two 
years ago for the campus sesquicentennial. Photo by John Solem.

On the Cover: Practices that benefit native bees like Bombus 
bimaculatus also benefit honeybees, and vice versa. Photograph 
by Sam Droege (U.S. Geological Survey).
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A Jones for Ice Cream

“Ice Cream Lab” [Summer 2015] made 
me so hungry for my favorite dessert, but 
it really hit its crescendo when I saw the 
peanut butter banana flavor! A favorite 
sandwich of mine in my much younger 
days was peanut butter and banana. I 
took food science back in the early ’70s, 
primarily because it was an easy good 
grade and I hated science. What an excit-
ing and motivating course it is now! I'll 
bet these young people will bring new 
products to consumers one of these days.

Kim Jones ’74
Chelmsford, Massachusetts

Greater Fool

In his new book, The Great Beanie Baby 
Bubble [Bookmarks, Summer 2015], 
what Zac Bissonnette ’11 has described 
is the Greater Fool Theory. While no 
one (hardly ever) can predict good 
future collectability, each time a person 
purchases a “collectible,” he or she gets 
trapped by the Greater Fool Theory, 
in that there is a belief that some time 
down the road, a greater fool will pay 
them more for the item than they paid. I 
would guess this actually happens in less 
than 1 percent of cases.  

Sometimes you fall into finding 
a greater fool even when you bought 
something purely for enjoying it and 
using it. Case in point: I bought a 1963 
Split Window Corvette Coupe in 1974 
because I had always wanted a Cor-
vette. I enjoyed using it for 13 years and 
then sold it for four times what I paid 
for it. But that was mostly a break-even 
situation considering the future value of 
money and operating expenses.  

John Sharland ’70
Bridgewater, Massachusetts

Bark for Birch Bark

“A Birch Bark Triumph” [Around the 
Pond, Summer 2015] states that the 
birch bark canoe built at UMass and 
launched on Puffer’s Pond is believed to 
be the first birch bark canoe to sail local-
ly in 300 years. My husband, Rick Nash, 
was building bark canoes in Monson, 
Massachusetts, in the early 1970s. We 
now live in central Ontario, Canada, but 
Rick got his start in our hometown of 
Monson. Local enough?      

Doris Nash
Dorset, Ontario

The Grass Whisperer

I recently learned of the passing of Pro-
fessor Joseph Troll ’65PhD. Beyond all 
of his professional accomplishments as 
a pioneer in modern turfgrass research, 
the Grass Whisperer’s (as he was af-
fectionately known by some) greatest 
accomplishments, and what gave him 
the greatest amount of satisfaction were 
his students (Joe’s SSA boys) and their 
contributions to the university, their 
communities, and the numerous walks 
of life they pursued.

 Yes, Joe you were correct when you 
told me, not in private I would add, that 
“Your only problem, Dunlavey, is you are 
intellectually lazy.” That well-meaning 
kick in the tuchus will never be forgot-
ten. With that one comment Professor 
Troll motivated a directionless freshman 
at Stockbridge to go on to his BS, later 
his JD degree, and ultimately a 30-plus-
year career practicing law.

 I, along with many of his former 
students, will never forget him for his 
sincere interest in us and his caring. His 
often brusque demeanor disguised, not 
all that well, a heart of gold that always 
put his students first. He will be missed.

 
David A. Dunlavey ’67S, ’70

Mapleton, Maine

mailto:umassmag@admin.umass.edu
mailto:Updates@admin.umass.edu
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Around the Pond

Chancellor Subbaswamy with students at the 
second annual New2U tag sale. Thousands of 

refurbished items, including clothes, mini-fridges, 
lamps, futons, and school supplies collected by 

students during spring move-out were sold in the 
Student Union Ballroom on Labor Day Weekend.

THE CLASS OF 2019 arrived on campus over Labor 
Day weekend with wall decals and LED candles to 
decorate their rooms, and the highest SAT scores and 

high school grade point averages in UMass Amherst history.
The most academically accomplished entering class 

ever numbers approximately 4,685 students. Out-of-state 
students constitute 22 percent of the entering class, while 
the number of international students has nearly doubled 
from last year, to 303, or 6 percent of the Class of 2019. 

This year’s incoming class is more diverse than last 
year’s. The ALANA (African, Latino, Asian/Pacific Islander, 

High Achievers Move In
and Native American) population increased from 23.7 
to approximately 26 percent and the underrepresented 
minority population increased from 10 percent to 12 percent. 
Men represent 51 percent of the Class of 2019.

Along with the first-year class, about 1,100 transfer 
students arrived on campus this fall. The transfers include 
350 community college graduates enrolling through the 
MassTransfer program. MassTransfer guarantees admission 
to Massachusetts community college students who complete 
a designated program with a GPA of 2.5 or above.

JOHN SOLEM
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In Support of Men
Helping all students thrive.

THE MEN and Masculinities Center at UMass 
Amherst was created a year ago with the mis-

sion, says Tom Schiff ’92 EdD, “of supporting male 
student success and supporting masculinities that 
are healthy for individuals and the community.” 

“The messages about ‘traditional’ masculinity 
haven’t changed much in the last 30 years,” says 
Schiff. “You have to be tough, you’re not supposed 
to be emotional, you’re not supposed to cry, you 
should be a player, a provider, you should drink 
hard, play hard, etc.”

But, he says, the research shows that men 
who adhere to those traditional notions have less 
healthy outcomes, for themselves and for others. 
They tend toward more risky behaviors and they 
are more likely to engage in violence.

“There are so many ways to be masculine and 
as long as those expressions are not negatively 
impacting other individuals or the community, 
they all should be accepted,” says Schiff. “There is 
nothing wrong with being a provider, as an ex-
ample. There is nothing wrong with being tough, 
at times, depending on the context.”

The center’s services range from leadership 
development to support services to educational 
programs and workshops. They are geared toward 
men who may need additional support or have 
been traditionally disenfranchised or underrepre-
sented in higher education—men of color, veter-
ans, gay men, etc. Much of the work is done with 
other campus organizations, such as Veterans Ser-
vices, the Center for Multicultural Advancement 
and Student Success (CMASS), and the Stonewall 
Center. Schiff has worked in residence halls and 
with athletic teams and fraternities.

Schiff leads a weekly men’s discussion group, 
and last spring he started a pilot program for 
male students who had violated the student code 
of conduct. The students went through a three-
part program, says Schiff, “where we pick apart 
masculinity and ask them to think about how 
that relates to why they are here. We ask them to 
think about what it means to take responsibility, 
and we do some work around self-care.”

The ultimate goal, says Schiff, is “supporting 
the development of healthy masculinities, and 
helping to create a UMass that is vibrant, healthy, 
safe, and just for everybody, where all of our stu-
dents are thriving regardless of gender or race or 
religion or culture.”  —Robert Lindquist

Amazon Textbooks @ UMass

GONE ARE THE DAYS of lining up outside the Textbook Annex and 

elbowing crowds to search shelves for books. This year, students 

bought their textbooks through a virtual store run by Amazon.com. 

They ordered online, scanned a barcode, and picked up the books the very 

next day—with free shipping—at the Lincoln Campus Center. UMass Amherst is 

the third campus in the nation to have an Amazon bookstore. After textbooks, 

what are some of the most popular items students are ordering from Amazon? 

Chocolate-flavored protein powder and the game Cards Against Humanity.
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A student scans a 
barcode to pick up 
her textbooks from 
an Amazon locker.
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We are First Gen
Approximately a quarter of the Class of 
2019 are first-generation college students.

AS THE racial and socio-economic makeup of 
campuses becomes more mixed, “first gen” 

has become the new movement of class diversity 
at American universities. Twenty-five percent of 
undergraduate students at UMass Amherst are 
first gen: their parents do not have a bachelor’s 
degree or college experience. UMass Amherst has 
services to help these students and has established 
a new Community Scholarship Program that 
benefits first-generation students and those from 
underrepresented groups.

UMass magazine spoke to first-gen students 
Aja’ Lee Gaskins ’18, a social thought and politi-
cal economy major in the College of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences, and Thierry Pierre-Charles 
’16, who is pursuing a Bachelor’s Degree with 
Individual Concentration (BDIC) in biomedical 
science and policy.  —Elizabeth Raffaele

Tell us about your background.

AG: I grew up in Middletown, Connecticut. 
My mother takes psychology courses, but she 
hasn’t finished her degree. My father never gradu-
ated high school and got a job at Pratt &Whitney 

as a maintenance worker. 
TPC: My family is from Haiti and still lives 

there in Port-au-Prince. My father is ex-Haitian 
military, and my mother works for the ministry of 
finance. I lived in Haiti until I was about 16, and 
then the 2010 Haiti earthquake happened, and I 
decided to come take my chances in the U.S. 

 
How do you identify with being first generation? 

AG: It’s basically having two full-time jobs, 
being a full-time student and then navigating the 
paperwork and all of the bureaucratic things that 
go along with college. 

I’m glad I found a good group of friends who 
were very supportive and a lot of teachers, ad-
ministrators, professors, people in financial aid, at 
CMASS [Center for Multicultural Advancement 
and Student Success], in the Honors College, and 
at the Josephine White Eagle Cultural Center 
[supporting native and indigenous students], and 
the Stonewall Center.

TPC: I don’t just identify myself as a first-
generation student but as a first-generation, fi-
nancially independent, Black, immigrant student 
with the last three meaning a lot more to me than 
the fact that I’m the only one in my immediate 
family to go to college. To me though, being first 
generation means learning to navigate institu-
tional systems on your own and finding your way 
to academic success without family mentorship 
and needed support. 

 

What’s  
up on 

campus?
Another 

smooth move-in 
with help from 
the new Living 

at UMass 
Amherst app.

The  
Chuck Close 

exhibition at 
the University 

Museum of 
Contemporary 

Art.
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Climb, Amber, Climb
Who’s that zipping up the stairwells?

RACING UP 180 flights of stairs to the 90th 
floor of One World Trade Center in New 

York City challenges the mind as much as the 
muscles, says Amber Davis ’07. She often uses 
imagery to keep her legs pumping in the grueling 
sport of competitive stair climbing.

What some see as sheer torture, Davis calls 
effective and time-efficient exercise. She’s been 
stair climbing for one year and has polished her 
technique to the point where it looks nearly as 
effortless as ascending an escalator. Like most 
competitive climbers, she takes the steps two at a 
time. She centers her foot carefully, and with per-
fect posture and a still head lifts her body grace-
fully up the stairs. When training for a race, she 
uses the handrails to ascend even faster.

Davis lists the benefits of stair climbing: “I 
don’t need a gym membership. It’s a complete 
workout for my lungs, core, legs, and glutes. It suits 
my super-high metabolism. And climbing stairs is 
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What challenges have you encountered as a 
first-generation student?

 
AG: In talking to people with parents who 

went to college…I had to deal with a lot of 
things that they didn’t. I had to figure out a lot 
of things on campus: finding that network of 
people, trying to fill out financial aid forms, job 
applications, and the college applications by 
myself, doing the essays and things like that. 

TPC: The basic ones include the lack of 
knowledge of higher education systems, family 
disapproval of my lifestyle choices and decisions 
because they seem odd to them, always feeling 
slightly behind other students who aren’t 
first generation or have the means to have a 
traditional college experience, a feeling that never 
goes away no matter how successful you become 
during your time in college.

What do you hope to accomplish with your 
college education?

AG: I want to do my PhD in social justice 
education or social justice mediation. Way down 
the line I want to build my own organization. I’m 
in the process of preparing to apply to Isenberg 
for a management degree (MBA).

TPC: I hope to at least help leave my part 
of the world in better shape than it was when I 
started existing in it. My goals are to help provide 
a good life to my loved ones, to do the very best I 
can to make a positive difference in this strange 
world we live in, and tackle some issues revolv-
ing around health care, economic inequality, and 
educational systems.

Tell us about the research you did on working 
learners as an adviser for the ACT Foundation.

TPC: My findings mostly showed how much 
first-generation students have in common with 
each other, while also highlighting the ways in 
which their status as first-generation students is a 
disadvantage in more ways than one, especially if 
they are students of color. 

The other side of that research also revealed 
many ways in which being a first-generation 
student actually adds value to the educational 
experience and allows access to essential, but 
overlooked skills that could be key to future in-
novation and successful careers. First-generation 
students tend to be more invested in the edu-
cational experience because many come from 
backgrounds where access to higher education 
isn't taken for granted. 

What’s  
up on 
campus?
Restoration  
of Old Chapel.

Move-in day 
selfies with 
Chancellor 
Kumble 
Subbaswamy 
and Sam the 
Minuteman.

Amber Davis
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A Meal Fit for  
a Student
What meal took gold at the 
competition sanctioned by the 
American Culinary Federation at 
the chef’s conference at UMass?

UMASS CHEFS won for the fifth 

year in a row with a four-course 

meal starting with pan-seared arctic 

char with peach sabayon, pickled beets, 

and sautéed greens on a bed of crispy 

quinoa and ending with strawberry-

honey-mango tart. It’s no wonder 

UMass ranks second in the country for 

best campus food, according to this 

year’s Princeton Review rankings.

actually a lower impact exercise than running.”
Low impact is particularly important to Da-

vis, who injured her knee at age 15 while training 
with the Dance Theater of Harlem. Now a busi-
ness manager in the Department of Veterinary 
and Animal Sciences, she trains in the stairwells 
of the Lederle Research Center and the W.E.B. Du 
Bois Library. In training, she climbs either the 34 
flights of the 17-story Lederle six times or the 52 
flights of the 26-story library four times. To spare 
her knees, she rides the elevators down.

Although she enjoys training solo, Davis has 
discovered she relishes team competition and 
the fundraising potential of stair climbing. She 
ran up the 1,970 steps of the World Trade Center 
in 22 minutes, 1 second, finishing 10th among 
women in the 30 to 39 age group. 

Davis aspires to compete abroad. She has her 
sights on the World Tower Running Champion-
ship in Doha, Qatar, as well as the world’ s tallest 
building, the 163-story Burj Khalifa in Dubai. 
Along the way, as she flies up campus stairwells, 
blowing past surprised students and smiling 

at staff members, she is meeting another of her 
goals—expanding recognition of what she calls 
“this crazy sport.”   —Patricia Sullivan

A Bowl Prediction
Mark Bittman looks at your lunch.

MARK BITTMAN sees a bowl in your future. 
The portable, versatile lunch of tomor-

row will consist of four ingredients: a cooked 
vegetable, cooked grains, some protein, and a 
flavorful sauce combined in a bowl, he said at the 
Tastes of the World Culinary Conference held on 
campus this summer. Think of a Thai chicken 
quinoa bowl.

Bittman, a New York Times writer, advocate 
of environmentally sound eating, and author of 
several staple cookbooks, including How to Cook 
Everything, admitted to the Campus Center au-

What’s  
up on 

campus?
The campus 

visit of Federal 
Reserve Board 

Chair Janet 
Yellen.

Renovation and 
expansion of 

South College.
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dience something he said he had never uttered 
publicly before: “It’s time for me to acknowledge 
that not everybody is going to cook.” He ex-
plained that some people will always say that they 
don’t have time or are too scared to try. 

More tidbits from Bittman: Organic food may 
not be better for you, but it’s better for farmers. 
The quickest way to evaluate packaged food? 
Count its ingredients: a good dish will have five 
to seven ingredients at most, the list of ingredi-
ents in unhealthful food will be “scarily long.” 
He believes that nutritional labels should warn 
against added sugars, which he called “insidious, 
hidden, and damaging.”

The audience of nearly 400 college and uni-
versity chefs and food service directors ate it 
all up and returned to their campuses after the 
three-day conference to work on recipes includ-
ing, presumably, some new ones for lunch bowls.

—PS

Guarding Public 
Health with 
Marijuana Reform
Experts look ahead to legalization.

HOW TO protect public health if and when 
Massachusetts ends marijuana prohibition 

was the core question at a campus marijuana 
policy forum hosted by the School of Public 
Health and Health Sciences this summer. A pro-
marijuana petition initiative is expected to be on 
the ballot in 2016 with passage anticipated, while 
the legislature may consider drafting its own law. 

“This issue is not going to go away and good 
policy will make a huge difference,” Professor 
David Buchanan, chair of the department of 
health promotion and policy for the School of 
Public Health and Health Sciences, told about 50 
pro- and anti-legalization activists, legislators, 
law enforcement officials, and academics at the 
forum. Participants included State Sen. Jason 
Lewis, D-Winchester, chair of the special com-
mittee on marijuana; David Sullivan ’81, north-
western district attorney; and Andrew Freedman, 
director of marijuana coordination for Colorado, 
where the legal sale of non-medical marijuana 
began in January 2014.

Lewis, appointed by Senate President Stanley 
Rosenberg ’77, said a new marijuana law will rep-
resent one of the most significant pieces of legisla-

tion of the decade and compared its passage to the 
roller coaster ride of legalizing casinos. He said 
the commonwealth must be smart in considering 
new marijuana laws and commended UMass Am-
herst for convening a forum on the issue.

Freedman, the Colorado marijuana czar, said 
Massachusetts could learn a great deal from 
other states that have legalized marijuana for 
recreational use. “It turns out you can regulate 
marijuana like alcohol and you can do it very 
successfully,” he said. The most serious issues are 
preventing young people from buying marijuana 
from legal shops and creating a cash-only indus-
try because federal law that makes marijuana il-
legal prevents banks from servicing the fledgling 
marijuana businesses. 

Sullivan, the chief prosecutor for western 
Massachusetts, said he opposes legalization, 
believing marijuana is a gateway to other drugs.  
His main fear was a “normalization” of marijuana 
use and how that would impact young people.

On the issue of taxes, Freedman cautioned 
against legalizing marijuana to boost tax revenue. 
“This will not be a panacea for your tax base,” 
he said. Colorado expects to earn between $100 
million and $150 million annually from mari-
juana taxes, a small part of the state’s $26 billion 
budget. Marijuana has an effective 40 percent tax 
in Colorado.  “We pay for regulatory systems, we 
pay for prevention and good treatment programs 
and what is left over goes to pay for school con-
struction,” Freedman explained.  

—Judith B. Cameron

The Fine Arts Center is looking for donations for its 

27th Annual Gala, Auction & Preview 
to held on Saturday, February 6, 2016

Some ideas for donations could include:
 Time at a vacation home  Hotel or Spa packages

 Sports tickets & opportunities Life-time experiences

Proceeds fund Arts/Access programs.
Contact Anna Robbins @ arobbins@admin.umass.edu

Auction Items Needed

Your contributions make a difference.

What’s  
up on 
campus?
This year’s 
common read, 
The True 
American: 
Murder 
and Mercy 
in Texas, 
by Anand 
Giridharadas.

The new  
solar canopy 
at the Visitor’s 
Center.

Renovated 
Furcolo Hall 
brings College 
of Education 
together.
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Return to “UMud”
First residents of Southwest Towers

IN 1966, John Adams, one of five 22-story tow-
ers in the new Southwest Residential Complex, 

opened amid rapid growth for UMass Amherst 
and an era of social and political upheaval for 
the nation. Twelve of the first residents to live on 
the second floor—who bonded as young men 
away from home for the first time and grew into 
accomplished professionals— gathered in the 
spring to reminisce about their college days 49 
years ago. Most had not seen each other since 
their graduation and carried on as if nearly five 
decades had not passed. Over a weekend of din-
ner, drinks, and a campus tour they talked about 
their playful days as college students: creating an 
elaborate system for keeping beverages cold in 
the days when dorm rooms did not have fridges; 
skipping classes but keeping their GPAs just 
above 2.5 to avoid the draft; and going to dances 
and concerts with romantic expectations. The 
conversation also turned to the quest to find a 
quiet place to study in the Student Union or on 
one of the underground floors in Goodell, then 

the campus library, and anxiety over earning 
grades high enough for graduate school.

All came from modest means and were the first 
in their families to attend college and acknowl-
edged—with deep gratitude—the role UMass 
Amherst played in their careers as public school 
teachers, college professors, lawyers, business ex-
ecutives, a social worker, and a medical technolo-
gist. “Most of us came from working class families 
and we knew that higher education was our only 
chance for upward mobility,” said Daniel Brown 
’71, associate clinical professor in psychology, 
Harvard Medical School. They also recalled fac-
ulty members who inspired them to double down 
on the writing of papers to turn an F into an A or 
offered encouragement that made their confidence 
soar. Saul Chadis ’69, a retired business executive, 
recalled an English professor who urged him to 
rewrite a paper on Milton. “I swear by rewriting 
that paper something clicked and I learned to be a 
succinct thinker and writer,” he said. 

Their time on campus was a watershed period 
for UMass Amherst. The campus was in the midst 
of transforming from a bucolic state school to a 
nationally ranked public research university. “This 
place was erupting with students and money 
was coming in to hire PhDs right out of their 
programs,” recalled Joel Lapin ’68, ’71 emeritus 

professor of sociology, The Community 
College of Baltimore County.  In 1966, 
the five Southwest towers and four of the 
low-rise residential halls opened; the re-
maining seven were completed in 1967 and 
1968. “We called it UMud. The walkways 
had not been completed and every time 
it rained it was horrendous unless you 
wanted to slide around,” said accountant 
Ray G. Hart ’70.

Since the second floor roomies gradu-
ated, the campus has experienced other 
growth spurts that have changed the land-
scape. “The changes on campus, while sig-
nificant, have neither distracted from the 
incredible beauty of UMass nor deviated 
from its tradition,” said Sheldon Kline ’70, 
partner in a Washington, DC, based law 
firm. John G. Wilson ’73, a retired public 
school teacher, witnessed the new con-
struction while children, Amy Wilson ’10 
and John M. Wilson ’14 attended UMass 
Amherst. And, he needed no special in-
vitation to visit the second floor of John 
Adams—his son was randomly assigned 
to room 209, the room next to the one he 
occupied as a student. “Strange world,” 
noted Wilson.  —JBC

Former John 
Adams residents 

who attended a 
49th year reunion 

are, bottom row 
from left:  

David Fix, Joel 
Lapin, Ray Hart, 

Glenn Walker, 
Daniel Brown. Top 

row from left,  
Saul Chadis,  

Bruce Powell,  
Jack Wilson, 

Robert McKnight,  
Michael Mello.  

(Not pictured  
Marc Feller and  
Sheldon Kline.)
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Give back today at
UMassAlumni.com/Invest

Support mentoring, professional development, 

scholarships & tradition through the

GIVE ADVICE:
✓ Share your experience

✓ Provide insights & advice

✓ Support the next generation
      of alumni

Career Conversations

Resume Critiques

Mock Interviews

GET ADVICE:
✓ Ask questions about career
      paths & industries

✓ Get feedback on your resume

✓ Practice your interview skills

Learn more & sign-up today at
UMassAlumni.com/Advisors

Join the

UMass Amherst Alumni Advisor Network
a powerful new online platform for one-to-one

career conversations among students and alumni.
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Office Hours

A Fairy Tale 
Ending
Economist Lee Badgett weighs in on the Supreme Court  
marriage equality decision.

ON JUNE 26, the Supreme Court of the United States passed 
down a revolutionary decision: a 5-4 vote on Obergefell v. 
Hodges, confirming that states can no longer ban same-sex 
marriages. The 13 states that did not yet have marriage 
equality must now license marriages for same-sex couples 

and recognize those unions made in other states. 
Lee Badgett, director of the Center for Public Policy and Administration 

and author of When Gay People Get Married, is an expert on the economic 
issues surrounding same-sex unions. Just days after the Supreme Court deci-
sion, she discussed what to expect in the years ahead. —Laura Marjorie Miller

Did you see the decision coming? Was there a 
point when it seemed inevitable?

I don’t count my chickens before they’re 
hatched! But I’d say the tipping point came after 
the Windsor case [United States v. Windsor] that 
struck down DOMA [the Defense of Marriage 
Act]. After that happened, in nearly every state 
there were lawsuits filed asserting that same sex 
couples should have the right to marry. That led 
to a big surge, and then once those went to the 
appeals level they started spreading out, and then 
all of a sudden it started going off the charts. In 
one year, something like 20 more states went for 
marriage equality.

The interesting thing was that some Republi-
can governors decided not to appeal these cases. 
So it was a combination of court decisions and 
political calculations on the part of the governors 
asking if it was worth it for them to spend the 
money and the time and run the risk of alienat-
ing many different possible groups. 
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“Practical things are 
important, but they 
aren’t the reason to 

get married.”

What are some of the economic issues that af-
fect same-sex couples that hetero couples may 
not think about or have taken for granted?

There are all sorts of ways—people don’t 
think about how important marriage law is for 
couples living together as an economic unit. 
Much of it has to do with taxation. Say you own 
a house and you want to put your partner’s name 
on the title. If you’re not married, then that’s a 
gift, and it’s taxable, and sometimes there is even 
a transfer tax. But if it’s to a spouse then those 
taxes are waived. 

Practical things are important, but they aren’t 
the reason to get married. You love that person 
and want to express your commitment to each 
other. You want to do that in front of friends and 
family because you want their recognition and 
support, as well as the legal support. Civil unions 
and domestic partnerships sound like business 
relationships; they don’t have the emotional and 
cultural meaning that marriage has. 

How soon will this decision affect same-sex 
couples’ benefits at their places of employment?

Immediately! But there still are many states 
that don’t forbid discrimination based on sexual 
orientation, even if people are married—in that 
case, it’s not about the benefits, it’s about just 
keeping the job. There is work to be done on a 
federal level to prohibit that kind of discrimina-
tion. The Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission, which enforces our civil rights laws, now 
says that it sees sexual orientation and gender 
identity discrimination as sex discrimination, 
which is already illegal, but I think that every-
one agrees it would be helpful to have that very 
clearly spelled out in the law.

What are some of the benefits to our overall 
system? 

This will be good for everybody. Access to 
benefits and the sense of being treated fairly 
have a profound effect on people’s mental health 
and emotional health. There’s now less minority 
stress that same-sex couples have to face at an 
official level. At least now the law is saying: “You 
are equal.” Children benefit because the ability to 
marry lets both parents come to the pediatrician, 
the teacher, the school, and that makes their kids 
feel more normal, that they are just like other 
families. We count on families for support, and 
marriage strengthens that support relationship.

Many businesses have been arguing for mar-
riage equality, saying, “This patchwork we have is 
kind of crazy—we have people in Massachusetts 
and we might want to move them to Nebraska, 

but Nebraska isn’t going to recognize their mar-
riage, so what do we do? They don’t want to 
move, so that inhibits our ability to recruit and 
retain the best people.” Lots of businesses have 
supported marriage equality for that reason.

Small local businesses like 
florists, bakers, and wedding 
planners will get the wedding 
economy boost from hundreds 
of thousands of couples. That 
equals millions and millions of 
dollars—which of course gets 
taxed.

What are some social changes 
we may expect to see fol-
lowing the Supreme Court 
decision? 

I don’t think that it will be 
bad for the institution of marriage; we haven’t 
seen that in any place where marriage equality 
has already happened. The decision might actu-
ally be good for marriage, as same-sex couples 
aren’t as bound up in gender roles, so there’s often 
a more equitable sharing of household labor and 
childcare. Some people have suggested that same-
sex couples are better at dealing with conflict. So 
maybe there are things that straight couples can 
learn from them? 

The more likely changes will come for the 
LBGTQ community itself. This is a huge step 
forward. It will potentially change the way people 
think about relationships: there can now be 
different scripts for what a relationship looks 
like than there used to be. Since Massachusetts 
legalized same-sex unions in 2004, I have heard 
students say they are engaged to their same-sex 
partner. It’s starting to get built into the ways they 
think about their relationship. 

Fighting marriage inequality has been a force 
in the LGBTQ community, and a reason LGBTQ 
people have come together. But there is a new 
question: What do we do now? 

How do economics reflect social justice issues? 
They are hand-in-hand. The economic out-

comes we study reflect the degree of justice that 
exists in particular settings. Outcomes tell us 
where to look. Biases create outcomes that are 
unequal and unfair. For example, people who 
have the same capacity to contribute to an em-
ployer being compensated differently. Inequality 
is a headwind that can make people work really 
hard just to stay in the same place. I became an 
economist because I was interested in social 
justice.
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IN LIFE, as on the football field, Minuteman quarterback Blake 
Frohnapfel looks beyond the immediate, further down the field to-
ward the end result. He has always operated that way.

He knew in high school that he wanted to go to graduate school 
after college. “If I could do that and not end up with any student debt, 

it would be good for me,” he said, and football was his ticket.
At Marshall University in West Virginia, he realized that if he redshirted 

as a freshman, which was highly likely, and could complete his degree in 
three years, he would graduate with two years of playing eligibility, enough 
to fulfill his goal of completing graduate school.

“I took extra classes in the summer and here and there,” he said. “Most 
players who transfer to graduate school only have one year of eligibility left. 
I was lucky.”

His quest began, not with researching football programs, but by search-
ing the top business schools with sport management programs. He then 
narrowed the list to schools with football programs, and then to schools that 

needed quarterbacks. UMass remained on the list 
as the number of potential schools dwindled.

Frohnapfel saw his move last year to UMass as 
a chance to grow personally as well as athletically 
and academically, as it would be the first time he 
would be separated from his twin brother, Eric, 
who was a teammate and receiver at Marshall. 
Like Blake, Eric graduated in three years. He 
stayed at Marshall to play as a graduate student 
and recently signed as a tight end with the San 
Diego Chargers. 

The move to UMass required other adjust-
ments as well. “Being the transfer guy and a 
quarterback, people are looking at you and say-
ing ‘Who is this guy? Can he actually play? Can 
he help us win?’ On the academic side, I am the 
youngest person in my class. A lot of people are in 
their 30s, some in their 40s with careers and expe-
rience. It was a little awkward at times,” he says.

The awkwardness has come and gone. He’s 
proven himself on the field. Last year he threw for 
3,345 yards and 23 touchdowns. He is a contender 
for several prestigious awards, including the Wil-
liam V. Campbell Trophy given by the National 
Football Foundation and College Hall of Fame 
to the nation’s top scholar-athlete;  the Manning 
and Davey O’Brien awards presented to the na-

On the Field and  
in the Classroom
Quarterback Blake Frohnapfel is all business.



THE FIRST GAME at the new 
Gladchuck Sports Complex, the 
first home built specifically to 
serve field hockey in its 40-year 
history at UMass, was a victory. 

The team (above) defeated UMass Lowell on 
September 11 to secure the Kennedy Cup for 
the third straight season. The cup is named in 
honor of John F. Kennedy ’76G, an alumnus 
of both institutions. The new sports complex 
features stands, a press box, and water can-
nons for dampening the field before play.

It is also the 40th anniversary of the wom-
en’s cross-country program at UMass. In her 
collegiate debut, Alexa Livingstone ’19 (left), 
of Ottawa, Ontario, was the team’s top finisher 
at the Minuteman Invitational on September 
12. In 1975, the first year of the program’s ex-

istence, UMass went unbeat-
en through the season and 
finished as the No. 1 team in 
New England. The Minute-
women capped off the sea-
son by finishing eighth in 
the nation. Seven members 
of that inaugural squad, in-
cluding current Head Coach 
Julie LaFreniere ’77, ’86G, 
celebrated the anniversary 
on campus.

Daniela Alvarez ’17 
(left), midfielder from Po-
mona, California, has been 
a key player on both offense 
and defense for the women’s 
soccer team.
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tion’s top quarterback; and the Wuerffel Trophy, 
awarded to the FBS (Football Bowl Subdivision) 
player who best combines exemplary community 
service with athletic and academic achievement. 

The crazy demands of leading the football 
team while pursuing two graduate degrees, 
business administration and sport management 
(full time, 18 credits a semester), have put 
Frohnapfel’s organizational and planning skills to 
the extreme test.

Strictly old school when it comes to time 
management, he uses a paper notebook and 
planner, and makes a daily to-do list to help 
him keep order in his hectic life. A typical day 
during the season begins with 7 a.m. workouts. 
After that it’s off to classes from 9 to 1, followed 
by game film for an hour and then afternoon 
practice. After that it’s studying until the last item 
on the day’s list is checked off. “I usually put too 
many things on the list,” he admits, “and I always 
stay up too late getting everything done.”

He is never far from thinking about classes 
or getting ready for the next game. On flights to 
away games he concentrates on game prepara-
tion, but the flight home is dedicated to academ-
ics. “It is funny,” he says, “sometimes when I am 
waiting for a class to start I will be looking at 
films on my phone, and when I’m at the stadium 
waiting for practice to start, I will be doing my 
accounting homework.”

And it isn’t just homework and football that 
keep Frohnapfel busy. He helps bring students 
from various sports together to address any 
number of issues as a member of the student-
athlete advisory committee, and he was a mem-
ber of the athletic director search committee that 
brought Ryan Bamford to campus. “I was super 
excited to be asked to join the AD search,” he 
says. “It was a different look for me. I got to see 
the bigger picture and got to meet people from 
all over and hear their ideas about college athlet-
ics. Doing something outside your comfort zone 
is always good for you.”

When Frohnapfel graduates in May, it will 
have been a challenging, strenuous, and often 
frantic two years balancing his academic and 
athletic life. But, he says, “it is only two years and 
it will all be worth it” and he will be well prepared 
for the next stages of his life.

“As a kid it was always my dream to have a 
chance to play [professional football] and hope-
fully I get the opportunity. If not I would still like 
to be involved in sports in some way, in college 
athletics administration or in professional foot-
ball, possibly on the player personnel side of a 
franchise.” —Robert Lindquist

Fall Action
Women’s sports got off to a strong start.
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Lefty Returns
Stories from one of the Minutemen’s 
staunchest supporters.

FIVE DECADES after leaving UMass Amherst, 
Paul Wennik ’62 is perpetually pulled back 

from his home in Salem. “I come here 10 or 15 
times a year,” he says, parking his 1997 Lincoln 
Town Car outside the new Football Performance 
Center.

Wennik’s latest visit was as a member of the 
advisory board of the Gridiron Club, established 
two years ago to support Minuteman football. 
Wennik spoke at a Gridiron-sponsored life-skills 
session for players.

Wennik reminded the players that, as athletes, 
they already have many of the skills potential em-
ployers want. “You have discipline, you know how 
to show up on time, work hard, and compete,” he 
said. “The Gridiron Club is here to help you suc-
ceed after the ball stops bouncing.” 

Wennik’s own successes include being one of 
the greatest pitchers in the history of UMass base-
ball. It wasn’t easy to get a hit off  “Lefty.” He had 
a 1.67 ERA in three years of varsity pitching, with 
what his coach called “a fine curve ball, slick slid-
er, sneaky fast ball, and a stout heart.” He boasted 
a .357 batting average over three years and is a 
member of the UMass Athletic Hall of Fame.

He’s full of stories from those days, when he 
worked as a bartender at the legendary Drake ho-
tel while living in an unheated room in the back. 
At only five-foot-five and 140 pounds, he lied 
about his age, height, and weight to major league 
scouts. The day he signed a contract with the 

Washington Senators, he recalls, “They thought I 
was 21, but I was 24 and a half. They gave me $10 
for a pop and a weenie, but I spent it on two Nar-
ragansetts and a smoke.”

Although he played some minor league 
games, his short stature worked against him in 
baseball. He went on to a long career in the music 
business, working at Capitol, Warner, and Poly-
gram records. One of his anecdotes from those 
days is about accompanying superstar Luciano 
Pavarotti to the Boston Garden, where he says 
the opera great “presided backstage like a regal 
potentate.” Wennik gleefully insisted that visiting 
multimillionaires and dignitaries bow and curtsy 
to the maestro.

As a music industry executive, he helped 
shape the careers of such other famous artists 
as Mariah Carey, Sheryl Crow, Jon Bon Jovi, Def 
Leppard, and John Mellencamp.

Wennik has served UMass for more than 
40 years, having been its national Annual Fund 
chair, a member of the chancellor selection 
search committee, an alumni admissions coun-
selor, a Chancellor's Council member, a Univer-
sity Ambassador, and in various other roles.

At age 78, Lefty slides into the driver’s seat 
of his Town Car (number plate LEFTY 1) with 
ease. Back in Salem, you might find him on Face-
book, prolifically posting on politics, UMass, and 
UMass athletics. And when the super-booster 
finally calls it a day, he sleeps under his treasured, 
and now-thinning, 52-year-old maroon UMass 
blanket.   —Patricia Sullivan

For information on the Gridiron Club:  
umassgridironclub.com

UMass Hall of Famer 
Paul Wennik ’62 loves 
mingling with today’s 
Minutemen including 

defensive back  
Jaurice Jones ’17.
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Shimmy, Shimmy  
Ko-Ko-Bop 

ONE OF Paul Wennik’s many UMass 
stories concerns the student who 

wrote the words for the 1960 hit Shimmy, 
Shimmy Ko-Ko-Bop. His name was Robert 
T. Smith ’63 and he was a business major 
from Brookline, president of Tau Epsilon 
Phi, and Wennik’s 
buddy.

“Smitty was 
a character,” 
Wennik recalls.  
“As I remem-
ber it, he had 
a cousin in the 
record business. 
He beat out that 
tune with his 
hands and sang it 
for his cousin and it got to the doo-wop 
group Little Anthony and the Imperials.” 
That group had had a big success in 1958 
with Tears on My Pillow. Their version of 
the catchy tune became their second big 
hit, and sold more than a million records. 
“But,” says Wennik, “I don’t know if Smitty 
ever made the money he should have.” 

Smith did enjoy his campus fame. Says 
Wennik, “The two of us used to play Shim-
my, Shimmy Ko-Ko-Bop on the jukebox in 
the Hatch until we ran out of coins.”

Sittin' in a native hut
All alone and blue
Sittin' in a native hut
Wonderin' what to do

Along came a native girl
Did a native dance
It was like in paradise
Put me in a trance

Going
Shimmy Shimmy Ko-Ko-Bop
Shimmy Shimmy Bop
Shimmy Shimmy Ko-Ko-Bop
Shimmy Shimmy Bop

Faster at Forty
A runner surges back. 

JEN (WAEGER) ST. JEAN ’96 is both surprised and proud to be the 
world’s second-fastest 40-year-old woman in the 1500 meters. She ran 

on championship track teams in her UMass Amherst days, specializing in 
middle-distance races. After UMass, she nearly qualified for the Olympic team.

St. Jean stopped competing due to health problems, her family, and ca-
reer. She worked in finance and now runs a business sewing bags she sells on 
the Internet, and she and her husband, Shawn St. Jean ’94, have two girls, 
ages 11 and 7.

But now, at age 40, St. Jean is back on the track and getting faster quickly. 
In August she won the silver medal in the 40-45 age bracket 1500-meter race 
at the World Masters Track & Field Championships in Lyon, France, clocking 
a 4:37.0. She missed gold by only three-tenths of a second.

Returning to running after such a long layoff is unusual, and so is St. 
Jean’s cross-training regimen—hot vinyasa yoga. “Most runners are afraid of 
yoga, but for me it’s a perfect counterbalance to running,” she says. “It helps 
my upper body strength and flexibility.”

St. Jean remembers running for UMass, “It was very hard and a lot of girls 
quit, but Julie [coach Julie LaFreniere ’77, ’86G] was so much fun to run for. 
I remember her enthusiasm; she would scream her head off at us. That kind 
of enthusiasm can push you further than you think you can go.”

St. Jean does aim to go further: She wants to break the national age-group 
record in the 1500 of 4:16.  —PS



Vulnerable  
Species
Which animals are at the greatest risk from climate change? 

HUNDREDS OF Northeast species, including brook trout, 
American shad, Atlantic sturgeon, wood turtle, piping 
plover, wood thrush, spruce goose, and moose are among 
those in greatest conservation need, according to a report by 
Michelle Staudinger ’10PhD and Toni Lyn Morelli, both 

ecologists with the U.S. Geological Survey and adjunct faculty in the Depart-
ment of Environmental Conservation at UMass Amherst.

Before their report synthesized the latest information, even wildlife 
scientists had a hard time keeping up with new data about how climate 
change may affect individual species and ecosystems. With this report from 
the Northeast Climate Science Center, based on campus, officials in 22 states 
can better prepare for climate change. 
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The Chikungunya 
Champ
A scientist forecasts viral outbreaks. 

SOME PEOPLE RUN. Some people knit. In 
his spare time, Ioannis Pantazis entered the 

Chikungunya Virus Challenge and won a $50,000 
award from the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA), which sponsored the 
competition.

The Chikungunya virus (CHIK V), spread 
by mosquitoes, causes high fever, muscle pain, 
headache, rash, and nausea, as well as painful 
joint swelling that can last for months. The virus 
first appeared in the Americas in 2013. Through 
its challenge, DARPA was looking for help in 
forecasting outbreaks of the disease. Pantazis’s 
solution will help the government develop an 
accurate case prediction model for the virus in 
the Western Hemisphere.

Pantazis’s usual work does not concern epi-
demiology and infectious diseases: until recently 
returning to his native Greece, he was a postdoc-
toral researcher in the Markos Katsoulakis lab 
investigating materials and physiochemical and 
biochemical systems. He called the CHIK V chal-
lenge “very exciting, because it concerned crucial 
public health issues.”

Col. Matthew Hepburn of DARPA said, “We 
are on the cusp of enabling a revolutionary im-
provement in disease forecasting, in much the way 
that weather reports transitioned from surveillance 
to forecasting.”

Wrapped Like a 
Dumpling
Sometimes physics mimics pastry.

MATERIALS SCIENTISTS have discovered 
wrapping techniques that could be used 

to contain toxic or corrosive liquids, to isolate a 
delicate liquid cargo, or to shrink-wrap drops.

To encapsulate one drop within another, a 
circular flat sheet is placed on a drop. The drop is 
completely wrapped by the sheet as the droplet’s 
volume is gradually decreased by withdrawing 
fluid with a thin straw. Small-scale wrinkles and 
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Snap to It

INSPIRED BY NATURAL “snapping” systems like Venus 

flytrap leaves and hummingbird beaks, a team led by 

Professor of Physics Christian Santangelo has devel-

oped a way to use curved creases to give thin curved shells 

a fast, programmable snapping motion. The new technique 

avoids the need for complicated materials and fabrication 

methods when creating structures with fast dynamics. This 

discovery could be used to design such things as ultrafast 

mechanical switches for robots.

crumples allow 
the sheet to curve 
around the droplet 
as it wraps. The 
scientists compare 

the resulting non-
spherical wrapped 

shape to a samosa, 
empanada, or dumpling.

Physicists Narayanan Menon, 
postdoctoral researcher Joseph Paulsen, theoreti-
cal physicists Vincent Démery, Benjamin Davi-
dovitch and Christian Santangelo, and polymer 
scientist Thomas Russell ’74, ’76G, ’79PhD were 
behind this advance.

Research Sweet Spot
First major partnership for IALS.

THE UMASS Institute for Applied Life 
Sciences (IALS) will collaborate with Anika 

Therapeutics, Inc. on research to develop a new 
therapy for rheumatoid arthritis. The agreement 

with Anika is the first major partnership for 
IALS. The institute’s goal is to translate life 
science research into products and services that 
improve human health in collaboration with 
industry partners.

Rheumatoid arthritis is a chronic inflamma-
tory disorder that affects multiple joints of the 
body and can cause pain, swelling, and stiffness. 
It affects approximately 1.3 million Americans, 
and that number is expected to increase signifi-
cantly as the population ages.

Anika, based in Bedford, Massachusetts, is 
a global medical technology company that is a 
leader in products for tissue protection, healing, 
and repair based on hyaluronic acid technology. 
Its president and CEO is Charles Sherwood 
’72G, ’77PhD.

Two UMass researchers from two different 
disciplines will collaborate with Anika on the 
project. Professor of Chemistry Sankaran “Thai” 
Thayumanavan brings his broad expertise in 
both organic and polymer chemistry, including 
knowledge of nanomedicine, to the project. Lisa 
Minter ’01PhD, assistant professor of veterinary 
and animal sciences, will apply her lab’s ground-
breaking research in aberrant immune responses 
to the collaboration.

Hedge 
Funds 

Trimmed

ASSISTANT 

PROFESSOR 

Mila Getmansky of 

the Isenberg School 

of Management took 

a close look at the 

astonishing growth of 

the hedge fund industry 

and concluded that 

the industry’s returns 

have been about half as 

strong as they appear.
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Creating a new global generation of beekeeping.

NE HUNDRED YEARS AGO, when UMass Amherst was Mass Aggie, Butterfield 

was a field, and Orchard Hill an orchard, 50 beehives hummed behind an apiary labora-

tory on the eastern edge of campus.

Massachusetts Agricultural College was a hub of beekeeping education, the first col-

lege to offer a formal beekeeping program. There was a full-time beekeeping professor 

until 1969, when Frank Shaw ’31, the last to hold the post, retired. Extension faculty 

members like Richard (Dick) Bonney ’54, the author of beekeeping books that are still 

bibles in the trade, passed their knowledge on to students. 

Yet the program slowly went dormant over the years, as the academic focus shifted 

away from insect husbandry. 

One hundred years later, there is a resurgence—the steady, perceptible buzz of an 

institution reactivating its legacy, this time to solve and remediate a pressing mystery: 

the loss of honeybee hives all over the planet. 

But this time, the beekeeping is happening globally. Through its researchers, staff, 

and students, the historical authority of Mass Aggie has expanded to a new way of keep-

ing bees: an ecological perspective that aims to preserve not just honeybees, but all bees, 

both domestic and wild.
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Habitat that  
flowering plants  

love is habitat  
that bees love.
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A Catastrophic Collapse 

IN THE mid-2000s, beekeepers began to notice a curious, 
dismaying occurrence: entire hives going missing, either van-

ished or dead. Between 2006 and 2007, beekeepers lost 30 to 40 
percent of their hives. Every year since, they have lost approxi-
mately the same proportion, in a phenomenon that has come 
to be called Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD). And obviously, 
since so much of our agriculture depends on the activity of pol-
linators, if this collapse continues or escalates, it threatens disas-
trous consequences for our civilization’s food supply.

If you follow news regularly on social media, you know that 
an alleged smoking gun for the bee crisis will be found on a fairly 
regular rotation, whether that cause is  varroa mites, neonicoti-
noid pesticides, or even electromagnetism from mobile phones. 

Yet every researcher interviewed for this article describes the 
bee crisis as multifactorial. Where a resilient, healthy pollina-
tor population might be able to resist any one of these factors, 
together they create a constellation of afflictions. Pathogens. 
Parasites. Miticides that weaken bees’ nervous systems and im-
mune systems. Loss of habitat, due to industrialized agricultural 
practices and development, which limits bees’ resources to nest, 
forage, and self-medicate. Beekeepers who feed bees exclusively 
with sugar water so that they become malnourished. Fewer feral 
honeybees to enter the mix, and reliance on a limited array of 
bloodlines from commercial queen breeders. All of these factors 
have narrowed the genetic spectrum for the honeybee popula-
tion, making it less diverse.

With agriculture increasingly dependent on migratory bee-
keepers who canvass the country bearing honeybee hives on the 
backs of their trucks, the combination of factors together cre-
ates an ecological high-wire act with a perilous balance and a 
costly free fall. Any one factor could prove a tipping point.

Yet the invisible safety net might be native bees, nearly 400 
species of which live in Massachusetts alone. And the solution 
to the bee crisis may be to stretch that net wider than we ever 
have before.

A Pernicious Parasite 

HONEYBEES HAVE lived for thousands of years in a mutu-
ally beneficial relationship with humans. They are familiar 

and charismatic. In many ways, that charisma now makes them 
ambassadors for their wild cousins, bellwethers for what is oc-
curring to the natural as well as the cultivated landscape.

“CCD is specific for honeybees, but these issues cause prob-
lems for other bee species, including solitary bees,” says John 
Burand, an insect pathologist in the Department of Microbiol-
ogy. “Basically, what’s good for the honeybee is good for the na-
tive bees; what’s bad for the honeybee is bad for native bees.” So 
could bolstering wild bees also benefit the honeybee?

Burand surveys levels of pathogens in honeybee popula-
tions, specifically studying the microbes, viruses, and parasites 
that cause disease in bees, and how they move across species 
lines. Even though his focus is on honeybees—he keeps several 
research hives in secret rooftop locations on campus—Burand 

wants to expand the discussion to native and feral pollinators, 
who are also threatened, and away from discussing just CCD: 
“Bee health is the issue.”

As a microbiologist, Burand has chosen to focus on one par-
ticular factor of bee health: the aptly named Varroa destructor, a 
pernicious parasite that is the bane of beekeepers, and has also 
wiped out most feral honeybee populations. “You know the im-
age that you grew up with of Pooh Bear finding a beehive full of 
honey in a honey tree? That doesn’t exist anymore.” The reason 
is varroa mites. 

Without feral bee populations to diversify genetics, honey-
bees—which are not native to North America—start to suffer 
all of the problems of breeding only from a narrowing band of 
genetic strains, one of which is decreased resistance. 

Fewer mites would mean more feral bees, which would mean 
stronger strains of domestic bees, which would mean increased 
ability to resist mites. The key is intercepting the old cycle and 
initiating a new one. Burand’s dream is to create a biologically 
based method “to put the varroa mite on the endangered spe-
cies list.”

Life AsWe Know It

HAVING FEWER bees threatens not only our food supply, 
but also biodiversity. Bees have influence far beyond hu-

man agriculture, points out Joan Milam ’97G, a bee taxonomist 
and adjunct researcher in the Department of Environmental 
Conservation. “Native bees are supporting the ecosystem as we 
know it,” she says.

“There’s drama in this garden,” Milam enthuses, walking 
through the Franklin Permaculture Garden. And she is right: 
in the company of a melittologist, you suddenly tune in to how 
busy everything is at the insect level, with many individuals go-
ing about their work of the day, and bee predators like conopid 
flies lurking to pounce from the petals and lay their eggs in 
bumblebees.

Bees and flowering plants co-evolved during the Cretaceous 
period, explains Milam. As bees diverged from wasps, devel-
oping special traits such as branched hairs to maximize their 
pollen-gathering potential, flowering plants were also evolving 
to tempt bees—figuring out that those that attract the most bees 
have an evolutionary advantage. While some plants can self-
pollinate, this obviously limits their genetic diversity. Relying on 
happenstance factors such as wind dispersal, water dispersal, or 
incidental pollination by a passing animal is unpredictable and 
unreliable. But if you can enlist bees to do your pollination, you 
can spread your genes quite widely. So flowers began to compete 
for the attention of bees. 

Since they co-evolved, the habitat that flowering plants love 
is also a habitat that bees love. Milam recently completed a 
three-year study in the unique environment of the Montague 
Sand Plains, a glacial outwash with sandy soil ideal for bees 
that nest in the ground. Milam measured how bee density and 
diversity responded to this exceptional opening in otherwise 
thickly forested western Massachusetts. In that study, from that 
site alone, she collected 158 species of bee—almost half of the 
total species found in Massachusetts, including a species that 
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Olivia Biller, project manager for the Adler Lab, 
observes bumblebees on a cluster of flowers 
at the UMass South Deerfield farm: “You need 
three hands—for your clipboard, your pencil, 
and your timer.”
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was new to science. 
Apparently, bees thrive in successional habitats, such as 

sand plains, but also those created by storm microbursts and 
fires—even what we might consider marginal and scrappy areas 
like abandoned gravel pits. “Openings in timber benefit bees,” 
says Milam. As Massachusetts has been reforested, trees have 
replaced much meadowland and other floral habitats favorable 
to bee nesting. “There’s a saying,” Milam smiles mischievously, 
“save a bee, kill a tree.”

Rewilding Your Lawn

OUTSIDE HOLDSWORTH Hall, Susannah Lerman 
’11PhD leans over a patch of clover that has somehow 

evaded the mower. On a square meter that contains ten heads of 
clover, one can immediately count four big bumblebees stead-
fastly at work. 

Lerman, a research professor in the Department of Environ-
mental Conservation and ecologist with the U.S. Forest Service, 
studies urban wildlife. A large part of her work in reconnect-
ing urbanites with native nature involves getting them to real-
ize something so obvious that it’s almost invisible: every person 
who owns or keeps a house has potential pollinator habitat as 
close as stepping out their front door. Once you see that, you 
can’t unsee it.

People tend to focus on large-scale agriculture when look-
ing at pressure on pollinators, but lawns are habitat too, Lerman 
points out: “There are resources in your yard!” 

With funding from the National Science Foundation, Ler-
man recently completed a study on how mowing regimes in-
fluence insect diversity. Working with ReGreen Springfield, she 
took advantage of the post-tornado landscape, getting citizens 
to volunteer their lawns to different mowing rotations: one 
week, two weeks, and three weeks. 

The results were astonishing: in the 17 yards in the study, 
Lerman counted 112 species of bee, ranging from 20 to 50 spe-
cies in each yard alone, including a bee that had not been re-
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The UMass South Deerfield 
Farm is a site for Lynn Adler’s 

research on the interaction 
between plants and bees.

corded in Massachusetts since the 1920s. And not only did she 
find bees, but also food for their forage: an average of 20 species 
of plants per lawn, with a total of 64 flowering plants in all the 
yards combined. “That’s a lot of floral diversity!” she exclaims.

Lerman found that bee abundance peaks at two weeks, which 
seems to be the sweet spot between providing habitat and forage 
for bees and avoiding the hairy eyeball from one’s neighbors. 

The genius of Lerman’s approach and appeal for busy people 
who want to benefit bees is that it entails not doing something: 
instead of planting elaborate pollinator gardens, basically just 
taking a week off between mows. And instead of seeing neigh-
borhood associations as adversarial, Lerman encourages house-
holders to see them as a “moment of opportunity” for educa-
tion: shifting neighborhood aesthetics back to a more natural 
landscape full of clover to reflect sustainable values, and alter-
nating mowing schedules with neighbors so that bees always 
have a yard in which to forage. 

“Animals respond to the decisions people are making in sur-
prising ways,” says Lerman. “We aren’t going to get rid of lawns, so 
the question is, how can we better manage them as a resource?”

Bee, Heal Thyself 

BEHIND THE barns at the UMass South Deerfield Farm 
are rows of netting tents, each burgeoning with summer 

blooms—milkweed, snapdragons, foxglove, sunflowers—sur-
rounding raised beds of canola. Eastern bumblebees—Bombus 
impatiens—hum hypnotically among the flowers. Alongside the 
plantings, students in tank tops and shorts kneel, tracking with 
Zen-like patience how long each bee spends on each individual 
flower. 

Biologist Lynn Adler and her team are measuring how a 
common intestinal parasite, Crithidia bombi, affects how bees 
pollinate. “Parasites can affect how bees learn to handle new 
flower types,” explains Adler. Afflicted bees can even lose the 
ability to interact with complex flowers when the parasite causes 
them to disconnect signals from rewards. Without the ability to 
interpret a flower, bees can’t pollinate effectively.

Adler’s research is multilevel, all having to do with the in-
teraction among plants, pollinators, and parasites. Right now, 
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she and her students are comparing how complementary plant-
ings—the flowers alongside the canola—transmit parasites, 
and then in turn how the parasites affect how much pollen the 
bees are able to collect. Determining which plants are less likely 
to transmit pathogens can help farmers decide what to plant 
alongside their crops.

And these hedgerows are also proving essential to bees’ abil-
ity to heal themselves. Since, as we know, bees and flowering 
plants co-evolved, they are parts of the same working ecosystem. 
It stands to reason that there are other benefits within that sys-
tem. So, given all the miraculous feats bees are capable of, would 
you believe that they can also be experts in herbal medicine? 

Adler discovered that the nectar of certain flowers can be 
medicinal for bees, reducing their disease loads. Her findings, 
recently published in Proceedings of the Royal Society B, show 
that bees consuming these compounds have notably reduced 
infection. So if farmers plant hedgerow varieties that produce 
these natural herbal remedies, that is a natural treatment for 
their hives, and for native bees as well. Both preventative and 
remedial, complementary planting can reduce the need for 
chemical intervention—one factor, as we know, in colony col-
lapse—while stoking a healthier, more resilient bee. Adler and 
her team are working hard to discover which plants work best.

Can a Farm Be an Ecosystem? 

SINCE HUMAN agriculture is now entwined with the Earth’s 
ecology, establishing long-term, sustainable bee health 

means implementing steps that benefit those entwined systems 
as a whole—an “agro-ecosystem,” to use a concept key to the 
work of ecologist Anne Averill ’85PhD.

Averill, professor of entomology in the Department of Envi-
ronmental Conservation, is the lead researcher on a $3.3 

million study on native bees. Averill concentrates 
her work at the UMass Cranberry Station in 

East Wareham. Part of her work involves 
studying the ways abandoned cranberry 

bogs can actually become good pollina-
tor habitat. 

The key, to Averill, is for food cul-
tivators to explore bee-safe combina-
tions, such as the ones Adler is testing: 
“Crops could get to a point to be a 

good place for bees,” she emphasizes, 
“ if they can come into harmony with 

natural systems.”
So far, we have been doing it wrong. To 

accommodate the huge increase in demand 
for crops like almonds, farmers have been 

pushed to create massive uninterrupted mono-
culture tracts, which although they look abundant, are 

actually deserts to native pollinators, who need space to nest and 
rest. In a vicious circle, farmers then become 100 percent depen-
dent on migratory bees trucked in from other places, bees that ex-
change pathogens as readily as sharing a sketchy public restroom 
at a concert venue.

Less reliance on migratory bees, then, keeps the whole eco-

system safer, and not only from pathogens.  Supporting native 
bees creates a diversity of possible pollinators, and thus stabil-
ity—if CCD does happen to migratory bees, a safety network of 
other pollinators is present and functioning at various sites all 
the time. By constructing bee-friendly environments, farmers 
would ensure not only that their produce has higher nutritional 
value and a greater yield, but also that a much thicker cushion 
exists between them and a potential pollination crash. New 
World crops, cranberries and blueberries in particular, are most 
effectively pollinated by the bees that co-evolved with them.

Of any ecosystem—or agro-ecosystem—Averill says, “You 
want it to be as vibrant as possible.”

We Have a Remedy

THERE ARE many parts in play. Ecosystems and agro-
ecosystems may seem so intricate that they’re impossible 

to understand, but there are parts we do understand, and can 
act upon. To bolster bees, remove as many harmful factors as 
possible, and then introduce and foster beneficial factors, agri-
cultural practices that give pollinators the resources they need 
to be healthy, both as nutrition and as self-medication. Foster 
habitat, even if just the edges of your land. There is power in 
the unassuming: in even a relatively small plot, landowners and 
nurseries can create a pollinator haven. Homeowners’ associa-
tions can act together to make neighborhood standards more 
pollinator-friendly. And even if you don’t own land, as much as 
your budget allows, you can vote with your resources, encourag-
ing farmers away from control agents like neonicotinoids so that 
they will know that more harmonious methods are profitable. 

On campus, the next generation of sustainable beekeep-
ers is ascending. The Beekeeping Club, founded by Eamon 
McCarthy-Earls ’15 in 2012, is now an official Registered Stu-
dent Organization, funded by student activity fees as well as 
the Stockbridge School of Agriculture and private donors. The 
Agricultural Learning Center, situated on Wysocki Field, affords 
students the opportunity to work with bees on the land. In the 
autumn semester, John Burand teaches seminars that follow the 
arc of a honey harvest, and as the culmination of their classes, 
his students get to take the honey they have helped cultivate 
home in time to share at Thanksgiving. 

And all of the honey—100 percent of it—used by UMass 
Dining on campus comes from one local apiary: Warm Colors 
in South Deerfield, run by Dan and Bonita Conlon ’86G. Warm 
Colors ships 300 pounds of honey to campus every other week. 
That’s 50,000 pounds a season, an amount that is increasing as 
the chefs find more creative ways to use honey in their recipes. 
Using its significant buying power as a super-consumer, the 
campus is not only supporting local agriculture but also helping 
prevent the spread of pathogens among bee populations. 

Just like social bees, humans can work together on many 
different levels to accomplish a goal that is entirely too vast to 
achieve alone—by doing something as simple as taking a break 
from mowing your yard.

“We’re telling people that what they’re doing is really impor-
tant,” says Lerman. “It will affect the natural environment, and 
you’re part of it.”  
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Buy the ugly fruit.

“There has to be a change in the way 
consumers think about what they eat—
they are promoting the use of pesticides.” 
–John Burand

Encouraging pollinators can be as 
much about not doing, as doing.

“Mowing every two weeks gives  
the greatest bee richness.” 
–Susannah Lerman ’11PhD

Soak up the sun(flowers) 
and give bees a chance to 
self-medicate. 

“Sunflower pollen really 
helps them clear infection.”
–Lynn Adler

Want to know the pollinator-
friendly plants at the nursery? 

Let the bees show you.

“If you see bees on it, buy it,  
and stick it in your garden.” 

–Anne Averill ’85PhD

See the bounty in the everyday.

“Goldenrod is a really amazing pollen 
source at the edge of your yard.” 
–Eamon McCarthy-Earls ’15

It Takes a Hive How you can help  
save the bees.
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Now You K

51
15 mind-bending things 
you can learn in a First-Year 
Seminar. THE FIRST SEMESTER of college hits 18- and 

19-year-olds with a slew of simultaneous 

new experiences. First-year students 

manage new roommates, new friends, new 

living spaces, new food, new procedures, and new expectations. And then there are their new academic 

experiences. Freshmen feel exhilarated as they set out on a course of study they’ve chosen for themselves.

Hundreds of first-year students ignite their intellectual spark in a Faculty First-Year Seminar. These one-

credit seminars are limited to just 18 first-year students and are taught by top faculty members on topics 

they love. Students dive deep into a subject and learn scholarly thinking through close interaction with 

faculty. By Thanksgiving, they are true university students.

UMass Amherst began offering Faculty First-Year Seminars in 

2009. This semester students could choose among 56 courses on 

an expansive array of provocative topics. The thrill of learning 

something new never gets old. Here are 15 mind-bending things 

students are learning in Faculty First-Year Seminars.

 —Patricia Sullivan



Do I Dare to  

Drink a Coffee? 

“UNDERSTANDING UNCERTAINTY,  

APPLYING CHANCE AND RISK TO EVERYDAY LIFE”

Hossein Pishro-Nik ’10G, Electrical and Computer Engineering

LEARNING STATISTICAL THINKING and using it to make rational decisions under  

uncertain conditions is an invaluable life skill. Suppose you read a story in the  

newspaper about a scientific study that shows your risk of getting a serious  

disease increases by 100 percent if you drink coffee daily. Now, a lot of coffee drinkers  

would panic upon hearing this. But say this disease is extremely rare to begin with— 

it affects only 1 out of every 10,000 people. If you drink coffee, then your chance of  

getting this disease only increases to 2 out of 10,000—really not anything to worry  

about. This is an example of why it is important to use statistical thinking in  

everyday situations. In fact, because we don’t think statistically, we often  

make irrational decisions regarding many issues, including our health and  

well-being, our careers, and our financial investments. We also  

lose great opportunities because of our tendency to  

avoid taking risks.
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Nano is Not New
“THE JANUS FACE OF NANOTECHNOLOGY”
Boris Lau, Civil and Environmental Engineering

SINCE “NANO” has been the recent buzzword in perfor-
mance enhancement from household products to aircraft 

materials, it is a common misconception to think that all 
nanoparticles (NPs) are something novel and cutting-edge. In 
fact, NPs have been around since the beginning of time. The 
use of NPs can be dated all the way back to the Lycurgus cup 
in the 4th century A.D. This Roman cup has the color of yel-
lowish-green when viewed in reflected light and ruby-red in 
transmitted light. Researchers at the British Museum and their 
colleagues have found that the “secret recipe” behind this magi-
cal cup is more than just gold NPs. The fine dispersion of silver-
gold alloy together with trace quantities of copper, antimony, 
and sodium chloride are all important “ingredients” responsible 
for the change in color.5

1.

3.

2.

What is Chindogu?
“CREATIVITY AND IMAGINATION”
Matthew Westgate, Music and Dance

HUMAN CREATIVITY is essential to our ability to survive 
and thrive as  a species—and to survive and thrive in the 

workplace. Try this exercise in creative thinking. Japanese mag-
azine editor Kenji Kawakami came up with the idea of chin-
dogu (or weird tool) when he had extra pages to fill at the back 
of his magazine Mail Order Life in the mid 1990s.  He included 
pictures of his Eye Drop Funnel Glasses and a Solar-Powered 
Flashlight, two inventions that were far from practical, but en-
tertaining nevertheless. Soon, an artistic movement was born, 
and chindogu became a three-dimensional critique of Japanese 
consumerism and the material world. According to the basic te-
nets: chindogu cannot be useful, but they must be made. Chin-
dogu cannot be patented and must be instantly understandable 
to everyone, everywhere. Humor is associated with chindogu, 
but this should be regarded as incidental rather than an end 
unto itself. Other chindogu inventions include a kitty litter box/
Zen garden and earplug earrings. Create your own chindogu.

now
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4.

5.

6.
The Pretty Are Privileged
“THE BEAUTY BIAS”
Jennifer Randall, Educational Policy, Research, and 
Administration

BEAUTY STANDARDS tend to privilege those with white-
European features and time and money to invest in their 

appearance. Research shows:

•  Children viewed as more attractive are also more likely to be  
 viewed as smart, likeable, and good.

•  Parents and teachers give less attention to less attractive  
 children.

•  Résumés get a less favorable assessment when thought to  
 belong to less attractive individuals—leading to fewer hires  
 and promotions.

•  More than a third of obese individuals are willing to risk  
 death in order to lose just 10 percent of their weight; three- 
 quarters will take on that risk for 20 percent of their weight.

•  Unattractive individuals received higher sentences and lower  
 damage awards in simulated legal proceedings.

Learning a Second Language 
is Easier than You Think
“COGNITIVE AND LINGUISTIC STRATEGIES  

TO LEARN A SECOND LANGUAGE”
Luiz Amaral, Languages, Literatures, and Cultures

MANY PEOPLE try to learn a second language and fail to 
continue past the initial stages. This is often due to two 

distinct problems: the use of wrong learning strategies and a 
lack of understanding about how languages structure and dis-
play information. One of the most common misconceptions 
is that you learn a second language by studying old-fashioned 
word lists and memorizing (frequently inaccurate) grammar 
rules. Human languages have very interesting and distinct 
ways of conveying different types information in what we call 
grammar and vocabulary. For example, in different languages, 
variations in intonation, word order, or the use of special words 
(or parts of words) can indicate things like the intention of the 
speaker, the time of the event, who or what we are talking about, 
the expression of disbelief, the quantification of specific ele-
ments, or the source of information. Learning a new language 
as an adult is the process of understanding the meaning of what 
is being said and mapping it into specific words or grammati-
cal forms. The key to learning a new language is to decode the 
meaning of utterances in the contexts in which they exist. It 
helps a lot if you are open-minded about new ways of express-
ing new ideas using the vast repertoire of sounds and forms that 
exist in human languages across the world.

Big Trees are Better
“TREES AND SUSTAINABILITY”

Brian Kane ’97G, ’02PhD, Environmental Conservation

IT’S MORE sustainable to save just one large tree than to replace it with 20 small 
trees. That’s because the cumulative benefits provided by the small trees do not 

remotely replace the benefits of the large tree. Especially in a place where construction 
occurs regularly, the replacement trees will never attain the size of the large tree that was 

removed; leaf area and trunk volume both increase non-linearly with each year of growth. 
Also, a lot of carbon and money go into growing and planting small trees: you must factor in 

shipping, fertilizing, pesticide, water, and maintenance costs. Trees are a critical component of liv-
ing sustainably, but only if the benefits they provide exceed their costs. 
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Drug Use Myths 
and Truths
“YOUR BRAIN ON DRUGS”
Donna Zucker ’90G, Nursing

7.

8.

9.

Don’t Try This at Home
“SEX LIVES OF ANIMALS”

Bruce Byers ’95PhD, Biology

WHEN IT comes to animal mating, evolution has 
produced a seemingly endless variety of methods. 
Some animal sex is violent. For example, a male 

bedbug pierces the female’s body with his sharp penis and 
injects sperm into the wound. In some snails, hermaphro-

ditic sexual partners stab one another with mucus-covered 
“love darts” as a prelude to mutual insemination. Following 

copulation, a male red-backed spider throws his body into the 
female’s jaws, and she usually obliges by eating him. Bizarre 

and puzzling sexual behaviors have much to teach us  
about evolution and human sexuality.

DIY Punk is Even Better  
if You Read German Philosophers
 “A ‘LEGACY OF BRUTALITY’: PUNK AND AMERICAN UNDERGROUND CULTURE”
Jonathan Skolnik, Languages, Literatures, and Cultures

Producer” illuminate the secret connections between German 
Expressionism, Dada, B-movie horror aesthetics, the Kent State 
shootings, and the first Devo records and indy fanzines. Situ-
ationism may have had something to do with the Sex Pistols, 
while Theodor Adorno’s analysis of the essential unfreedom 
in popular culture opens up new interpretations (if you need 
them) of the Runaways and Pussy Galore.

PUNK IDEOLOGIES have forerunners in German philoso-
phy. Susan Sontag said cryptically, after seeing the Ramones 

at CBGB, that “black leather is black leather” but she felt that she 
understood Patti Smith more deeply, having read Nietzsche’s 
The Birth of Tragedy. Walter Benjamin committed suicide flee-
ing the Nazis in 1940 and never made it to the United States, 
yet his ideas on “Culture and Violence” and “The Author as 

TRUTH: ADDICTION 
is a brain disease 

that should be treated 
like cancer or other 
chronic illnesses.

Myth: People 
with addiction 
can drink just 
a little or shoot just a 
little.

Truth: Addiction is a 
family disease.

Myth: When you overdose 
you die. In fact, the nasal 
spray Narcan is easy 
to use and can save 
many lives.

Truth: Labyrinth walking may help addicts. 
Addiction is a stressful illness and labyrinth walking 
has been linked to stress relief, as demonstrated by 
decreases in systolic blood pressure.
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There is More to Music  
than Just Music
“MUSIC IN AMERICAN SOCIETY”
Emiliano Ricciardi, Music and Dance

MUSIC PLAYS such an important role in our lives that 
sometimes it almost goes unnoticed. Whether it’s our 

favorite songs on our iPods or commercial jingles, music 
accompanies us as we go about our everyday activities, 

almost as a soundtrack to a movie. Yet we rarely stop 
to think about what music tells about ourselves 

and the society in which we live.  Music carries 
social, political, and cultural messages and 

is greatly influenced by technology and 
market forces. Think how much, say, 

punk has contributed to shaping the 
identity of counter-cultural move-

ments. Think how the ways in 
which we produce and consume 

music reflect contemporary dig-
ital culture, in which computer 

algorithms analyze, predict, and 
sometimes even dictate, people’s 

musical tastes. Understanding mu-
sic as an essential part of society and 
culture can greatly enrich our listen-
ing experience and at the same time 
can make us more aware of who we 
are and how we relate to the society 
in which we live.

11.
10.

Don’t Fear the Robots
“ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND SOCIETY”
Shlomo Zilberstein, Information and Computer Sciences

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE is fueling the development of 
systems that rapidly change our world, the way we  

communicate, the way we commute to work, the way  
we listen to music, and the way we receive medical treat-

ment. Recently developed AI planning techniques could directly 
stimulate the brain of epilepsy patients and drastically reduce 

seizures and improve quality of life.  Meanwhile, some prominent 
scientists such as Stephen Hawking warn that the “development 

of full artificial intelligence could spell the end of the human 
race.” No one knows what “full artificial intelligence” is and by 
all accounts it is still decades away. While the state-of-the-art AI 
methods could play chess at a grandmaster level, AI still cannot 

match the common sense of a five-year-old child and the best ro-
bots cannot match the dexterity of a three-year-old child. Marvin 

Minsky—one of the founders of AI—argued that existing ma-
chines cannot answer a question that involves knowing that you 
can pull something with a string but you can’t push something 

with a string. So, Hawking’s dire predictions are  
not an imminent threat and, even if threats exist,  

we have years to work out safeguards.

12.
Can Play Make 

You Happier?
“PLAY AND VIDEO GAMES”
TreaAndrea Russworm, English

THE NEXT time you play a video game, think about the con-
cept and power of play: what does it mean to have a playful 

spirit? How can you use that spirit as a part of an academic pur-
suit? Can playing make you happier? More productive? More 
critical? A better citizen, friend, or spouse? Do we play enough 
and how does play contribute to how we see ourselves?
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Cat Coalitions
“THE BIOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR  

OF THE DOMESTIC CAT”
Peter Houlihan ’00PhD, Biology

13.

14.

15.
Concussion Controversy
“SPORTS RELATED CONCUSSION”
Rebecca Ready, Psychological and Brain Sciences

CONTROVERSY SURROUNDS the long-term conse-
quences of concussion. We know that most adults who suf-

fer a concussion will recover in 7 to 10 days (recovery can take a 
little longer in children).  If recovery takes longer than a couple 
of weeks for an adult, it is usually because of a complicating fac-
tor that was present before the concussion, such as depression, 
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, learning disability, or 
another medical or psychological disorder. We’ve all seen sensa-
tional media coverage about professional athletes who sustain 
multiple concussions in their careers and then later in life suf-
fer from depression, suicidality, and dementia. The media are 
ahead of science in drawing a direct link between repeated con-
cussions and chronic symptoms in later life. Whereas there may 
be an association between these events, the necessary science 
has not been conducted to fully elucidate the links, which are 
likely to be complex and based in part on individual difference 
risk factors, such as genetic predisposition.

Jaws Made the Vineyard
“MARTHA’S VINEYARD IN THE  

NEW ENGLAND IMAGINATION”
Madeleine Blais, Journalism

TODAY WE think of it as the playground of presidents and 
movie stars, so it may be hard to believe that Martha’s Vine-

yard used to be a well-kept secret, a lonely postscript to the 
Cape, favored by people with an antisocial streak because it was 
such a pain to get to: who wanted to take a ferry—all that wait-
ing and all that bother—when you could simply drive down 
Route 6 and land in Truro or Wellfleet or Provincetown?  All 
that changed when the movie Jaws, the story of a shark terror-
izing a resort community, based on the Peter Benchley’s novel 
by the same name and filmed on the island, was released in the 
summer of 1975: an instant success, the celluloid equivalent of 
a rip tide, flinging the viewer into deep dark waters. But did you 
know that at the time he wrote the book, the author considered 
himself a complete failure and envisioned nothing better from 
this work than the $7,500 paid by his publisher? Benchley kept 
a running list of possible titles, each more clunky than the last, 
including The Edge of Gloom, Leviathan Rising, and Tiburon. He 
also envisioned Jaws of…. Despair, Anguish, Terror (take your 
pick), shortening it at the last minute to the iconic one-word 
wonder we all know and love today.  If you want to learn more, 
the best source is a book called Jaws: Memories from Martha’s 
Vineyard, written by former history major and UMass alumnus 
Matt Taylor ’95.  

ALTHOUGH THEY are usually 
thought of as solitary creatures, 

female feral domestic cats will form 
coalitions in which they nurse and 
care for each other’s kittens.

AS SKILLFUL predators, domestic 
cats can have a significant impact 

on populations of native small mam-
mals and birds.
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First Amendment
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A
Money is the oxygen of political

discourse, says Dan Backer ’99. 

LEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA — Most lawyers don’t 
have one of their cases deliberated by the U.S. Su-
preme Court, let alone win. But Dan Backer ’99 did. 

Although he didn’t argue the case before the court, 
he was its legal mastermind, finding the perfect 

client and developing strategy. For the 38-year-
old lawyer who studied political science at 

UMass Amherst, this significant victory came 
on April 2, 2014, when the Supreme Court 

struck down aggregate limits on campaign 
contributions.

The McCutcheon v. Federal Election 
Commission decision is the second recent 

Supreme Court decision rewriting cam-
paign finance rules. It follows the 2010 

Citizens United decision, which 
centered on lifting restrictions on 
campaign spending by indepen-
dent groups, such as labor unions 

and corporations. Backer represents Shaun McCutcheon, an engineer 
and businessman from Alabama who claimed his first amendment rights 
were violated by restrictions on the number of candidates he could fi-
nancially support. The Republican National Committee joined Mc-
Cutcheon in challenging the law based on free speech principles, as did 
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, the Republican Senate majority leader from 
Kentucky, whose attorney appeared before the justices.

A conservative Republican, Backer says, “I have never had the desire 
to argue in front of a courtroom. I like what I do and do best—mak-
ing cases like McCutcheon happen.” McCutcheon agrees. He told USA 
Today, “I was skeptical of the ability to really challenge something like 
this [limits on aggregate donations]. To Dan’s credit, he believed it could 
happen. I listen to Dan a lot more now.” 

Critics of the court decisions say lack of constraints on campaign do-
nations and unfair spending give the wealthy influence over elections. 
However, UMass Amherst professor of political science Ray La Raja says 
the McCutcheon decision will help maintain the integrity of the electoral 

By Judith B. Cameron
Photos by John SolemFights
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“We spend more money 
on Halloween candy than 

federal politics. That is 
depressing to me.” 

process by encouraging support for traditional political parties 
and candidate committees. “The national parties have strong 
incentives to obey the law and they tend to support candidates 
who are not on the ideological fringes,” La Raja explains. Dona-
tions to the political parties also improve transparency. “This 
ruling, given the Wild West landscape of campaign finance, ac-
tually is for the better as crazy as that sounds,” he says. 

From his modest third-floor office in the cobblestoned 
waterfront of Old Town Alexandria, Virginia, Backer represents 
more than 30 political action committees (PACs) and founded 
several, including the Tea Party Leadership Fund, Conservative 
Action Fund, and the Stop Hillary PAC. In his first major victory, 
Backer was the lead counsel in Carey v. FEC (2011), which 
paved the way for creation of hybrid PACs. A hybrid acts as both 
a Super PAC, which can raise unlimited amounts of money 
from individuals and organizations for many uses except for 
direct support for the candidate, and traditional PACs, which 
can raise limited amounts of money from individuals for use 
by the candidates. The hybrid PACS, including the Ready for 
Hillary PAC, are now used by many political causes. 

The office of DB Capitol Strategies PLLC serves as the nerve 
center for finding loopholes and constitutionally weak sections 
of the Federal Election Campaign Act and regulations. With four 
attorneys devoted to establishing a free-for-all in campaign fi-
nancing, the firm’s bible is dog-eared copies of the law festooned 
with Post-it notes to mark areas for possible legal challenges. 

Backer is the chief strategist, developing cases that test the 
limits of campaign finance law. “What we’re doing now is lay-
ing the groundwork for several new challenges that will con-
tinue to break away government restraints on free speech and 
association,” notes Backer. He is considering appealing a deci-
sion from the U.S. Court of Appeals for District of Columbia 
Circuit where he had hoped to force the FEC to hold the statu-
torily created treasurers of PACs accountable for their own mis-
conduct—rather than the FEC’s fining the organization. Across 
the river in Virginia, he is awaiting a date for oral arguments in 
an appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 4th Circuit that 
would lift the waiting period for new PACs to raise money and 
put them on par with other long-standing groups. He frequent-
ly uses the FEC’s Advisory Opinion Request process as a way to 
set the groundwork for cases or force the FEC into clarifying the 
complex law. For instance, he won the right for one organization 
to help political donors seek refunds of contributions from can-
didates. In another opinion, the commission deadlocked on the 

use of Bitcoin, the digital currency, for political contributions. “I 
like to push the envelope on these issues,” he says. 

Backer arrived at UMass Amherst as a liberal Republican 
and, as an out-of-state student, was unaware of its left-wing 
reputation. His views now are much more conservative. “We 
need more money in politics,” he says unabashedly. “We spend 
more money on Halloween candy than federal politics. That is 
depressing to me.  We should spend much more money decid-
ing on who our national leaders will be.” He explains further: 
“Money is not speech but it is every bit as necessary to speech 
as oxygen. Money is the oxygen of political discourse because it 
buys mail, TV, radio, and internet advertising to convey ideas.” 

Backer’s commitment to First Amendment fights goes 
back to his high school days in Tenafly, New Jersey.  He says he 
was forbidden to write for the school newspaper; only those 
students who had last period free were allowed to contribute. “I 
remember being viscerally offended by this notion that you only 
have the right to speak and participate in press dialogue if you 
have a free period,” he says.  He and others started an alternative 
weekly that took on controversial issues such as euthanasia 
and questioned due process in internal school investigations. 
By his senior year, school administrators banned distribution 
of the newspaper. “We did what any good journalists and first 
amendment fighters would do. We printed the newspaper and 
stuffed every locker with it,” recalls Backer. He says the American 
Civil Liberties Union became involved and ultimately the school 

backed down and permitted the circulation of 
the unofficial school paper.

His passion for politics is a family affair. 
“We are Russian Jews. Dinners are about argu-
ing over politics.  I can’t remember a function 
when there wasn’t drinking, food, and political 
argument.”  During the Carter administration, 
his family fled Russia when a narrow window 
that permitted Jews to emigrate opened. The 
family landed in 1978 in New York City, and 
soon moved to New Jersey. Backer’s father is 
a molecular biologist and former college pro-
fessor who later started a biotechnology com-
pany. His mother is a retired computer pro-
grammer. His older brother is a lawyer who 
practices in Russia. 

Backer’s own decision to attend law school was more seren-
dipitous than strategic. A chance meeting with a George Mason 
University dean at a black tie dinner led to his application to the 
university’s law school from which he graduated in 2009.

His undergraduate experience at UMass Amherst, he says,  
gave him abundant opportunities. “The memories I have are 
not from the classrooms but from my fraternity, WMUA, and 
student government.” He says he earned “B minuses” in academic 
work but “A pluses” in extracurricular activities that offered 
professional and personal growth. He believes his work with 
Zeta Psi Fraternity, including managing the house, developing 
and overseeing budgets, and recruiting new members, helped 
mold him into the success he is today. His office is decorated 
with a dozen fraternity awards and honors, including old-
fashioned paddles and a ceremonial fraternal sword—along 
with a toy plastic firefighter’s helmet. He reserves the helmet to 
wear during FaceTime talks with his two sons, ages 3 and 2. “Life 
is good,” he says.  
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WO MAJOR U.S. Supreme Court decisions—Citizens United and McCutcheon 

—attacked the heart of the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002, more 

commonly known as the McCain–Feingold act. The law was designed to legislate 

the use of issue-advocacy advertisements and how funds raised can be used. 

In Citizens United, the court removed restrictions on spending by corporations, 

labor unions, and other organizations. The McCutcheon decision impacted 

contributions made by individuals for elections by removing aggregate limits on 

what one person could contribute to all candidates and political committees, 

but not the limit for each candidate, PAC, or party. In other words, donors can 

now contribute to as many candidates, PACs, or political parties as they like but 

the cap on how much they may give to each entity remains.

T
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UMass People

GARY KAMEN ’74, ’75G, ’80PhD 
and Bobbie (Smith) Kamen ’74 
met as undergraduates. Married 
for 39 years, Gary worked as a 
UMass professor of kinesiology 

and Bobbie worked at AARP.  In retirement, they 
are co-proprietors of Mount Warner Vineyards 
and winery at their hillside home in Hadley. They 
sell their artisanal wine at local wine stores and 
farmers markets.

The Kamens say that winemaking is part art, 
part science. “The professor in me loves experi-
menting with different grapes and wine making 
methods,” Gary says.  Bobbie enjoys pairing 
Mount Warner wines with local dishes. Every fall, 
their UMass friends come to the winery to lend 
a hand with the grape harvest and pressing. Last 
year the crew picked six tons of grapes. 

—Patricia Sullivan

Mount Warner 
Vineyards grows  

Marquette grapes 
(above) as well as 

Cayuga White, 
Marechal Foch, Léon 
Millot, Seyval Blanc, 

and other cold-
climate varietals.

Photos by 
John Solem

 

Hadley Harvest
Alumni couple tend a bucolic vineyard and winery.
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You can see UMass (above) 
from the Mount Warner 
Vineyards. From left: UMass 
students, employees, and 
alumni lend a hand at harvest 
time. Kinesiologist-turned-
vintner Gary Kamen carries 
grapes to the press. Bobbie 
Kamen (below) also keeps 
bees.
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Maharaja ’15
Assuming the reins of an ancient dynasty.

BEFORE THE INK could dry on his diploma, 
Yaduveer Krishnadatta Chamaraja Wadi-

yar ’15 was whisked away to another rite of pas-
sage: a ceremony that would be conducted by 
more than 40 priests, last for two days, and anoint 
him the Maharaja of Mysore.

On the 28th of May, Wadiyar became the 27th 
heir of a 600-year-old dynasty that descends 
from the Yadavas, a family group so ancient that 
it appears in the Mahabharata and includes the 
avatar Krishna. He now resides in Mysore Palace. 

Mysore was an independent principality 
before the British Empire created the nation-
state of India. Along with Hyderabad, it was 
one of the great princely states in the southern 
subcontinent. 

During the anointment ceremony, Wadiyar 
traveled from temple to temple, receiving the 
blessing of deities such as Chamundeshwari, the 
principal goddess of Mysore. “I’m showing that 

I am here for their support, 
and practicing traditions that 
have been handed down,” he 
says. “It requires a very non-
Western perception.” 

Wadiyar (who was also 
known as Yaduveer Urs dur-
ing his time on campus) 
came to UMass to study Eng-
lish and economics. “What 
interested me the most was its 
different perspective,” he said. 
His interest in environmen-
tal economics has become a 
driving force in how he wants 
to lead: “In whatever small 
capacity I have, being envi-
ronmentally aware, I want to 
make good economic deci-
sions. Ethically I can’t sleep at 
night if I am doing something 
environmentally wrong.” 

Right now Wadi-
yar is focusing on 
the idea of sustain-
ability in agriculture, 
particularly Mysore’s 
regional crops of 
rice, tobacco, and 
vegetables. “We 

are into hospitality, so we are trying to 
incorporate more locally grown foods 
into our menu,” he says. He intends to 
promote Mysore as a destination for in-
ternational cultural tourism.

Even in the 21st century, maharajas 
are politically influential. “It is some-
thing uniquely Indian, and truly South 
Indian,” says Wadiyar. “It is keeping a 
bit of India alive, revisiting a period. 
It’s keeping us on the same path as our 
ancestors.” For Wadiyar, “figuring out my 
heritage, and what it is as a modern insti-
tution, and making that transition, is the 
main goal right now.”

When his uncle, the previous ma-
haraja, passed away, Wadiyar faced a 
big decision: whether to assume the 
role of ruler or continue in private life. 
“I weighed what I could have done had 
I stayed in the U.S. and been a consul-
tant. But there is a bigger picture here 
and something bigger than myself,” he 
says. “When you have the scope to do 
something positive, you should take that 
chance.”—Laura Marjorie Miller

Yaduveer 
Krishnadatta 

Chamaraja Wadiyar 
moved from Smith 
Street in Amherst 
to Mysore Palace 

(above).
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Fan Fiction
A popular podcast goes on the road.

IF YOU HAVE EVER binge-watched X-Files, 
or spent an insomniac session listening to the 

callers to Coast to Coast AM get stranger as the 
night wears on, you will have an idea of the tone 
of Welcome to Night Vale, a podcast fictionally 
broadcast from a remote desert town that experi-
ences more than its share of occult happenings. 

Meg Bashwiner ’08 provides the voices of the 
Proverb Lady, the credits, and “Deb, the Sentient 
Patch of Haze” for the podcast, produced in New 
York. For Night Vale’s traveling live show, she ex-
pands her role to MC (a part she writes herself), 
and tour manager, recently wrapping up a suc-
cessful 41-city, 46-show tour. 

Night Vale has earned its cult following by 
sparking its audience’s creativity. When fans be-

gan reblogging the podcasts on Tumblr in 2013, 
they were inspired to create visual interpretations 
of the entirely audio show, generating a vast body 
of fan art. 

The live shows, staged like old-fashioned 
radio programs, take audience creativity to the 
next level. Online communities organize to meet 
in person, and cosplayers dress up as Night Vale 
residents. “Our fans really want to meet us, to tell 
us that listening to the show has helped them, or 
helped them create something,” says Bashwiner, 
noting that her favorite item of interpretation is 
the Glow Cloud. “There’s always one a night,” she 
relates. “And it’s always different. It’s very big, and 
people have spent hours and lots of creative en-
ergy on it, which is intense.”

“To make art from the art that we’ve made is 
an interesting and unexpected experience.”—LMM

 
Welcome to Night Vale podcasts are available 
on iTunes, Soundcloud, YouTube, and Podbay.fm 
among other sites.
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“Ask your doctor if 
right is left for you.” 
Meg Bashwiner is 
Night Vale’s Proverb 
Lady. 
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Order a plate online today at
UMassAlumni.com/LicensePlate

Get Yours
Today!

15OCT Massachusetts

NO TRIP TO THE RMV
The plates will be mailed to you.

SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS
Special plate fees support
scholarships & programs for
UMass Amherst students.

RIDE WITH PRIDE
Show off your UMass plate.

TAX-DEDUCTIBLE 
The special plate fee is
tax-deductible.

For more info contact Diane Barstow at
dbarstow@admin.umass.edu
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Back in the Day

Below, an intramural runner in 1980. 
At right, the 1970 campus bowling 
champions, the A&P Gypsies.

Get Your 
Collegian Here
Read old and new issues online.

YOU CAN NOW READ back issues of the 
Massachusetts Daily Collegian, going back 
more than 100 years, online. The paper began 
as a weekly student newspaper in 1914 and its 
archives were recently digitized.

To read back issues  
of the Collegian, go to: 

bit.ly/daily-collegian

For current issues, go to: 
dailycollegian.com.
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Bookmarks

A Wry Genius
JAMES TATE • 1943-2015 

DOME OF THE HIDDEN PAVILION (HarperCollins) is the 17th and final full-length 
original collection of poems assembled by James Tate in his lifetime. The distinguished 
professor of English and gifted, influential, and honored American poet passed away 
July 8. He had taught at UMass Amherst since 1971 and was a faculty member in the 
MFA Program for Poets and Writers. His last public reading was at this year’s Juniper 

Summer Writing Institute. 
Tate’s first collection of poems, The Lost Pilot (1967), was selected for the Yale Series of Younger  

Poets when he was 23 years old and still a student at the Iowa Writer’s Workshop. He went on to pub-
lish more than two dozen books of poetry. His work has been honored with fellowships from the  
Guggenheim Foundation and the National Endowment for the Arts, the Pulitzer Prize for his collec-
tion Selected Poems (1991), and the National Book Award for Worshipful Company of Fletchers (1994). 

Tate was born in Kansas City, Missouri. The point of view in his poetry melds a Midwestern 
sense of the absurd, a New England quirkiness, and an acute self-consciousness into works that are 
transcendent, emotional, and frequently surreal. 

Tate frequently used Pioneer Valley landscapes as reference points in his poetry, yet didn’t identify 
them as such. In an interview for The Paris Review, he said, “I may picture the Connecticut River, or 
I may picture a certain lake nearby, or I 
may picture certain mountains that I’ve 
hiked along the ridge here, and I certainly 
picture downtown Amherst constantly, 
store by store. But I never mention 
Amherst by name. I want it to be any 
small town.”

The poet is survived by his wife, 
Professor of English Dara Wier, and their 
children, Emily Pettit and Guy Pettit.

Tate’s students and colleagues 
remember his wry, gentle presence and 
bemused way of seeming aware of an 
inside joke with the universe. 

—Laura Marjorie Miller

Portrait of James Tate by Rachel Glaser 
for The Massachusetts Review (2012).

Teaching the Ape to Write Poems 

They didn’t have much trouble 
teaching the ape to write poems: 
first they strapped him into the chair, 
then tied the pencil around his hand 
(the paper had already been nailed down).
Then Dr. Bluespire leaned over his shoulder 
and whispered into his ear: 
“You look like a god sitting there. 
Why don’t you try writing something?” 

From Selected Poems, published by Wesleyan 
University Press, © 1990.

Arthur Berger ’54, Mes-
sages: An Introduction 
to Communication (Left 
Coast Press). Introduces 
the key theorists who 
shaped our concepts 
of communication and 
processes and settings in 
which communication 
occurs.

William Fibkins 
’57, The Graveyard of 
School Reform: Why the 
Resistance to Change 
and New Ideas (Rowan 
& Littlefield). Explores 
the critical role resistance 
plays in defeating valued 
programs for students, 
parents, and staff.

James Cardoza ’66, 
’76G, A History of 
MassWildlife 1866-2012 
(Massachusetts Division 
of Fisheries and Wildlife).

Carl Vigeland ’72G, 
former faculty, The Great 
Romance: The Sun Re-
turns, Time Never (Level-
lers Press). Recounts the 
extraordinary life of Lee 
Elman, who embodied 
the idea of making every 
moment count.

Jack Ward Thomas 
’73PhD, Forks in the 
Trail; Wilderness Jour-
nals; Hunting Around 
the World (Boone and 
Crockett Club). A trilogy 
of journals by a former 
chief of the US Forest 
Service, a peek behind 
the curtain of conserva-
tion leadership during a 
turbulent period.

Christopher Wondolos-
ki ’73, The Hoosac Tunnel 
Murders (CreateSpace). 
Seventeen-year-old 
Ginger O’Leary is driven 
from her bed in the dead 
of night by a vision of 
murder within the depths 
of the “bloody pit.”

Alida Birch ’76, The 
Co-Creation Handbook: A 
Shamanic Guide to Mani-
festing a Better World and 
a More Joyful Life (Lumi-
nare Press). Utilizes sha-
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Bookmarks includes a selected 

list of new works by alumni 

and faculty authors. To have 

your book considered, contact 

umassmag@umass.edu.

manic methods to walk 
you step-by-step through 
the creative process.

Jane Yolen ’76G, ’06H, 
Stone Angel (Philomel 
Books). For young read-
ers, a story of a family in 
Paris during World War II.

James Knights ’78, 
Benjamin’s Field (Cre-
ateSpace). A compelling 
story about human digni-
ty overcoming adversity, 
prejudice, and hatred.

Paul Moses ’78G, An 
Unlikely Union: The Love-
Hate Story of New York’s 
Irish and Italians (NYU 
Press). Demonstrates that 
Americans are able to 
absorb tremendous social 
change and conflict—and 
come out the better for it.

Peter Trull ’78, The Gray 
Curtain: The Impact of 
Seals, Sharks, and Com-
mercial Fishing on the 
Northeast Coast (Schiffer 
Publishing). Complex in-
terrelationships explored.

Toni Morrison ’79H, 
God Help the Child: A 
Novel (Knopf). Weaves 
a tale about the way the 
sufferings of childhood 
can shape, and misshape, 
the life of an adult.

D. Denise Wallace ’79, 
Human Rights and Busi-
ness: A Policy-Oriented 
Perspective (Brill Publish-
ers). Should individuals, 
indigenous peoples, or 
other vulnerable groups 
be entitled to remedies 
under international law 
for violations of their  
human rights by trans-
national corporations?

Jeannine Atkins ’80, 
faculty, Little Woman 
in Blue: A Novel of May 
Alcott (She Writes Press). 
Based on May Alcott’s 
letters and diaries, this 
puts May at the center of 
the story she might have 
told about sisterhood and 
rivalry in an extraordi-
nary family.

Robert Kirk ’81EdD, 
Make Mis-Takes for Bet-
ter Grades (CreateSpace). 
The self-correction 
method for learning to 
read is described for 
parents.

William C. Martel 
’81PhD (deceased), 
Grand Strategy in Theory 
and Practice: The Need 
for an Effective Foreign 
Policy (Cambridge Uni-
versity Press). Explores 
fundamental questions 
about grand strategy as it 
evolved across genera-
tions and countries.

Mary Anne Smrz ’81G, 
Reflections from the 
Red Kayak, Thoughts 
on Life (Pearl Editions). 
An insightful journal 
offering analogies 
between paddling  
and life.

Sally Sims ’82, Halt at X: 
A North of Boston Novel 
(Sally Ann Sims). How 
long will you stand up for 
what you believe when 
your world unravels?

Ralph Sneeden ’82, 
Evidence of the Journey 
(Harmon Blunt Publish-
ers). Poems exploring 
family history, personal 
narrative, and man’s re-
lationship to the natural 
world.

Holly Robinson ’84G, 
Haven Lake (NAL). Grip-
ping story about grief, 
anger, and the healing 
power of love.

Charles Heller ’85PhD, 
In Advance of Fate: 
Portrait of an Abolition-
ist (Star Cloud Press). 
Biography of George L. 
Stearns, a wealthy Med-
ford manufacturer who 
becomes an abolitionist 
and John Brown’s major 
financial backer.

Howard Odentz ’86, 
’90G, Bloody Bloody Ap-
ple (Bell Bridge Books). 
Apple, Massachusetts, is 
rotten to the core.

Lorrie Thomson ’86, A 
Measure of Happiness 
(Kensington Books). 
Small-town baker spends 
years dishing out cakes 
and comfort—and keep-
ing the secret of the son 
she gave away. 

Anthony LaRose ’88, 
Cathedral of the Salt: A 
Novel (CreateSpace). The 
floor of a Colombian jail 
is a dangerous place for an 
FBI forensic pathologist.

Nancy Reisman ’91G, 
Trompe l’Oeil (Tin House 
Books). The ripple effects 
of a family tragedy and 
the ways in which its 
members perceive and 
misperceive themselves 
and each other.

Robert Forrant ’94PhD, 
The Great Lawrence 
Textile Strike of 1912: 
New Scholarship on the 
Bread and Roses Strike 
(with Jurg Siegenthaler) 
(Baywood Publishing) 
and Lawrence, Massachu-
setts, and the 1912 Bread 
and Roses Strike (with 
Susan Grabski) (Arcadia 
Publishing).

Frank Linton ’95EdD, 
The Observation Hive 
Handbook: Studying Hon-
ey Bees at Home (Honey 
Tongue Press). Keep bees 
in a glass hive, see what 
they do, and become a 
better beekeeper.

Robert Braathe ’97, Be 
Grateful: Daily Gratitude 
Journal (CreateSpace) 
and Humans Versus 

Human Resources 
(with Huda Masood) 
(CreateSpace). Stories 
and research about the 
corporate world.

Trudy Milburn ’98PhD, 
Communicating User 
Experience: Applying 
Local Strategies Research 
to Digital Media Design 
(Lexington Press). Useful 
case studies. 

George Mitchell ’98H, 
The Negotiator: A 
Memoir (Simon and 
Schuster). What Mitchell 
has learned about the art 
of negotiation.

Catherine Schmitt ’98, 
The President’s Salmon: 
Restoring the King of 
Fish and its Home Waters 
(Down East Books). 
A natural and cultural 
history of the Atlantic 
salmon and Maine’s 
Penobscot River, the last 
stronghold for the species 
in the US.

Kevin Kelly ’01G, Both 
Sides of the Line: The 
True Story of a Life-
Changing Football Men-
tor Who Became a Long-
time Target of “America’s 
Most Wanted” (Bancroft 
Press). In this memoir, a 
devoted disciple tries to 
understand the good side 
and the very dark side of 
his former coach.

Lori Latimer ’04, The 
Art of Service: A Col-
lection of Haiku Poems 
(Service of Change). 
A beautiful telling of 

inspiration, hope, and 
renaissance.

Brian Foley ’13G, The 
Constitution (Black 
Ocean). A collection of 
poems weighing loss, 
home, family, and love.

Stephen Clingman, fac-
ulty, Birthmark (Jacana 
Media). A story that is 
personal, painful, comic, 
and ultimately uplifting: 
a book not so much of 
the coming of age, but 
the coming of perspec-
tive.

Connie Griffin (editor), 
faculty, Crooked Letter I: 
Coming Out in the South 
(NewSouth Books). A 
collection of essays that 
reflect the experiences 
of being Southern and 
different. 

Leonard Richards,  
retired faculty, Who Freed 
the Slaves? The Fight Over 
the Thirteenth Amend-
ment (University of Chi-
cago Press). A surprising, 
nuanced portrayal of a 
crucial moment for the 
nation.

Ronald Story, retired 
faculty, and Gerald Mc-
Dermott, The Other Jona-
than Edwards: Selected 
Writings on Society, Love, 
and Justice (University 
of Massachusetts Press). 
Anthology of sermons 
of a worldly as well as 
spiritual reformer who 
resisted the individualis-
tic currents of American 
culture.
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In Memoriam

Read and submit Class Notes at
UMassAlumni.com

Submit address changes and  
notifications of deaths to
Updates@umass.edu

1930s

Edwina (Lawrence) Knowles 
’32, 6/8/2015, Great Falls, MT

Alma (Merry) Tatum ’35, 
10/13/2013, Danville, CA

Barbara (Davis) Johnson ’36, 
6/19/2014, Kerrville, TX

George R. Richason ’37, ’39G, 
’91H, 4/14/2015, Amherst

Frank J. Wojtkielewicz ’37S, 
12/12/2012, Albany, NY

Doris (Colgate) Brann ’39, 
2/12/2015, Jay, NY

1940s

Virginia (Pease) Barke ’40, 
7/23/2015, Plymouth

Louis F. Johnson Jr. ’40, 
3/24/2015, San Antonio, TX

Walter R. Lalor ’41,  
9/9/2013, New Bedford

C. Vernon Smith ’41,  
3/8/2015, North Brookfield

Alexander F. Ogonowski ’42S, 
6/2/2015, Dracut

Carl Werme ’42S,  
7/16/2013, Worcester

Helen (McMahon) Bogue ’43, 
6/24/2015, Willits, CA

Elizabeth (Bushnell) Nichols 
’43, 5/22/2015, Hartford, CT

R.G. Freeman III ’44, 
11/29/2014, Williamsburg, VA

George F. Pushee Jr. ’45, 
3/22/2015, Templeton

Virginia (Clark) Radway ’45, 
4/16/2015, Waterford, CT

Laura M. (Resnick) Altman 
’46, 7/16/2015, Framingham

Arlene E. (Metzler) Arms ’46, 
6/12/2015, Jonesboro, AR

Joanne (Freelander) Kravitz 
’46, ’48G, 2/19/2015,  
Van Nuys, CA

Florence (Lawson) MacDon-
ald ’46, 6/2/2015, Berlin

Nancy (Woodward) Pope ’46, 
12/2/2013, Sudbury

Barbara Lucille Weissbrod 
’46, 9/13/2015, Holyoke

Hope (Goldstein) Dershowitz 
’47, 11/1/2014,  
Buffalo Grove, IL

Richard J. Frost ’47,  
5/6/2015, Kingwood, TX

Lillian E. (Pepka) Plasse ’47, 
7/8/2015, Brooklyn, NY

Delight (Bullock) Rothery 
’47, 7/10/2015, Springfield

Barbara (Hyndman)  
Anderson ’48,  
4/12/2015, Shelburne, VT

Elva (Foerster) Anderson ’48, 
5/19/2015, Greenfield

Catherine (Magiopoulos) 
Danos ’48, 7/29/2015, 
Niantic, CT

Edward J. Desmond ’48S, 
9/9/2015, Hampton, NH

Robert H. King ’48,  
6/5/2015, Sidney, NY 

Edward R. Szetela ’48, 
4/6/2015, Hampton, VA

Pauline (Tanguay) Vigneau 
’48, 4/16/2015,  
Little Compton, RI

Phyllis (Houran) Warner ’48, 
Indianapolis, IN

Warren Bock ’49,  
7/30/2015, South Hadley

Stanley B. Buss ’49S,  
5/5/2015, Chicopee

Donald E. Geer ’49,  
4/27/2015, Derby, CT

George E. Jones Jr. ’49S, 
3/27/2015, Acton

Theresa (Walkowiak) Loeffler 
’49, 5/29/2015, Atwater, CA

1950s

Harry L. Bain ’50,  
6/19/2010, Lake Worth, FL

Francis I. Baratta ’50, 
3/28/2015, Arlington

John A. Biernacki ’50, 
7/20/2015,  
Huber Heights, OH

Elmer A. Chamberlain ’50, 
6/21/2015, Assonet

Frank S. Kulas ’50,  
5/15/2015, Bettendorf, IA

Curtis L. Lopes ’50,  
6/7/2015, Fairhaven

Ralph E. Marsden Jr. ’50, 
12/24/2014, Worcester

Joseph J. Mascaro ’50S, 
5/13/2015,  
West Palm Beach, FL

Leroy E. Mentor ’50,  
6/25/2015, Springfield

Robert M. Midgley ’50, 
1/30/2012, Sutton

John L. Moodie ’50S,  
5/1/2015, Northampton

Henry S. Saulnier ’50G, 
5/5/2015, Dallas, TX

Robert A. Szereyko ’50S, 
5/4/2012, South Orleans

Edward L. Valentine ’50S, 
5/5/2015, Evansville, IN

Donald F. Connors ’51, 
5/4/2015, Alexandria, VA

John R. Estelle ’51,  
6/30/2015,  
Royal Palm Beach, FL

Ruth (Camann) Raphaelson 
’51, 10/22/2014, Leesburg, VA

Priscilla (Parsons) Sargent 
’51, 5/18/2015, Pittsfield

Charles R. Clark ’52, 
2/26/2014, Wellesley Hills

Donald C. Gay ’52,  
6/11/2015, Fiskdale

Alfred M. Greer Jr. ’52, 
7/15/2015, Hooksett, NH

Laurence J. Higgins ’52, 
4/18/2014, Guilford, CT

Lois Nelson Farnsworth ’52, 
4/8/2014,  
North Chichester, NH

Lawrence H. Shaw ’52, 
4/29/2015, Wimauma, FL

O. Arthur Stacey ’52S, 
8/7/2015, Rutland Town, VT

David C. Bartlett ’53, ’57G, 
5/26/2015, Buckland

Gordon V. Benson ’53, 
5/11/2015, Natick

David B. Cave ’53,  
7/24/2015, Bluffton, SC

Mildred (Muszynski) Chick 
’53, 4/16/2015,  
West Chesterfield

Avrom R. Handleman ’53G, 
5/6/2015,  
Webster Groves, MO

Rudolf M. Hergenrother ’53, 
7/4/2015, Santa Barbara, CA

Basil H. MacDonald ’53, 
5/11/2015, Lexington

Edward C. Michaud Jr. ’53G, 
4/7/2015, Weston

Abraham S. Newman ’53, 
2015, Rockport

Christopher G. Smith ’53, 
9/15/2015, Williamsburg

Paul F. Faberman ’54, 
7/16/2012, Piedmont, CA

Karl M. Hergenrother ’54, 
11/7/2014, Nordland, WA

Janet M. (Robinson) Johnson 
’54, 7/21/2015, Falmouth

Marvin Rosen ’54,  
9/15/2014, Miami, FL

Norma L. (Jewell) Shiatte ’54, 
6/14/2015, Glenmont, NY

Richard L. Stromgren ’54, 
3/27/2015, Amherst

Carlo R. Fusini ’55,  
5/3/2015, Pittsfield

Hosea W. Langeway ’51S, ’55, 
6/13/2015, Ferrisburg, VT

Patricia (Guyer) McCarthy 
’55, 7/12/2015, Bedford, TX

Bruce R. Nilsson ’55,  
6/6/2015, Ormond Beach, FL

Doris F. (Hesselton) Power 
’55, 6/14/2015, Fairfield, OH

George F. Pratt ’55,  
5/24/2012, Weymouth

Cynthia (Taylor) Ruttig ’55, 
3/25/2015, Alliance, OH

Robert F. Trocchi ’55, 
11/10/2014, Hudson

Stanley G. Berman ’56, 
7/22/2015, Wellington, FL

James R. Clapp ’56,  
6/17/2015, Hillsdale, NY

George F. Cole ’56, ’62G, 
6/10/2015,  
Mansfield Center, CT

Anita (Johnson) Coleman ’56, 
5/25/2015, Suffield, CT

Edward M. Fouhy ’56, ’83H, 
5/13/2015, Chatham

John P. Lambert ’56,  
1/1/2015, Marlborough

Gordon R. Long ’56,  
6/28/2015, Oak Bluffs

Janet E. (Lewis) Monterosso 
’56, 3/25/2015, Pittsfield

Donald U. Bessette ’57, 
6/15/2015, Baldwinsville, NY

Corinne J. (Cavanaugh) Block 
’57, 1/1/2015, Quincy

Albert T. Collins ’57, 
5/22/2015, Marlton, NJ

Stephen J. Cunniff ’57, 
6/26/2015,  
Hilton Head Island, SC

Michael P. Curran ’57, ’61G, 
5/11/2015, Canton

Elaine F. (Mather) Danaher 
’57, 4/30/2015, Cotuit

Francis J. Mackay ’57, 
5/21/2015, Rockport

Floranne (Slattery) Nauss ’57, 
3/18/2015, Emmetsburg, IA

Beatrice A. Noyes ’57, 
7/18/2015, Quincy

Richard R. Rousseau ’57S, 
5/14/2015, Brandon, VT

Lois (Bain) Steele ’57, 
6/26/2015, Yarmouthport

Edwin N. Anderson ’58, ’64G, 
5/1/2015, Westfield

George H. Blomstrom ’58, 
4/15/2015, Harrisonburg, VA

Margaret (Peters) Davis ’58, 
3/25/2015, Herndon, VA

Dominic A. DiGiammarino 
’58, 3/25/2012, Wakefield

James E. Frey ’58S,  
5/17/2015, Northfield

Bernard J. Kaminski ’58, 
3/29/2015, Jaffrey, NH

John P. Zaremba Jr. ’58, 
12/31/2014, Weston, CT

Walter J. Grady ’59,  
4/22/2015, Norwood

Vasileos Kordakis ’59, 
3/8/2015, Menifee, CA

Charles V. Kurkul ’59, 
3/31/2014, Enfield, CT

Philip J. Lennon ’59, 
6/20/2015, Dalton

Harold K. Reed ’59S,  
2/4/2015, Enterprise, AL

Marylou J. Trojano ’59, 
7/15/2015, Hingham

Alan P. Watson ’59,  
5/3/2015, North Billerica

1960s

Benson Brown ’60,  
4/13/2015, Malden

Betty (Negus) Foley ’60, 
6/11/2015, Barre, VT

Donald B. Frizzle ’60G, 
1/31/2012, Amherst

Donald J. Aspden ’61,  
6/1/2015, North Dartmouth

Gordon E. Hultstrom ’61, 
4/11/2015, Andover

Michael J. Megliola ’61, 
4/22/2015, Suffield, CT

Eileen T. (McGuire) Binney 
’62, 6/20/2015, Marshfield

Ronald S. Everett ’62S, 
6/21/2015, Oxford, ME

Jerome J. Gallagher ’62, 
4/4/2015, Pittsfield

Kevin J. Judge ’62,  
5/7/2015, Hilton Head, SC

Arthur J. Stevens ’62, 
7/19/2015, Naples, FL

Judith (Means) Baldwin ’63, 
7/3/2013, Hamden, CT

Robert G. Brown ’63, 
6/13/2015, Tyringham

William J. Fischang ’63PhD, 
5/24/2014, Jefferson, NH

Delbert B. Ketcham ’63, 
4/29/2015, Wiscasset, ME

Joseph Auciello ’64, ’75G, 
7/25/2014, Simi Valley, CA

Donald R. Green ’64G, 
7/7/2015, Houston, TX

Bruce I. Jordan ’64,  
3/22/2015, Danvers

John G. Keliher ’64G,  
3/7/2015, Green Valley, AZ

Marcia Bicknell ’65S, 
3/23/2015, Kingman, AZ

Peter B. Briggs ’65,  
6/10/2013, Venice, FL

Victor R. Burdick ’65, 
5/12/2015, Norwich, CT

Herbert L. Cheever ’65, 
4/25/2015, The Villages, FL

Cathleen A. (Janes) Comey 
’65, 2/26/2015, Branford, CT

John Lounsbury ’65, 
6/21/2015, Victorville, CA

John G. Mortellite ’65, 
5/20/2015, Largo, FL

David C. Page ’65S,  
7/6/2015, Westerly, RI 

Joseph Troll ’65PhD, 
6/14/2015, The Villages, FL

Lynette (Arcardi) Warren ’65, 
3/28/2015, Pittsfield

Janet (Lippman) Abu-Lughod 
’66PhD, 12/14/2013,  
New York, NY

Allen K. Dickinson ’66, 
4/25/2015, Winchester, VA

Marilyn C. Canfield ’67, 
5/19/2015, Brockton

Joseph C. Dolan ’67G, 
4/5/2015, Greenwich, CT

Leonard P. Hickey ’67, 
5/23/2015, Tucson, AZ

Nancy A. Reid ’67,  
4/11/2015, Asheville, NC

David W. Douglas ’68G, 
4/2/2015, Springfield

Stephen J. Furtado ’68, 
6/2/2015, Fairhaven

Michael S. Karlson ’68, 
3/31/2015, Boston

Judy A. Landis ’68,  
5/23/2015, San Francisco, CA

Linda (Chalmers) McCreary 
’68, 5/15/2015,  
Fredericksburg, VA

John C. Murphy ’68, 
11/17/2012, Old Lyme, CT

Thomas W. Ness ’68,  
4/28/2015, Wareham

Gary J. Bianchi ’69,  
6/18/2015, Murrieta, CA

Alan D. Dunlap ’69,  
2/21/2012, Davie, FL

Richard S. Lehrberg ’69, 
5/31/2015, Palo Alto, CA

James J. Reidy ’63S, ’69, 
1/29/2011, Holden

Stephen K. Rockwood ’69S, 
1/8/2012, Seattle, WA

Robert F. Smith ’69,  
4/7/2015, Harwich Port
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1970s

Joanna R. (Napolitano) 
Bedalov ’70G,  
4/20/2015, Nerang, 
Queensland, Australia

Donald B. Chace ’70, 
7/30/2013, Hamilton, VA

Vivian D. Ells ’70G,  
5/5/2015, South Deerfield

Joseph F. Kuzdzal ’70, 
3/26/2012, Huffman, TX

Donald G. McClelland ’70G, 
6/14/2015, Arlington, VA

George T. Taylor ’70PhD, 
6/5/2015, Miami, FL

Linda (Taber) Denman ’71, 
7/15/2015, Pine Bush, NY

Kenneth L. Deutsch ’71PhD, 
3/16/2015, Geneseo, NY

Edward C. Flynn ’71, 
11/5/2014, Milford, NH

Roger P. Poudrier ’71G, 
12/15/2014, Holmen, WI

Donald R. Rodrigue ’71, ’75G, 
7/7/2015, Holyoke

Lynn E. Santner ’71G, 
4/14/2015, Freedom, NH

Paul N. Winslow ’71,  
2015, Belmont

Richard R. Bean ’72, 
5/30/2015, Conway

Dennis M. Carey ’72EdD, 
4/12/2015, Hyannis Port

Donna M. Ferguson ’72, 
7/9/2015, Holyoke

Roosevelt Greer ’72G, 
6/2/2015, Chandler, AZ

Francis J. Nass ’72,  
4/8/2015, Leominster

Thomas J. Rose ’72G,  
4/3/2015, Mankato, MN

George B. Vondruska ’72G, 
5/1/2015, Kennewick, WA

Philip T. Coggin ’73G,  
5/4/2015, Manchester, NH

Frank X. Cotter ’73,  
1/13/2014, Boston

Elinor C. Hartshorn ’73PhD, 
5/2015, Lakewood, CO

Margaret Hull ’70G, ’73PhD, 
7/3/2015, Minneapolis, MN

Dennis Klein ’73PhD, 
3/18/2015, Plano, TX

 Douglas F. Ruhe ’73,  
5/3/2012, Kingston, NY

Bruce L. Shefshick ’73, 
4/7/2015, Castro Valley, CA

Dorothy M. Urch ’73G, 
8/12/2015, Hadley

Carole M. (Touchette) Boulay 
’74, 7/18/2015, Gardner

John F. Carey ’74,  
5/23/2015, Duxbury

Mary E. Donahue ’74, 
6/3/2015, Proctorsville, VT

Gerard S. Lapre ’74,  
4/21/2015, Parker, CO

Paul G. Shafiroff ’74EdD, 
6/8/2015, Stockbridge

Susan R. Shapiro ’74,  
4/1/2015, Watertown

Georg F. Steinmeyer ’74G, 
4/9/2015, Vernon, VT

Lohn F. Wright ’74,  
4/2/2015, Easthampton

David C. Bailey ’75,  
5/19/2015, Raynham

James J. Hapshe ’75S, 
7/17/2015, Chelmsford

Karen M. Hickey ’75,  
5/1/2015, Windham, ME

Judi K. Johnson ’75,  
4/26/2015, Amherst

Garrett J. Lynch ’75,  
5/13/2015, Danvers

James M. Wessel ’69G, ’75PhD, 
3/21/2015, New Orleans, LA

Joseph P. Davenport ’76, 
7/7/2015, Shelburne Falls

Francis F. Dean ’76,  
7/6/2015, Holyoke

Kotsho L. Dube ’76EdD, 
12/1/2014,  
Bulawayo, Zimbabwe

David M. Fritchman ’76, 
2/27/2015, Las Cruces, NM

John E. Hays ’76,  
4/23/2015, San Francisco, CA

Joan K. Labib ’76,  
1/5/2015,  
Manitou Springs, CO

Ira D. Singer ’76,  
4/8/2015, McLean, VA

Phillip C. Toy ’76, ’85G, 
4/9/2015, South Deerfield

Margaret T. (Clapp)  
Winchester ’76G,  
6/16/2015, Leominster

Robert L. Emmett ’77, 
4/27/2015, Astoria, OR

Glenn L. Keldsen ’77PhD, 
11/22/2014, Chesterton, IN

Sylvia B. Kriebel ’77, 
6/16/2015, Amherst

Elizabeth R. (Rodier) 
Mokrzecki ’77,  
5/27/2015, Pelham

Thomas Anthony Moore ’77, 
7/31/2015, Agawam

Thomas W. Pollock ’77S, 
6/13/2015, Torrington, CT

Jacqueline M. Ralys ’77, 
6/10/2015, Athol

Cynthia J. (Griffin) Smith ’77, 
10/27/2011, Simsbury, CT

Gerald D. Stomski ’77S, 
5/31/2015, Hampstead, NC

George R. Zimmerman ’77, 
’80G, 6/20/2015,  
Northampton

Marvin A. Freadman ’78PhD, 
3/3/2014, Chelsea

Heidi E. MacLaren ’78, 
9/3/2013, Duxbury

Thomas M. McMahon ’78, 
5/11/2015, Baltimore, MD

Margaret R. Robison ’78G, 
6/24/2015, Shelburne Falls

Jean F. Rogers ’78G,  
5/8/2015, Northampton

Debra A. (Davis) Tautznik ’78, 
6/13/2015, Easthampton

Mary E. Waletkus ’78, 
6/15/2015, Monson

William R. Adams ’79G, 
11/12/2014, Clewiston, FL

Christine C. Decker ’79, 
5/28/2015, Sunderland

Gregg C. Doonan ’79,  
4/4/2015, Beverly

George T. Gilmore ’79G, 
6/7/2015, New York, NY

Judith A. Lipa ’79,  
10/16/2012, Springfield

Barbara A. Lunny ’79, 
12/1/2014, Coconut Creek, FL

Mary E. O'Leary ’79EdD, 
7/16/2015, Holyoke

Nana M. Seshibe ’79EdD, 
6/19/2015, Washington, DC

Matthew W. Sunter ’79, 
5/11/2015, Arlington, VA

1980s

Michael J. Buratto ’80, 
4/30/2015, Richmond

Valerie A. (Dolloff) Inman 
’80, 11/21/2014, Hesperia, CA

Pravinchandra N. Popat ’80G, 
4/2/2015, Mansfield

John Szewczyk ’80,  
5/17/2015,  
Center Ossipee, NH

Roy J. Trafton ’81G,  
5/21/2015, Acton, ME

Raymond F. Benoit ’82, 
7/4/2015, Wilbraham

Todd A. Lapidas ’82,  
4/24/2015, Southborough

Kirk D. Skinner ’82, ’85G, 
4/7/2015, Lynn

Donald Carr ’83,  
3/20/2014, Easthampton

Suzanne C. Cole ’83,  
3/27/2015, Lawrence

Andrew J. Corrigan ’83, 
6/13/2015, Haverhill

Verna M. Kaifer ’83G, 
4/13/2015, South Hadley

John R. Dowling ’84EdD, 
4/24/2015, West Boylston

John P. Musante ’84, ’89G, 
9/20/2015, Amherst

Susan Goepel Hollingsworth 
’85, 7/14/2014, Northampton

Richard A. Kalva ’85G, ’90G, 
4/6/2015, North Granby, CT

Michael C. Mahoney ’85, 
4/4/2015, Peabody

Beth T. (Hershenson) Gruber 
’86, 1/19/2012, Rehoboth

Dorothy (Gunn) Hmieleski 
’86, ’90G,  
6/13/2015, Greenfield

Richard R. O'Riley ’86, 
6/10/2015, Ware

Mary B. (Marquedant) 
Korbey ’87,  
7/25/2015, Hopkinton

Gerald D. Shapiro ’87G, 
10/15/2014, Ashland, OR

John A. Jonas ’88,  
5/12/2015, Vine Grove, KY

Qiguang Zhao ’85G, ’88PhD, 
3/16/2015, Northfield, MN

Stephan D. Batchelder ’89G, 
6/11/2015, Suzhou, China

Gregory A. Collins ’89, 
4/7/2015, Saco, ME 

Nancy B. Fisk ’73G, ’89EdD, 
7/17/2015, Belchertown

Theresa (Carroll)  
Thompson-Hines ’89,  
4/23/2015, Squantum

1990s

David L. Taylor ’90G, 
5/22/2015, Fitchburg

James T. Day ’91G,  
4/19/2015, Keene, NH

Patrick E. Phillips ’91, 
6/19/2015, Hatfield

John P. Bersalona ’93G, 
5/26/2015, Kansas City, MO

Michael James Kelly ’93, 
4/11/2015, Sherman Oaks, CA

Allyson M. Krieger ’93, 
11/13/2011, New York, NY

Scott D. Papillon ’93,  
2015, Ludlow

Todd M. Sussbauer ’93S, 
3/25/2015, Leominster

Michael Y. Weaver ’93, 
6/4/2015, Hopedale

Ann G. Eubanks ’94EdD, 
4/13/2015, Dorchester

Melissa (Warriner) Furber 
’94, 5/11/2015, Lowell

E. Rolando Lopez-Gutierrez 
’88G ’95PhD,  
9/19/2011, Georgetown, SC

Patricia Hopson ’97,  
1/3/2013, Ocean View, NJ

Michael J. Warrington ’97, 
6/20/2015, Northampton

Robert W. White ’97EdD, 
1/23/2014, Hadley

Denise A. Witkos ’98, 
5/29/2015, Hadley

Michael G. Simoneau ’99, 
6/28/2015, Cromwell, CT

2000s

Janet M. Swem ’01,  
6/13/2015, Amherst

Ronell L. Blizzard ’02, 
6/30/2015, Waterbury, CT

John G. Pavy ’03G,  
7/19/2015, La Porte, IN

Henry O. Wefing Jr. ’04PhD, 
5/21/2015, Westfield

Robert A. Ligeti ’06G, 
6/25/2015, Worcester

Derek A. Lyman ’07, 
10/20/2012, Waltham

Timothy D. Reim ’07, 
6/26/2015, Palmer

Asher M. Gumbiner ’08, 
5/9/2015,  
Greenwood Village, CO 

Robert E. Eddy ’09,  
5/17/2010, Reno, NV

2010s

Justin A. President ’10, 
5/14/2014, Boston

Nathaniel G. Grant ’13, 
7/4/2015, Pittsfield

Gabriel P. Davis ’15,  
6/13/2015, Hopkinton

Faculty

Normand Berlin,  
7/13/2015, Amherst

Jane Blankenship,  
4/24/2015, Pelham 

Elizabeth Ann Clarke, 
8/9/2015, Brewster

Lawrence L. Engdahl, 
5/16/2015, Bethel, ME

Louis Fischer,  
7/29/2015, Amherst

Nancy B. Fisk ’73G, ’89EdD, 
7/17/2015, Belchertown 

John H. Foster,  
6/5/2015, Northampton

Harold Gatslick,  
6/24/2015, Hyannis

Joseph I. Goldstein,  
6/27/2015, Amherst

John Austin Hunt,  
7/26/2015, Amherst

Charles Moran,  
6/21/2015, Amherst

Gerald M. Platt,  
5/7/2015, Northampton 

George R. Richason ’37, ’39G, 
’91H, 4/14/2015, Amherst 

Jean F. Rogers ’78G,  
5/8/2015, Northampton 

Joseph T. Skerrett,  
7/25/2015, Belchertown 

Frederick D. Stockton, 
7/30/2015, Belchertown

Richard L. Stromgren ’54, 
3/27/2015, Amherst

James V. Tate,  
7/8/2015, Pelham

Joseph Troll ’65PhD, 
6/14/2015, The Villages, FL

Gratitude in Grass: Members of the turfgrass science and management 
program honored teacher Joseph Troll, who died in June at age 95.
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Motorcycles 
I’ve Loved
Personal power on a bike.

By Lily Brooks-Dalton ’11
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SINCE I HAVE always looked both 
younger and smaller than I feel, being 
taken seriously has often felt like an 
uphill battle, with my anatomy fight-
ing for the other side. For years the 

word cute has been robbing me of my dignity; 
even my anger seems to inspire the same reaction 
toddlers receive. When I raise my voice it goes up 
an octave, and when I want to get the salad bowl 
down from the cupboard I need a chair to reach it. 

At fifteen I got a job as a waitress, then 
promptly lost it when they realized I was too 
young to serve alcohol, and when I started travel-
ing at seventeen I was constantly scolded, told 
over and over again that the world was just not 
safe for a girl like me to be all on her own, as if I 
wasn’t strong enough or smart enough or bold 
enough to take care of myself. To this day, people 
I don’t even know sometimes insist I don’t look 
a day over sixteen—as if this is what women in 
their twenties want to hear.

People implied or just flat out told me I was 
too young, too fragile, or too small so often I 
bought it. As an adolescent I could never quite 
reconcile this discrepancy between who I wanted 
to be and who I appeared to be. I began to think 
being cute was the only way I could have any 
power at all, and although I’ve never liked that 
aspect of myself—that part of me that is will-
ing to cash in on the doe eyes and the blood 
that flushed my cheeks red-hot at the slightest 
provocation—I went with it. It felt like my only 
weapon.

Learning to travel, to make my way in the 
world, shifted this perception, and then learning 
to ride motorcycles shattered it completely. Peo-
ple looked at me a little differently when I arrived 
in leather, on two wheels, and it made me begin 
to look at myself differently, too. I remembered 
that I’m not this undersized shell, or at least I 
don’t have to be—I have a choice. When I see my-
self now, my shoulders are broad enough to fill 
an elevator, my hands are big like dinner plates, 
and I can reach anything I damn please. My voice 
is low and gravelly, my skin rough and grooved 
by the elements, tough as alligator meat. I am 
ancient—old and wise and stoic, like a giant sea 
turtle that swings herself up out of the sea every 
now and then to see the young, pink sunbathers, 
then sinks back down below to sleep in the sand.

For decades motorcycles have been symbols 
of power, transforming anyone at the handle-
bars into a demigod of the road through sheer 

imposition: the rumbling exhaust, 
the thumping engine, the glittering 
chrome, the studs and the leather. The 
motorcycle itself is the avenue for lit-
eral, mechanical force, but its rider is 
the apex of its strength, the crest of its 
power. I think of oiled black hide, hid-
den faces, heavy boots; I think of long 
empty roads and dark close streets 
and saddlebags packed for anything 
that might lie in between. I think of 
the motorcyclist as an archetype: the 
lone rider, or the restless soul, rolling 
through seedy towns like a tumble-
weed until the wind catches her up 
and carries her back out to the desert 
to spin in the dunes.

Reprinted from Motorcycles I’ve Loved by 
Lily Brooks-Dalton by arrangement with 
Riverhead Books, a member of Penguin 
Random House. Copyright © 2015 by Lily 
Brooks-Dalton.
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Arthur Tuttle ’85MS, tree fruit research associate, checks a trap at the UMass Amherst research orchard 
designed to monitor the presence and spread of new invasive pests in Massachusetts.
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itself. Citing the need to continue Prokopy’s pio-
neering work in integrated pest management, the 
Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agricul-
ture has pledged $100,000. “This is a very import-
ant position to fill, especially with so many new 
pests in our orchards and the changes in chemical 

use,” says David Chandler, an apple 
grower in Sterling, Massachusetts, and 
spokesman for the society. 

Prokopy’s work in insect pest man-
agement helped fruit growers maintain 
their viability while reducing insecti-
cide use by 50 to 75 percent, putting 

the commonwealth’s use of fruit pesticides well 
below the national average, notes Nicewicz.

“We have a history that we need to build upon. 
We have researchers working with fruit pests, but 
this new position will bring it back to Prokopy’s 
level,” explains Wes Autio ’82MS, ’85PhD, director 
of the Stockbridge School of Agriculture. The new 
faculty member will work primarily at the Cold 
Spring Orchard, the UMass Amherst research 
orchard in nearby Belchertown.

Now, family, friends, and farmers have raised 
nearly $900,000 to establish a memorial endow-
ment in Prokopy’s name that will help fund a 
faculty position dedicated to helping fruit farm-
ers produce high yields with minimal pesticides.

“Entomology is desperately needed,” says 
Ken Nicewicz, a third-generation orchard farm-
er in Bolton, Massachusetts, who helped spear-
head the raising of more than $142,500 from 
members of the Massachusetts Fruit Growers 
Association and $232,000 from the association 

More Fruit,  
Less Pesticide
After Ronald J. Prokopy, a UMass Amherst entomologist 
and veritable rock star to fruit growers, died 10 years ago, 
research into insect pest management in Massachusetts 
orchards waned. 

Stockbridge School of Agriculture 
Professor Daniel Cooley ’86PhD and 
Elizabeth Garofalo ’13S, ‘15, ’18MS 
examine the contents of an insect trap at 
Cold Spring Orchard, the UMass Amherst 
research orchard, in Belchertown.
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Charles P. McQuaid ’74 graduated from the 
Isenberg School of Management with little debt 
and the knowledge that got him into a presti-
gious graduate business school. The affordable 
tuition, then roughly $200 a semester, part-time 
jobs, including summers working in a factory, 
and dedication to his studies helped launch his 
successful career as an investment fund manager.

Four decades later, McQuaid says it’s time to 
give back. With a $1.5 million gift, he established 
the Charles P. McQuaid Endowed Professorship 
in finance. The gift will also support students 
from his hometown of Ware, Massachusetts,  
and surrounding communities.

The McQuaid professorship is the ninth for 
the school. Isenberg Dean Mark Fuller says, “The 
McQuaid gift will further energize our finance 
department’s growing national reputation, which 
is a key driver in Isenberg’s own success story.” 

In terms of the student support, McQuaid 
says, “I want hard-working students to have 
opportunities like those I had when I graduated 
from UMass Amherst.” Some of those opportu-
nities are studying with top-notch faculty. 
McQuaid says his UMass Amherst education 
was a significant factor in his acceptance to 
University of Chicago’s MBA program.

In March 2014, McQuaid retired after work-
ing for 35 years at Columbia Wanger Asset Man-
agement in Chicago, where he rose to president 
and chief investment officer. He remains active 
in the business world, managing the Columbia 
Thermostat Fund and advises analysts and writes 
quarterly shareholder commentaries. He wishes 
the Isenberg school was a publicly traded com-
pany. “If Isenberg were a stock, I’d invest in it in  
a heartbeat,” he says.

An Investment, Endowed  
Professorship
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Isenberg School of Management 
Dean Mark A. Fuller,  

Thomas O’Brien Endowed Chair, 
leads a discussion with  

management students.
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in 2011 for the establishment of an endowed 
chair in the study of nonviolent direct action and 
civil resistance.

With a lifetime commitment to peace, the do-
nors have themselves participated in nonviolent 
action and civil resistance to promote civil rights 
and social justice. “They have strongly felt that 
one of the best contributions they can make is to 
train future generations of scholars to conduct 
rigorous research that would promote a more 
peaceful and nonviolent world,” Tropp says. 

The effort to understand how and when non-
violent measures can minimize conflict and pro-
mote peace interests Sidney Topol ’47, ’85HON,  
a social activist who pioneered advances in 
satellite communications. His gift of $100,000 will 
be used to bring scholars together and coordinate 
efforts in promoting nonviolent strategies. “We 
have to work to find ways to end international 
violence and violence in the streets of America,” 
says Topol.

Creating World Peace
As a leader in the study of peace and violence, UMass Amherst 
has been training the next generation of scholars to understand 
how members of racial, ethnic, religious, and political groups 
are devastated by conflict and violence. 
A new $1.5 million endowment for the Psychol-
ogy of Peace and Violence Program will help 
the program flourish by continuing to support 
doctoral students and the convening of interna-
tional peace and conflict scholars. 

“We continue to attract students from 
around the world who are interested in research 
on these issues and the practical application of 
this work to promote peace and nonviolence in 
the world,” says Linda R. Tropp, who served as 
director of the program from 2007 to 2015. She 
notes that this gift ensures the long-term sus-
tainability of the program, which will produce a 
significant body of research that can be used to 
promote peaceful and nonviolent approaches to 
reducing and resolving conflict.

The gift is the third made by a couple who 
wish to remain anonymous and hope to make 
the world a more peaceful place through 
research. In 2002, the couple gave $2.5 million 
to launch the Psychology of Peace and Violence 
Program. They gave a second gift of $2.5 million 

UMASS STUDENTS 
BRINGING PEACE 
TO THE WORLD

Africa
Burundi
Democratic Republic  
of Congo

Rwanda
South Africa

Asia
Indonesia
Korea
Sri Lanka

Australia

South America
Chile
Argentina

Middle East
Israel
Palestine
Lebanon
Turkey

Eastern Europe
Bosnia-Herzegovina
Serbia
Poland
Russia
Ukraine

Western Europe
Germany
Spain
Northern Ireland

United States
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“An endowed chair will bring in yet another 
nationally and internationally renowned scholar 
to anchor what is already a highly regarded fac-
ulty,” says James Young, Distinguished Professor 
of English and Judaic Studies and the institute’s 
founding director. The holder of the chair will 
focus on ancient Jewish civilization.

The Jacobs, who live in Chevy Chase, Mary-
land, and have a long history of philanthropy at 
UMass Amherst, say their bequest is targeted 
at the two fundamental linchpins of higher 
education: groundbreaking faculty research and 
financial assistance for students. “Our gift will 
assure the continued success of these fine pro-
grams,” says Robert Jacobs, senior counsel and 
founding partner at Rock Creek Partners, LLC. 
Pamela Jacobs, a member of the UMass Amherst 
Foundation Board, says the institute, located 
near campus on North Pleasant Street, uniquely 
broadens the reach of UMass Amherst, bringing 
Holocaust studies to a wide audience. She adds, 
“Doing good deeds is what we were taught.”

The institute, home to a 3,000-book library 
on Holocaust, genocide, and memory studies, 
and a permanent teaching exhibit, annually re-
ceives 3,000 visitors. The $1 million endowment 
will augment professional staff and program-

Gift Strengthens Judaic Studies

ming such as public lectures and conferences 
and create new opportunities for internships and 
graduate fellowships. The bequest further in-
cludes $1 million for scholarships and $500,000 
for the campus Hillel.

Though the Judaic and Near Eastern Studies 
Department is one of the smallest at UMass 
Amherst, it reaches many students through 
collaborations with affiliated faculty who teach 
general education courses in fields as diverse 
as memory studies and Hebrew and Yiddish 
languages and literature.

A $5 million gift from Robert D. Jacobs ’68 and Pamela M. Jacobs ’69  
— earmarked for an endowed chair in Judaic and Near Eastern Studies 
and support for scholarships and the Institute for Holocaust, Genocide, 
and Memory Studies — will strengthen the campus’s leadership in  
multidisciplinary Judaic scholarship.

Pamela and Robert Jacobs 
with students, from left, Anna 
Hessler, Ariel Rothberg, and 
Harrison Shecter.
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Joseph Bardin, left, a faculty member in the College of Engineering, teaches Jose LaSalle ’16 how to use a 
state-of-the-art network analyzer, an advanced tool that allows engineers to characterize the performance of 
ultra-high-speed microchips. 

LIFE
CHANGING
SCHOLARSHIPS
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After a hiatus in her education that included 
giving birth to her daughter, Amy McCarthy 
returned to UMass Amherst more determined 
than ever to finish her degree. She graduated in 
May with a bachelor’s degree in nutrition and is 
now pursuing a master’s degree. She expects her 
two degrees will provide financial stability for her 
family as well as opportunities to do good work.

Her successful return to school as a single 
parent of a now five-year-old was aided by $4,500 
scholarships in both her junior and senior years 
from the Elaine Marieb Phoenix Scholarship. 
Marieb ’69PhD, ’85MS is a nurse, retired college 
professor, textbook author, and philanthropist who 
established the scholarships to help students who 
have had their education interrupted and need 
financial assistance to complete their degrees.

McCarthy, 25, lives in family housing on 
campus and is deeply grateful for the scholarship. 
It, McCarthy says, provided financial relief and 
will help reduce her student loan debt. There were 
other benefits. “The kind of recognition that 

comes from getting a scholarship made me feel 
like I can keep moving forward,” she says. 

Her next step is to complete a two-year master’s 
program on nutrition at the UMass Amherst 
School of Public Health and Health Sciences while 
completing a required internship. During the 
academic year she will be a nutritional intern at 
the public schools in Hadley, Massachusetts.

One of the campus’s most generous and 
long-term donors, Marieb has been donating 
$20,000 annually since 2011 for the Phoenix 
scholarships, which are awarded to four different 
students. A leading nursing textbook author, 
Marieb herself had to leave college for several 
years and returned with the help of a scholarship. 
With a strong faith in higher education, she says, 
“I know the value of a good education. That’s what 
put me on the road to success.”

An Incentive to  
Return to College

return  
on  
investment

MEDIAN  
ANNUAL EARNINGS 
FOR WORKERS  
AGED 25–34*

*National Center For Education Statistics

Bachelor’s Degree

High School Diploma

High School Dropout 

$46,900

$30,000

$22,900

Amy McCarthy and daughter, Maizy
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Two-Step Journey to Higher  
Food Production
When Aaron Benton ’17 learned in his high school in Madison, 
Wisconsin, that growing food for the 21st century poses unprece-
dented challenges, he pledged to help. He came east to UMass  
Amherst in pursuit of two degrees, one in sustainable food and 
farming and the other in management. “Whatever I do in life, 
I want to follow the creed of doing no harm, especially to the 
environment,” says Benton, who is a member of Commonwealth 
Honors College.

Benton is charting new territory as he focuses on hydroponic 
farming, also known as controlled environment agriculture, in 
which crops are grown in large warehouse-sized greenhouses.  
“This method could take over the production of a significant 
amount of crops humans consume,” says Benton.

He believes that his academic courses combined with field 
and lab experience will help him enter the fledgling hydroponic 
industry as agriculture adapts to climate change. His quest for two 
degrees means averaging around 20 credits a semester. He also has 
an eight hour a week work-study job watering plants in the College 
of Natural Sciences greenhouse. Over the summer he began work 
on an Amherst farm renovating a new hydroponic greenhouse.

Benton says his goals were reinforced when he was awarded a 
$10,000 Eugene and Ronnie Isenberg scholarship for each of his 
final two years at UMass Amherst. “This boosts my confidence. It 
sends the message that I am making good decisions about school,” 
says Benton. The award may also help him graduate without debt.

Scholarship Calms Financial Anxieties
When Emily Xarras ’17 enrolled in UMass Amherst she vowed to 
capitalize on the multitude of opportunities the flagship campus 
has to offer. She has rigorous studies as a member of Common-
wealth Honors College and a hospitality and tourism major at the 
Isenberg School of Management. On the extracurricular side, she 
is a member of and gig manager for Vocal Suspects, the oldest  
a cappella group on campus, and a member and event coordina-
tor for the University Programming Council. And, she works up 
to 24 hours a week as a front desk agent at the Campus Hotel.

Her biggest worry is not juggling a demanding schedule but 
keeping her education loans within reasonable amounts without 
giving up one or more of her treasured activities in exchange for 
even more paid work. A $10,000 Eugene and Ronnie Isenberg 
scholarship in both her junior and senior years calmed her  
anxieties. “Now I don’t have to give up things that really do  
make me who I am and teach me skills outside of classes,” she 
says. The scholarship further means that Xarras, who grew up  
in Westminster, Massachusetts, can afford to study abroad. 

The joy in receiving a prestigious scholarship extends to the 
Xarras family, whose changing financial circumstances have 
meant less financial support for their daughter. “This is really 
special for us. It means that all those nights of not sleeping or 
skipping a meal to study have paid off,” Xarras says.

Students Flourish on Scholarships
Ronnie F. Isenberg, widow of Eugene Isenberg ’50, ’00HON, has continued the 
family’s philanthropy for UMass Amherst students. She made a $380,000 gift 
for scholarships, while Nabors Industries, a gas and petroleum drilling company 
where Eugene Isenberg served as chairman, pledged $1 million to the Nabors 
Industries Business Scholarships. Two students who received a Eugene and Ronnie 
Isenberg Honors Scholarship for Commonwealth Honors College/Isenberg School 
of Management students say the scholarship is life changing.
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Aaron Benton and  
Emily Xarras
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“Clearly, UMass gave me a solid liberal arts 
education in thinking critically and knowing 
how to conduct research and problem solving. I 
also had the experience of understanding other 
cultures,” says Lapin, who recently retired from 
43 years of teaching at a community college 
outside of Baltimore, Maryland. He earned his 
bachelor’s degree in 1968 and a master’s in 1971.

Inaugural Scholarship  
Goes to Community  
College Transfer Student

Honors-to-Honors  
is a new UMass Amherst 

scholarship program 

for top graduates 

of the state’s 15 

community colleges 

who are accepted into 

the Commonwealth 

Honors College. The 

program offers a $6,000 

scholarship as well as aid 

from federal and state 

sources.

The Community 
Scholarship  

Program, a new 

program established  

in 2014, pledges that no 

student should have to 

decline attending UMass 

Amherst due to lack of 

funds. Priority is given to 

first-generation college 

students and those who 

are underrepresented  

on campus.

After two years at a junior college, Joel Lapin transferred 
to UMass Amherst where he amassed critical life and  
academic skills that he marshaled into a career as a  
sociology professor. 

In gratitude for his UMass Amherst educa-
tion, Lapin has committed $100,000 for the Joel 
D. Lapin Family Scholarship in Social Sciences. 
The scholarship is also a way for Lapin, the first 
in his family to graduate from college, to honor 
his late parents, Aaron and Anne, who raised 
their family in Worcester, Massachusetts. “My 
parents made enormous sacrifices. If it had not 
been for them I would have likely worked in a 
factory,” he says.

Lapin prefers that his scholarship be given 
to students coming to UMass Amherst from a 
community college and planing a social science 
major. Evelyn Brand ’16, an economics major 
who attended Middlesex Community College, 
is the inaugural recipient of the Lapin scholar-
ship. She says the $1,500 scholarship enabled 
her to work as an unpaid intern at a nonprofit 
organization. She analyzed labor laws in Greece 
and the Czech Republic and studied the impacts 
of illegal gold mines in Peru and Columbia. 

A 25-year-old non-traditional student, Brand 
dropped out of her first year of college. “My life 
finally settled down and it was time to go back 
to school,” she explains. She chose economics 
as her major in the belief it will give her the 
foundation to recommend public policies. After 
earning her bachelor’s degree, she will begin 
a master’s program in public policy at UMass 
Amherst. “I’m excited about using economics 
to help make feasible public policies to create 
something for the greater good,” says Brand.

Evelyn Brand
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Melendy’s love of literature and of writing, com-
bined with her 3.7 grade point average, work 
ethic, financial need, and the fact that she was 
reared in a single-parent household, qualified 
her for the scholarship.

Mary’s husband, Michael W. Morris ’63, a 
former president of the UMass Amherst Alumni 
Association, established the scholarship. The 
Morris family has many UMass Amherst ties, 
including their children Sarah ’85 and Amy ’98, 
and grandchildren Joe Danisch ’17 and Maggie 
Danisch ’19.

Mary’s brother John McGarry ’67 is also 
a generous contributor to the fund created to 
honor both his mother and the literary accom-
plishments of his sister. Margaret C. Chiriaco, 
a single mother, instilled an appreciation for 
fine writing in her four children. “My mother 
worked three difficult physical jobs to support 

us,” John McGarry says. “She took business 
courses so that she could move on to an office 
job, and she always found time for reading.  
She would have loved the opportunity for a 
UMass education.”

Inspired by her mother’s determination, 
McGarry Morris wrote her first novel, Vanished, 
whenever she could find the time while rearing 
her five children. That book was a finalist for the 
National Book Award and PEN/Faulkner Award.

Melendy has worked since age 14, including 
as a college student in the dishroom at Franklin 
Dining Commons and at the service desk at 
Crabtree residence hall. Nevertheless, she will 
graduate with approximately $40,000 in loans. 
She says that the scholarship will relieve some of 
her financial pressure as she completes a degree 
in English with a Professional Writing and Tech-
nical Communication specialization.

Devin Melendy ’16 will be sure to add one of the eight critically acclaimed  
novels by Mary McGarry Morris to her extensive reading list, perhaps starting with 
the international bestseller, Songs in Ordinary Time. Melendy, an avid reader, 
is this year’s recipient of the $2,900 Margaret C. Chiriaco – Mary McGarry Morris 
Scholarship, named for the author and her mother.

Literary Treasure
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Devin Melendy
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our leadership
363
campus programs that  
partner with  
500 organizations



20,00027% 300
hours of service from 
9,000 students

reduction in 
greenhouse gases 
in 10 years

courses on sustainability 
theory and practice

Heather Ducharme ’16, a UMass Women into Leadership fellow, meets with U.S. Senator Elizabeth Warren, whose 
office was one of the inaugural internship sites for the program that grooms UMass women for public leadership.

LEADING
THE WAY
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UMass Amherst economists, internationally 
recognized for scholarship in the green economy, 
banking reform, African development, wealth 
inequality, and expanding opportunities for good 
jobs, will have a new home that befits their reputa-
tion as leaders in groundbreaking and heterodox 
research. Crotty Hall, under construction near the 
southern gateway to campus on North Pleasant 
Street, will be the first net zero energy building  
in the five-campus system. 

A $10 million gift to the economics depart-
ment in the College of Social and Behavioral 
Sciences from a donor who wishes to remain 
anonymous will fund the three-story building  
that will produce its own energy. Energy costs  
will be eliminated and the campus carbon 
footprint reduced. “The donor is a visionary who 
believes in the importance of the work of our 
economists and their influence in national and 
international discourse,” says Robert Feldman, 
former dean of the college and now deputy chan-
cellor. Substantial funds from the gift will be used 
to support faculty research and graduate students. 

Sigrid Miller Pollin, professor in the architec-
ture department and principal architect for Miller 

First Net Zero Energy  
Building on Campus

Pollin AIA Architecture, designed the building 
that contains 35 offices, a conference room, and 
other amenities. Energy to heat, cool, and power 
the 16,000-square-foot building will come 
from renewable energy sources, specifically a 
geothermal system and rooftop photovoltaics. 
The building also contains a variety of conser-
vation features such as a white roof to avoid 
heat absorption, triple gazing on windows, and 
automated exterior shading devices. “We expect 
Crotty Hall to be a showcase for building proj-
ects that significantly reduce the campus’s use of 
fossil fuels,” explains Miller Pollin.

The economics department, now in Thomp-
son Hall, is expected to move next September 
into Crotty Hall, named to honor James Crotty, 
emeritus economics professor, and Pamela  
Crotty ’87, a nurse and long-time Amherst 
Town Meeting member. The new building is 
adjacent to Gordon Hall, also designed by Miller 
Pollin. Gordon Hall houses the Political Econo-
my Research Institute, an independent research 
center allied with the economics department. 
“This will form an economics campus producing 
synergies between faculty and students,” says 
Miller Pollin.

Her design of the new building facilitates 
collaboration between users of the two buildings 
through courtyard spaces. “The architecture is in 
the spirit of continuing the progressive tradition 
of the UMass Amherst economics department,” 
says Miller Pollin.

New Home for 
Groundbreaking 
Economists

Crotty Hall designed by Sigrid Miller Pollin
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Now, a $1 million planned gift from Jean Vogel 
’82, a political science major, further assures a 
robust future for UWiL. “This gift is transforma-
tive and will allow UWiL to expand what we do, 
including scholarships for unpaid internships,” 
says Michelle Goncalves ’06G, UWiL executive 
director.

Vogel says she was planning to make a gift to 
the Department of Political Science and then read 
an article in a newsletter about the new program 
launched by the department detailing efforts to 
close the gender gap in public leadership. Besides 
her role as a benefactor, Vogel was a mentor to 
Corinne Elicone ’17, a 2015 UWiL fellow and po-
litical science major from Acton, Massachusetts. 
“I wish this program existed when I was in school. 
It may have opened doors for me to pursue a 
career in the foreign service,” Vogel says. 

As it turned out, Vogel went on to a success-
ful career in the business world, starting off as 
a paralegal and now working with Microsoft’s 
Federal Service Sales group. “I was ready for the 
business world when I left UMass because of my 
solid liberal arts education,” says Vogel, who grew 
up in Holliston, Massachusetts. 

She says her gift and involvement with UWiL 
keep her connected to her alma mater and fulfill 
a wish to help others. “That’s really important to 
me. I want others to have the opportunities I did,” 
says Vogel. Elicone says Vogel’s mentoring has 
already paid off. Vogel helped rewrite her résumé 
and that led to a summer internship with the 
Springfield Jazz and Roots Festival.

In one year since its launch in 2014, UMass Women into Leadership (UWiL) 
has already shown long-term viability by recruiting powerful women to 
serve as directors and mentors to UMass Amherst women interested in 
public leadership.

Grooming Women for 
Public Leadership
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*Source: Institute for Women’s Policy Research (May 2013). Women’s Share of 
Seats in Congress, 1960-2013 with Projection for Political Parity in 2121.

If women’s representation in Congress continues to increase at the current rate, it will take  

106  
years to reach gender parity.*

Jean Vogel, left, and Corinne Elicone
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The Foundation leads and supports private fundraising on behalf of the faculty  
and students of the Amherst campus. 

Officers
Richard M. Kelleher ’73, President 
Chairman, CEO & Founder, Pyramid Advisors, LLC

D. Gibson Hammond Jr. ’77MS, Vice President 
(Retired) Partner, Deloitte & Touche LLP

Robert M. Mahoney ’70, Vice President 
President & CEO, Belmont Saving Bank

Patricia A. Parcellin ’81, Vice President 
CEO, Girl Scouts of Eastern Massachusetts

George “Trigger” Burke ’56, ’96HON, Clerk 
Attorney, Burke, Cunningham & Burke

James Sheehan ^, Treasurer 
Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance

Michael A. Leto ^, Executive Director  
UMass Amherst Foundation and Vice Chancellor for 
Development & Alumni Relations

Directors
Thomas F. Ackerman ’76 
Corporate Executive Vice President & CFO, 
Charles River Laboratories, International Inc.

Timothy J. Anderson ^ 
Dean, College of Engineering

John A. Armstrong ’03HA 
(Retired) Vice President,  
Science and Technology, IBM 
Former Vice President, UMAF Board

Henry L. Barr ’68 
Senior Partner, Barr & Cole, Attorneys at Law

Douglas A. Berthiaume ’71, ’05HON 
Chairman, President & CEO, Waters Corporation

Brent B. Bottamini ’98 
Portfolio Manager, Emerging Markets, 
Manulife Asset Management

Robert B. Brack ’60 
(Retired) President, Barker Steel

John L. Brooks III ’72, ’73MSBA 
President & CEO, Joslin Diabetes Center

Nissage Cadet ’82 
Physician/Vascular Surgeon, Carney Hospital

Paul J. Carney ’82

Madhura V. Chacko ’80MS 
Founder/Managing Principal, 
Credit Capital Investments, LLC

Douglas R. Cliggott ’78 
Lecturer, UMass Amherst

Denise M. Coll ’75 
(Retired) President, Starwood Hotels and Resorts, 
North America Division

Sean M. Dandley ’85 
CEO & President, DSCI Corporation

David J. Der Hagopian ’72 
(Retired) CEO, Ravago Holdings Americare 

George R. Ditomassi Jr. ’57, ’96HON 
(Retired) Chairman, Milton Bradley Company, 
COO, Hasbro International

Paul S. Doherty 
President & Co-Founder, 
Doherty, Wallace, Pillsbury, & Murphy

Michael H. Douvadjian, ’68 
Senior Vice President, Investments, 
UBS Financial Services, Inc.

Robert L. Epstein ’67 
President, Horizon Beverage Company

Daniel E. Feder ’84 
Managing Director, Washington University Investment 
Management Company

Kenneth R. Feinberg ’67, ’02HON 
Founder & Managing Partner, 
Feinberg Rozen, LLP

Shaun Fitzgerald ’71 
Owner, Fitzgerald Appraisals

David G. Fubini ’76 
Director Emeritus, McKinsey & Company

David H. Gaunt ’67, ’70MBA 
Partner, Murray & Gaunt Partners

Nan Giner ’82 
Practice Group Leader, Choate, Hall & Stewart LLP

Merrily C. Glosband ’68 
Adjunct Professor, Brandeis University

Katharine A. Green ^ ’15PhD 
Clinical Assistant Professor, UMass Amherst

Haohao Guo ’11 
Finance Director,  
Massachusetts International Academy 

Dev V. Gupta ’77PhD 
Chairman and CEO, NewLANS

Rafael D. Guzman II ’88 
President, RM Technologies

Susan Hagedorn ’77 
Professor Emerita, University of Colorado

Benjamin R. Happ ’98 
Head of Marketing & Investor Relations, 
Myriad Asset Management

George K. Hertz ’69, ’73MPA 
(Retired) Chief of Staff, Massport

John A. Hird ^ 
Dean, College of Social and Behavioral Sciences, 
UMass Amherst

Melvin Howard ’57 
(Retired) Vice Chairman, Xerox Corporation 

James G. Hunt ’77 
Partner, Hunt & Piech Dental

Elizabeth Anne Husted ’82 
(Retired) Managing Director, Goldman Sachs

Pamela M. Jacobs ’69 
Past President, Washington D.C. UMass Amherst 
Alumni Club

James “Jess” Kane ’70 
Founding Partner, Kane Tesini Soporowski & 
Associates LLP 
Past President, UMass Amherst Alumni Association

Robert Kaplan 
Executive Vice President & Head of Global Services 
Division, State Street Bank & Trust Company

Matthew O. Littlefield ’99 
Managing Director, UBS Financial Services, Inc.

Robert F. Littleton ’71 
CEO & Founder, Evergreen Center, Inc 

Andrew A. MacDougall ^ ’95 
Director of Market Planning, 
Capital One Financial Corp. 
President, UMass Amherst Alumni Association

Christine B. McCormick ^ 
Dean, School of Education, UMass Amherst

Katherine S. Newman ^ 
Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, 
UMass Amherst

Gordon N. Oakes Jr. ’63, ’88HON 
(Retired) Co-Founder, Oakes Interactive, Inc.

Charles J. Pagnam ^ 
Vice President for Advancement & Executive Vice 
President, University of Massachusetts Foundation

James P. Palermo ’77 
Founding Partner,  
Breton Capital Management, LLC

Karen M. Peters ’87 
Treasurer, New England Wire 

David K. Richter ’96 
Vice President Aircraft Management Sales, 
Executive Jet Management

Charles N. Robinson ’71 
President & CEO, Rogers & Gray  
Insurance Agency Inc.

Andrew T. Rudd 
Chairman and CEO, Advisor Software, Inc.

Christine G. Savage ’92 
Practice Group Leader, Choate, Hall & Stewart LLP

Edward D. Shirley ’78 
(Retired) President & CEO, Bicardi Limited

Kumble R. Subbaswamy ^ 
Chancellor, UMass Amherst

Matthew F. Sutton ’86 
Principal, WorkWell Capital

Gregory S. Thomas ’91 
Manufacturing Strategist, Corning Incorporated

Peter G. Trovato ’05 
Co-Founder & Partner, Copley Equity Partners

Patrick J. Veale ’79 
President, William Gallagher Associates  
Insurance Agency

Emeritus Director
Eugene M. Isenberg ’50, ’00HON ✴ 
Chairman & CEO, Nabors Industries, Inc. 
Former President, UMAF Board

UMass Amherst Foundation
BOARD OF  DIREC TORS

^ Ex-Officio Directors 
✴ Deceased
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We surpassed the $300 million mark in our historic UMass 
Rising fundraising campaign, but our work is far from over. As 
the fundraising continues towards the June 30, 2016, campaign 
end date, we will focus on three priorities that require a higher 
level of support: student scholarships, faculty endowments, and 
the restoration of Old Chapel. 

Your encouragement and gifts have established the momentum 
for fiscal year 2015-16. With the renovations already under way 
at Old Chapel, the generosity of alumni and friends will be vital 
to returning this historic icon to its former glory. We also are 
working diligently on a new Community Scholarship initiative, a 
program that benefits students hard-pressed with financial needs 
and includes those who are the first in their families to go to 
college and those from underrepresented groups on our campus.

Whether it is by helping to restore Old Chapel for future 
generations or by providing scholarships to students, your gifts 
create the catalyst for making the flagship campus an institution 
for an excellent and accessible education. The inspiring stories in 
this Annual Report on Philanthropy show clear evidence of the 
far-reaching results of your generosity. 

The statistics highlighted throughout this report speak to 
how your gifts are leveraged for maximum impact and to how 
seriously we take our role as stewards of your investments. 
Another notable landmark this year was being named among 
U.S. News & World Report’s top 25 most efficient among top 
rated national universities. Institutions on this list spend 
their limited resources wisely to produce the highest quality 
education. UMass Amherst ranks among the nation’s top 30 
public universities, moving up 11 spots during the past two years 
in the U.S. News & World Report’s annual college guide. 

The entire campus community appreciates your generosity and 
loyalty. We hope that these stories of transformation make you 
proud to be a part of this remarkable community of supporters. 
Thank you for your continued partnership.

Michael A. Leto 
Vice Chancellor for Development and Alumni Relations 
Executive Director 
UMass Amherst Foundation

MESSAGE FROM VICE CHANCELLOR  
FOR DEVELOPMENT  

AND ALUMNI RELATIONS

On several fronts, 
fiscal year 2014 – 2015 
was a milestone year  
for UMass Amherst.
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Recognizes lifetime giving based on cash, pledges, and 
irrevocable planned gifts of $250,000 or more

Visionaries
$5 million or more
5 Anonymous Donors
Douglas A. ’71, ’05HON & Diana 

Berthiaume
General Electric
IBM
Eugene M. ’50, ’00HON ✴ & Ronnie F. 

Isenberg
The McCormack Foundation
Microsoft Corporation
John F. Welch Jr. ’57, ’82HON & 

Suzanne R. Welch
Zurich Capital

Benefactors
$2.5 million – $4.9 million
1 Anonymous Donor
American Chemical Society
John A. ’03HA & Elizabeth S. 

Armstrong ’03HA
Cadence Design Systems
Compaq
Lotta M. Crabtree Trust
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John P. Flavin ’59, ’99HON
The Ford Foundation
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Intel
Alma W. Keilty
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur 

Foundation
Richard J. ’55, ’83HON & Barbara M. 

(Barnett) Mahoney ’55
Andrew T. ^ & Virginia Rudd ^
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$1 million – $2.49 million
3 Anonymous Donors
Harold ✴ & Bibby Alfond ✴
American Cancer Society
American Diabetes Association
American Heart Association
Estate of Mildred S. Barber ’43
Wilmer D. Barrett ’34 ✴ ^
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Larry G. ’67, ’70MEd, ’73EdD & Susan 

(McGuinn) Benedict ’69, ’71MEd, 
’79CAGS, ’87EdD

Paul J. Carney ’82 & Lovisa K. Taylor
Davis Educational Foundation
David J. ’72 & Cynthia M. Der Hagopian
Du Pont
Krikor Ermonian ’52
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Kenneth R. ’67, ’02HON & Diane S. 

Feinberg
Frederick J. Francis ’54PhD ✴ §
Dorothy (Dunklee) ’43 & Joseph G. 

Gavin Jr. HA ✴
General Motors
Robert I. ✴ ^ & Sandra A. Glass ✴ ^
Steven M. ’74EdD, ’03HON & Judith 

Gluckstern
Google
Dev V. ’77PhD ^ & Linda A. Gupta ✴ ^
Susan Hagedorn ’77
The William & Flora Hewlett 

Foundation
Hewlett-Packard
Melvin ’57 & Vivien Weissman Howard
Human Frontier Science Program
Martin G. Jacobson ’68
Richard E. Jacobson
Patricia A. (Gilgut) ’64 & Weldon H. 

Johnson ✴
W.M. Keck Foundation
W.K. Kellogg Foundation
Estates of John W. § & Angie K. Lederle
Estates of W. Torrey & Doris T. Little
 J. Willard & Alice S. Marriott 

Foundation
Massachusetts 4-H Foundation, Inc.
Charles P. ’74 & Monica M. McQuaid
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Monsanto
Terrence Murray ’01HON
Nabors Industries
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
Nellie Mae Education Foundation
Charles ’94HON ✴ & Janet Nirenberg
The David & Lucile Packard 

Foundation
Jerome M. ’60 & Linda M. Paros
Charles F. Perrell ’71, ’72MBA & 

Elizabeth A. Guillaumin
Michael G. ’75, ’82MBA, ’04HON & 

Cheryl L. (Edmonds) Philipp ’76
Procter & Gamble
Raytheon
Edward D. Shirley ’78 & Marjorie A. 

Schneider
Simons Foundation
John F. Smith Jr. ’60, ’93HON
Earl W. Stafford Sr. ’76 & Amanda L. 

Stafford
TMA/Avanti
University of Massachusetts Alumni 

Association
VISTAGY

Fellows
$500,000 – $999,999
6 Anonymous Donors
3M
Acushnet Company

Alcatel-Lucent
Alpha Tau Gamma
Altera
Estate of Walter Amesbury
Ronald M. Ansin ^
Avon Foundation for Women
L.G. Balfour Foundation
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Arnold & Mabel Beckman Foundation
Estate of Jane H. Bemis
John W. Bennett ’52
Peter L. ’78 & Denise A. (Colls) Bloom ’79
Nicholas N. ’50, ’91HON & Ruth 

Boraski ✴
Robert B. Brack ’60 & Janet P. Bailey 

’67, ’77EdD
James R. ’74, ’76MBA & Paula J. Buonomo
George G. ’56, ’96HON & Sandra B. Burke
Burroughs Wellcome Fund
Cape Cod Cranberry Growers 

Association
Estate of Marjorie Sells Carter
CEM Corporation
Center for Popular Economics
ConAgra
Janet W. Dakin ✴
Camille & Henry Dreyfus Foundation
Eastman Chemical Company
Eastman Kodak
EDUCAUSE
Robert L. Epstein ’67
Ernst & Young
Julius Gyula § & Edith Fábos
Ford Motor Company
David G. Fubini ’76 & Bertha P. Rivera
Helene Fuld Health Trust
Albert H. Gordon ✴
Henry L. Hall Jr. ’53 & Jean E. Hall
D. Gibson Hammond Jr. ’77MS & 

Susan C. Hammond
Michael G. ’76 & Theresa (Murphy) 

Hluchyj ’77
Charles J. Hoff
Estate of Leonard J. Horwitz ’49
William F. Hubbard ’87, ’89MBA & Lee 

A. Bartow ’83
Institute for New Economic Thinking
Robert D. ’68 & Pamela (Meadows) 

Jacobs ’69
Stanley Jez Charitable Trust
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Juniper Networks
Max Kade Foundation, Inc.
John F. Kennedy ’76MSBA
Susan G. Komen for the Cure
Kraft Foods
The Kresge Foundation
William P. ’43 ✴ & Shirley (Nestle) 

MacConnell ’39 ✴
Robert M. ’70 & Kathleen S. Mahoney ’70
Paul B. ’77 & Diane L. Manning
March of Dimes Foundation
Edward P. Marram ’59, ’61MS & Karen 

Carpenter
Massachusetts Fruit Growers 

Association, Inc.
Mass Mutual
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Estate of Rupert D. Morrill ’42
National Grid
New England Regional Turfgrass 

Foundation
Newmarket International
Estate of John W. Northcott Jr. ’31 ✴
Frank R. O’Keefe Jr. ’51 & Patricia F. 

O’Keefe
Ocean Spray
Oracle
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PepsiCo
The Pew Charitable Trusts

Estate of Marvin D. Rausch §
ReCommunity Recycling
Estate of Edith L. Robinson
The Rockefeller Foundation
Janice (Rittenburg) Rossbach ’49
Estate of Elizabeth M. Rountree
Russell Sage Foundation
Nicholas W. Sampson ’82 & Denise M. 

Coll ’75
Marilyn Schoenbaum
Barry ’77MS, ’79PhD & Afsaneh Siadat
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Spacelabs Healthcare
Helen E. Symons ’65
Estates of Chee-Teck ’61PhD & Deanna 

Y. Tan
Sidney ’47, ’85HON & Lillian F. Topol
Verizon
Water Resource Foundation
Waters Corporation
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Margaret J. (Pew) Zube ’70MA, ’74PhD 

Patrons
$250,000 – $499,999
3 Anonymous Donors
Thomas F. ’76 & Cynthia Ackerman
Agilent Technologies
AICPA 
Paul G. Allen Family Foundation
All States Asphalt
Alpha Omega Electromagnetics
American Institute for Cancer Research
Analog Devices
Ansys
Apple
Applera Corporation
Estate of Barr G. Ashcraft ’66MA
Association for Schools of Public 

Health
Autodesk
Estate of Theodore S. Bacon Jr. §
Ball Horticultural
Joan (Bracker) ’66 & Edgar W. 

Barksdale Jr.
Channing Bete
Biogen
Roger C. & Vivian B. Biron
BOC Edwards
Bonefish & Tarpon Trust
BP Global
Randolph W. ’79HON ✴ § & Cecile T. 

Bromery
CAPHRA
Estate of Eunice F. Chappuis
Stanley E. Charm ’50
I. Mike ’50 ✴ & Rona Chase ✴
Estate of Walter Chroniak ’43
Coca-Cola
The Commonwealth Fund
Cooley Dickinson Hospital
William H. Cosby Jr. ’72MEd, ’76EdD, 

’86HON & Camille O. Cosby 
’80MEd, ’92EdD

Arthur W. Coviello Jr. ’75
Cranberry Institute
John L.M. Crouse ’56
Cryptography Research
The Nathan Cummings Foundation, Inc.
The Danforth Foundation
Estate of Russell B. Davis ’36S
George A. ’61, ’92HON & Sherry 

(Farbman) Dickerman ’63, ’84MS
Estate of Harold G. Dickey 1917
Estate of Walter E. Dickinson 1907S
George R. Ditomassi Jr. ’57, ’96HON & 

Michele A. Megas-Ditomassi
Dow Chemical
Barry R. Duke

FOUNDERS CIRCLE
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Recognizes annual giving based on cash received from  
July 1, 2014, through June 30, 2015

James D. Ellis & Trish Farrington
Charles ’54, ’08HON & Mildred 

(Velleman) Feldberg ’55
Financial Accounting Foundation
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
General Mills, Inc.
Charles N. Glynne ’36 ✴
William T. Grant Foundation
Louis S. ^ § & Hilda Greenbaum ^
Robert C. Gunness ’32, ’63HON ✴
Barry L. Haase ’62
David M. ’66 & Mary (Desmond) 

Hankowski ’66
Kenneth D. Hintlian ’76 ^
Holyoke Gas & Electric
Jerry C. Hong ’93
Charles H. Hood Foundation
Jay ’68 ^ & Ingrid Howland ^
Richard W. Hubbard ’35 ✴
James G. ’77 & Ellen S. (Katz) Hunt 

’77, ’93MS
Ideal Consulting
IKOS Systems
Institut Ramon Llull
Arlindo Jorge ’50 ✴
Carol V. Kaske ✴
Henry P. Kendall Foundation
Arthur F. Kinney §
Estate of Ruth M. Klingener
Stephen R. ’61, ’01HON & Sandra R. Levy
The Lipp Family Foundation
M/A-COM
Elaine (Nicpon) Marieb ’69PhD, ’85MS 

& Harvey Howell ✴
Charles & Paula F. Mark
Mars, Inc.
Massachusetts Arborists Association, Inc.
Massachusetts Turf & Lawngrass 

Association
G. Harold & Leila Y. Mathers 

Charitable Foundation
May Department Stores
MCI Communications
John Merck Fund
Jerome M. Mileur §
Monster.com
Morris Animal Foundation
Estate of Jean S. Muller
Nabisco
Ronald J. Nathan
Nestle USA Foundation
New England Foundation for the Arts
New York Farmers
Nonprofit Finance Fund
NSTAR
Gordon N. Oakes Jr. ’63, ’88HON & 

Pamela (O’Donnell) Oakes ’63
Robert W. Osterman Jr.
Roberto ’83MS, ’85PhD & Colleen A. 

(McLevedge) Padovani ’75S, ’82
J. Brian Palmer ’95
Pfizer
Phoenix Integration
Qlik Tech
Rays of Hope Foundation
Research Corporation 
E. Paul Robsham HA, ’92HON ✴ 
Peter M. Salmon ’77, ’79MS
Schering-Plough Research Institute
Semiconductor Research Corporation
Sharp Labs of America
Shell Oil
Silicon Graphics
Estate of Isobel M. Smith ’56
James M. Smith ’67, ’07HON
Richard and Susan Smith Family 

Foundation
Sociologists for Women in Society
Sprint 
Surdna Foundation

Syngenta
TABB Group
Milton C. Taft ’54 ✴
Laszlo N. Tauber Family  

Foundation, Inc.
Robert P. Thimot ’53 ✴
Joseph ’65PhD ✴ § & Yolanda Troll
Unilever Bestfoods
Union Carbide
United Technologies
UpToDate

The Valley Advocate
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation
The Wallace Foundation
Andy Warhol Foundation for  

Visual Arts
Washington Tree Fruit Research 

Commission
Whitehall Foundation
Wildlife Conservation Society
Wolf Greenfield

Pioneers
$100,000 or more
6 Anonymous Donors
Estate of George J. Armelagos
Estate of Theodore S. Bacon Jr. §
Douglas A. ’71, ’05HON & Diana 

Berthiaume • •
George G. ’56, ’96HON & Sandra B. 

Burke • • •
Estate of Marjorie Sells Carter
Estate of Walter Chroniak ’43
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Der Hagopian • • •
Charles J. ’76 & Carol A. Dockendorff • ©
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Estate of Paul H. Terry ’59MS, ’63PhD
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Pacesetters
$50,000 – $99,999
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Theodore Caplow Jr.
Estate of Joanne L. DeGroot ’56
Michael A. ’72PhD, ’89HON & Bonnie 
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(Velleman) Feldberg ’55 • • •
Linda Goldstein
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Kenneth D. Hintlian ’76 ^ • • •
Jason I. Hong
Robert D. ’68 & Pamela (Meadows) 
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Philip E. Norment ’81, ’84MBA & 
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Jane R. ’72 ^ & Richard W. Wilkie ^ • •
James E. Young § & Lisa Ades • •

Partners
$25,000 – $49,999
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Joan (Bracker) Barksdale ’66 & Edgar 

W. Barksdale Jr. • • •
Richard A. Barnard ’76, ’86MPA ^ • •
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Peter L. ’78 & Denise A. (Colls)  
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Robert B. Brack ’60 & Janet P. Bailey 

’67, ’77EdD • • •
John M. Cryan ’58 • •
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David Da Silva
Kevin S. ’85MBA & Sandra E. 
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Estate of Walter E. Dickinson 1907S • •
Charles W. Donovan Jr. ’63 • •
Stephen P. Driscoll ’73 • •
Wei Fan §
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John D. ’89 & Michelle M. (Radey) 
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Peter J. Hadelman ’88 • •
Robert C. Hagerty ’74 • •
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Jeffrey S. Katz ’69 •
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Richard M. ’73 ^ & Nancy (Spilman) 
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D. Jeffrey Lenn
Stephen R. ’61, ’01HON & Sandra R. 
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Robert M. ’70 & Kathleen S. Mahoney 
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Peter Benes
Estate of Neoma M. Berger
Richard J. ’66 & Joan I. Bonomi • •
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Mark B. Bradley ’79 & June C. 
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John L. ’72, ’73MSBA & Susan A. 
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John C. ’70 & Elaine Brouillard • •
Donald P. Bulens Jr. ’78 • •
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Daniel Buren
Cynthia A. Burke ’83 • •
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“Computer science sets students 
up for a very successful career 
— for those from low-income 

backgrounds, it ’s a life changer. 
We support fellowships and 

scholarships that help launch 
students into a field with limitless 

opportunities.” 
Professors Emeriti Lori Clarke and Leon Osterweil

After 40 years as a faculty member at UMass Amherst, Lori 
Clarke’s passion for research and efforts to encourage more 
women and minorities to study computer science shows no sign 
of ebbing. Clarke retired in June 2015, stepping down as chair of 
the School of Computer Science. She will continue her National 

Science Foundation-funded research, now aimed at reducing 
medical errors, a leading cause of death in the U.S. Her husband,  
Leon Osterweil, also an influential figure in the field of software  
engineering and now retired, served on the faculty for 21 years, 
four as dean of the College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics. 
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George T. Albrecht Sr. ’68 •
Mary K. Alexander ’85EdD & Lillian R. 

Goodman • •
Matthew F. Alexy ’85 •
Robert R. ’70 & Helen Alkon • •
Ernest Allen •
Richard S. Allen ’79 • •
Massoud Amin ’82, ’85MS •
Jack T. Ampuja ’70 • •
Stephen G. Anderson & Gail M.  

Parker • • •
Edward S. Andrews Jr. ’85 • • ©
Nancy R. (Cianciolo) ’91 & Michael E. 

Antonietti • • ©
Stephen C. Appe ’80 • • ©
Paul R. ’69, ’70MEd & Marie T. 

(Sienkiewicz) Appleby ’69, ’80MEd • • •
William B. Appleton III ’68, ’70MBA •
Ronald D. Archer § • • •
Mark D. Argentine ’91MS, ’93PhD • • ©
John A. ’03HA & Elizabeth S. 

Armstrong ’03HA • •
Dorrie Arnold •
Thomas T. § & Linda R. Arny • •
Souheil Asmar ’76 •
Paul Attewell & Katherine S. Newman §
Walter J. Atwood ’86, ’91PhD & Sheila 

A. Haley ’90 • •
Matthew B. Austin ’08
Roger C. Avery ’66 • • •
Carl A. Avila ’78 • • ©
Kole Ayi ’01
John S. Babiec Jr. ’67PhD • •
Rosalyn Bacherman • •
M. Lee Badgett § •
Victor Bahl ’97PhD • ©
Thomas C. Baillie ’83 • •
Dennis C. Bak ’79 • •
Edward A. Baker ’80 & Ellen M. Daley • •
Richard A. ’61 & Patricia K. (Stec) 

Baker ’63 • • •
Cornel Ban •
Carolyn E. Banks ’75 • •
Peter J. Bannon ’84
Jane A. Baran ’72, ’74MA § & David E. 

Hoffman • •
Donald J. Barber ’54S • •
Susan (Phillips) Bari ’67 • •
Amy C. Barkin • •
Robert K. Barrett ’64 • •
Thomas A. ’69, ’86MPA & Lora 

(McNeece) Barrett ’87MEd,  
’93EdD § • • •

Todd ^ & Andrea Barron ^ •
Clayton W. ’82, ’87MS, ’90EdD & 

Pamela Barrows • •
William R. ’01, ’02, ’04MBA & Kristin 

R. (Mikita) Barry ’03 •
Robert A. Bartlett Jr. •
Eileen A. Bartley ’81 & Kenneth  

Horton • • ©
Peter M. Baumann ’79
Sigrid E. Bauschinger § • •
Peter D. Beaton ’67S • •
Richard L. Beauchine ’73 • • •
Richard Beebe ^ •
Patricia A. Beffa-Negrini ’90PhD § • •

LEADERSHIP GIVING CIRCLE

✴ Deceased

• 5 – 9 total years of giving

• • 10 – 24 total years of giving

• • • 25 or more total years of giving

© Matching gift or claim
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§ Current faculty, staff, or  
emeritus faculty
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S Stockbridge alumnus or alumna
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William C. Begien ’91 •
Paul M. Bennett ’57 • •
Karen A. (Connerney) Benz ’98 • • ©
Nathan J. & Michele A. Bergeron •
Michael J. Berland ’90 •
Ellen L. Berman •
Hal M. Berman ’77MS • • •
Marc L. Berman ’80 & Elizabeth H. 

Stone • •
Jason M. ’98 & Lyssa S. (Levine) 

Bermant ’98 •
A. Kent Best ’73 • •
Joan C. Betts ’65 • •
Frederick L. Beyer III ’99MS, ’99PhD
Thomas E. & Janie Bezanson • •
Richard A. Bidgood ’79MA, ’82PhD • • •
Mark W. Biscoe Jr. ’82 • • •
Daniel J. Bishop Jr. ’94 • •
David D. ’86 & Lynn S. Blake •
Marjorie (McKee) ’76PhD & Kenneth 

H. Blanchard •
Robert J. Blanchflower ’14
Michael J. Blauer ’76 •
Jerome D. ’92 & Amy (Briggs) Bledsoe ’94
Bradford G. Blodget ’78MS • •
Robert J. ’83 & Patricia Bogart • •
William E. Bond ’93 • • ©
Marco D. ’13 & Mary L. Boscardin 

’09 § • •
C. Daniel Boschen ’88 • •
Robert F. ’88 & Ginger L. 

(MacCausland) Bosco ’88 • • ©
Brent B. ’98 & Deirdre Bottamini • • ©
Joseph L. Boucher ’57 • •
Ann C. (Sheehy) Bourgeois ’60 • • •
Lon A. Boutiette ’76
Jennifer L. Bozek ’97 • •
Ingrid P. (Babb) ’75MEd, ’84EdD ^ § & 

John H. Bracey § • •
Robert C. Brady ’96 •
Sherry L. (Broska) ’72 & Ben S.  

Branch ^ § • •
Robert J. Brannan ’00, ’00 • • ©
Barton M. Brass ’65 • •
Philip P. & Marina U. Braswell •
Barry S. Braun ’91MS § • •
Thomas E. Brennan ’85 • • •
David B. Brenner ’91 & Catherine W. 

Abel ’11
Howard L. ’86 & Jane G. Breslau • •
Jean S. Briggs
Sharon Bromberg ’81 • • •
Clarence L. Brooks Jr. ’73
Jacqueline A. Brousseau-Pereira 

’00MPA, ’18EdD § • •
Edward B. Brown III ’83 • • •
Neal H. Brown ’02, ’05MBA •
Alicia M. Browne ^ ©
Ellen H. Bryan
Timothy J. ’89 & Lisa (Leonard) Bryant 

’88 • •
Mark F. ’98 & Nancy M. (Kahn) 

Buffone ’95, ’03MEd, ’09EdD § • •
James R. ’74, ’76MBA & Paula J. 

Buonomo • •
Matthew J. Burns ’77 • • ©
Catharine F. ’94MEd & D. Anthony 

Butterfield ’11HA § • •
Gregory J. Caetano ’84 • •
Eileen Cahill ’98MEd • • ©
Hugh B. Calkin ’61 • •
Gary J. Callahan ’85 • •
Gregory J. Cannella ’88 § • •
Robert Cannon ’78 & Margaret E. 

Crowley ’77
Andrew J. Cantillon ’91, ’11 • ©
James D. Capistran ’81, ’84MS § & Lois 

A. Kelley ’85, ’00MS • •
Luanne H. ’96MEd ^ & Donal 

Carbaugh ^ § • •
Peter A. & Donna L. Carbone
Michael V. ^ & Amy W. Carlino ^
Franklyn W. Carlson ’63S • •

Lawrence M. ’75 ^ & Pamela Price 
Carpman ^

John A. Carriere ’75 • •
Jeffrey R. ’00 & Wendy (Mrozek) 

Carson ’07 • •
William J. ^ & Christina H. Carver ^
Paul B. ’79 & Joan (Kelleher) Casey 

’81 • •
Patricia A. (Connolly) Cavallino ’59 • •
Kyle R. § & Carolyn B. Cave
N. Joseph Cayer ’72PhD • •
Joan M. Centrella ’75 •
George P. Cernada § •
Mary A. (Polito) Cernak ’65
Michael W. Chandler ’89 • •
Tammy Chang ’86MEd, ’88MBA
Steven M. ^ & Denise Charette ^
Hsinyung Chin ’90MS, ’93PhD •
Susan P. Chinman ’80MS § & Robert C. 

Sleigh Jr. § • •
Makarand H. ’89PhD & Renu 

Chipalkatti ’87MS
Stephen F. Choate ’73
Panayiotis K. Chrysanthis ’86MS, 

’91PhD & Areti N. Papanastasiou ’87, 
’90MA • •

Jeff J. ’97, ’00MS & Nicole S. Chu ’96 • •
James E. Churchill ’81, ’85MS •
Vanessa A. Cieslak ’76 & Kevin 

Holloway • • •
Edward E. Clark ’70PhD
Kay H. Clark ^ • •
Nathaniel G. Clark ’76 •
Stephen W. ’86 & Elizabeth W.  

Clarke • • • ©
Timothy J. Clarke ’06
David J. ’73 ^ & Ellen M. Clarkson ^ • •
Edward F. Clasby ’61MBA • • •
Barbara (Turoff) Clement ’75 • • •
Lawrence D. Clough ’77 • •
Daniel W. ’77S & Judith Coates ’96MS, 

’11MS • •
Christopher M. Coelho ’00 • ©
Alan S. ’66 & Natalie K. Cohen • •
Matthew J. ’92 & Fae R. (Cargill) Cohen 

’93 • • ©
Melvin A. Cohen ’73 • • •
Michael Cohen • •
Stuart B. Cohen ’79 • • •
David M. Collard ’89PhD & Joanne Mei 

’84, ’88MS, ’92PhD • •
Peter G. Colton ’78 • •
David J. Comeau • • ©
Paul M. Conlin ’88 • • • ©
Heidi A. (Donahue) ’82 ^ & Michael 

Connelly ^ • •
Robert Connolly ^ & Nancy E.  

Kelleher ^ •
Stephen B. ’78 ^ & Linnea A. Constant ^ •
Mark J. ^ & Miriam Contois ^ ©
Linda M. Conway ’80 • •
James A. Conz Jr ’94 & Melanie 

(Brennan) Conz ’97 ©
Douglas C. Cooney ’73, ’76MA & 

Joanne Grzybowski ’82 • •
Joseph J. Cooney ’84 •
Gloria Cooper
James C. Corbett ’90MS, ’92PhD ©
Peter J. ’84PhD & Anne R. Costa • •
E. Bryan Coughlin § & Sandra L. 

Burkett
Kenneth F. ’73 & Joanne (Pastor) 

Coughlin ’74 • • • ©
Stephen L. Coulombe ’90
James A. Counihan ’92 • •
Sabina G. Cournoyer ’79MA • •
Jeffrey R. Cox § & William G. Love •
Dennis J. ’79 & Linda (Lines) Coyle 

’77 • • ©
Katherine J. Coyner ’01
Robert A. Cramer ’80 • •
Harrison & Anne D. Crecraft
Daniel M. Creedon Jr. ’63

Alfred J. Crosby §
Dennis M. Crowley Jr. ’59 ^ • •
Thomas E. ’66, ’71PhD & Sara (Eustace) 

Crumm ’66 • • •
Alan S. & Brenda Curtis •
Joseph P. ’90 ^ & Elaine M. Cutrone ^ • ©
Paul R. ’66 & Dana (Paul) Cutts ’64 • • ©
Catherine E. Daley
Laura J. (Errico) Dames ’92 • •
Deborah L. Daniels ’76 & Piet 

Bleyendaal • •
Jody J. Daniels ’97PhD • •
Harold I. Dash ’70, ’72MA •
Joseph R. Daverin ’00, ’03MS ©
Honore S. ’94EdD & Donald J. David • • •
Elizabeth V. Davidson ’84 & Thomas 

Orent • •
Mary B. (Hellstein) Davidson ’81 • • • ©
Andrew R. Davis ’11MS, ’14PhD ©
Timothy S. Day ’07
George B. Dean ’75 & Leslie K. Meyer • •
William J. Dean Jr. ’55 ^ • • •
Edward P. Deane II ’77 • •
William F. DeFlavio ’73 • •
Ray J. ^ & Aileen B. Delario ^
Thomas J. ’61 & Sandra (Ritchie) 

Delnickas ’61 • •
Rocko DeLuca § •
Aaron A. DeMaio •
Joseph L. ’74 & Aline J. DeMarco  

’03 ^ • • •
Carolyn J. DeMoranville ’76, ’92PhD § • • •
Kenneth S. Denison & Cindy J. Lee-

Denison ©
Walter B. Denny ^ § & Alice E. Robbins • •
Seren Z. Derin ^ • •
Michele ’09MS, ’09MBA & Philip 

DesAutels •
Charles F. Desmond ’92EdD •
Christine E. Devine ’91 • •
Benedetto DiCecca
Anthony P. ’73, ’74MS & Carolyn 

(Barron) DiCenzo ’72MS • •
Bronislaw K. & Patricia M. Dichter ^ •
Bruce P. ’95MM & Diane Diehl • •
Kerry L. Dietz § •
Francis A. ’64 & Ann M. (Williams) 

DiGiano ’65 • •
John Y. Ding ’90MS, ’93PhD & Linda 

H. Zhang ’92MS, ’95PhD • ©
Peter D. Dion ’86 • •
Karen A. Dionne §
Frank A. ’81 ^ & Lisa DiTommaso ^ • •
Peter N. ’82 ^ & Laurie A. DiTommaso ^ •
Paula M. (Lizotte) ’69 & Raymond R. 

Doherty • • • ©
John L. Doleva ’82 • •

Mark Donovan ’78 •
Richard F. Donovan ’86 • • ©
Jacqueline F. Dorfman ’82 • •
Thomas Dougherty Jr. ’85 • •
Barbara J. Dowd
Emily J. Drake ’66 • •
Marcy (Perkins) Driscoll ’76MS, 

’78PhD • •
Demo Drougas ’85
Kenneth M. Drumm ’70 • •
Cheryl A. Dubin Tutun ’90 • • ©
Stephen R. Dunne ’89 • •
Victoria J. Dutcher ’95MBA •
M. Katherine Dwyer ’71 •
Danielle E. (Mogolesko) Dykeman ’95 •
Robert P. ’66 & S. Celeste Edmonston • •
Stewart W. Ehly ’71 • •
John W. Ehrhardt ’77MA • •
Nancy L. (Hastings) Eliason ’62 • • •
Tahar Elkorchi ^ & Marya E. Gorczyca ^
Todd S. Emrick §
Eric A. Enge ’87MS
Edith (Smith) Engel ’68 • •
John C. ’72, ’74MS & Susan (Cole) 

England ’74MS, ’76MRP • • •
Martin J. & Sondra Epstein
Kevin I. Erkkila ’75 • • • ©
Stephen R. Etkin ’81 • •
James R. ’97 & Monica A. (Kuc) 

Ettamarna ’96 •
David T. Evans ’71 • •
Kristin L. (Slusser) Fafard ’88 •
Donna (Marshall) Farber ’86 • •
Timothy ^ & Donna J. Farmer ^
John W. Fee III ’77 •
Thomas M. Feeley ^ • •
Nicholas W. Ferron ’04 •
Skip M. Fertitta ’80
Jonathan W. Fienup ’96MS • •
Kevin P. Filley ’73, ’74MBA & Joy M. 

Yoder-Filley ’73, ’74MS • •
Roger E. & JoAnne Finck • •
Janet S. Fink §
William M. Fisher ’75MS • • •
Nancy A. Flavin ’87 • •
Alison B. Fleming ’97
Susan R. Flicop ’86 & Christopher 

Hill • •
Chris A. Flood ’94, ’97MS
Kevin J. Flynn ’74 ^ & Jane A. 

Williams-Flynn ’75 ^ • • ©
Sheila (Ryan) Flynn ’55 •
Robert H. Foley Jr. ’67 • •
David Fontaine Jr.
Andrew B. Forbes ’91, ’94MS & Jennifer 

H. Lewis-Forbes ’93 • •

Donors who have given consistently  
for five or more years are honored with 
membership in the Loyalty Circle. Their 

generosity has provided invaluable 
support to academic and student life.  

Go to umass.edu/giving/loyalty.pdf 
for a full listing of Loyalty  

Circle members.
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Sharon E. (Brown) Forbes ’83 • •
Howard B. Foster ’59 • •
Adam M. Fox ’88 • •
Ian H. Fraser & Pamela Bartlett • •
Joseph F. Frawley II ^ & Mary T. 

Frawley ^
Daniel J. Frazier § •
Marsha A. (Porta) Fredericks ’70 ^ • •
Charles G. Fredette ’70, ’74MS • • •
Patty S. Freedson § • •
Kenneth M. ’86 & Akiko Freeman • •
Margaret H. (Rawson) ’70MA, ’72PhD 

& Donald C. Freeman • •
Paul Friedmann ’00MBA • •
Bruce B. ’79 & Esteka Friend • •
Tzuu-Heng B. Fu ’85PhD ©
Dorothy (Cochran) Fullam ’56 • • •
Ann Furtado ’63 • •
Richard M. ’60 & Elizabeth H. 

Gaberman • •
Gunjan A. Gadodia ’06MS, ’09PhD
Helen Kay Galloway ’61 • •
Robert R. Gamache ’76MS, ’78PhD • •
Victor J. Gangi ’92 • • ©
Francis M. Garahan ’76 • •
Brett R. Garber ’07
Matthew H. Garber ’08 •
Alan C. & Deborah L. Garlick • •
Francesco Garofalo ’85 & Julie M. 

Lanza ’86, ’90MA • •

Karen L. Garvin ’66 • • •
Judith L. (Fleischer) Gass ’59 • •
Peter R. Geannelis ^
Ronald F. Geary ’77 • • •
Enku Gelaye §
Jay H. ’93 & Denise H. (Geiringer) Gelb 

’93 • • ©
William G. ’70MS, ’71PhD & Penny H. 

(Lewow) Gelb ’70 • •
Harvey W. Gendreau ’72 • • •
Alberta S. (Premo) George ’55 • •
Edmund L. Gettier III ^ § & Lucia M. 

Gettier ^ • •
Beth A. (Pastino) ’88 & John Giannotto • •
Donald L. ’72 & Nancy A. (Suprenant) 

Gibavic ’78 • •
Thomas V. ’72S & Janine (Thomas) 

Giles ’78 • • •
Duncan W. ’00 & Ruth (Smith) Gillan 

’81 • •
Harry W. Gilligan ^ • •
James W. ’42 ✴ • • • & Harriet (Kelso) 

Gilman ’43 • • •
Kirby S. ’70, ’75MS & Carolyn 

(Caldwell) Gilmore ’75 • • ©
Judith A. Glaven ’82 • •
John C. Golden Jr. ’62 • • •
Barbara H. Goldstein • •
Bruce M. ’90MPH & Nancy W. 

(Shapiro) Goldstein ’90MEd • •
Joseph I. Goldstein ✴ • •
Glenn Gomes ’69 • • •
Daniel L. Gordon § & Catherine A. 

Epstein •
Scott Gore ^ & Andrea Rosenthal ^ • ©
Dorothy L. (Ingalls) Gorham ’90 •
James G. & Mary L. Gorman •
Ronald R. Gould ’69 • • ©
Pamela (Forsythe) Grange ’79 • •
Brian D. Graves ’64 • • •
James E. ’85PhD & Lori Graves •
Brady L. ’86 & Natalie J. (Dury) Green 

’88 • •
Sara K. Green ’14PhD ©
Debra Greenblatt
Keith J. ’94 & Jennifer F. (Rau) Greene ’95
Jason J. Gregoricus ’88 •
Curtice R. ^ § & Madelyn Bonnot Griffin
Robert T. Grimley ’51 • •
Mark D. ’69 & Kathryn Groffman • •

Paul V. Grosso ’80MS, ’83PhD • • ©
Harold D. Grotevant § •
Aline C. Gubrium §
Lillian (Marrewa) Guilmartin ’71 • •
Yihong Guo ’91PhD & Hongyi Wang 

’89MS, ’92MS
Spence H. Gustav ’74MS •
Flora (Mueller) ’66 ^ & Richard J. 

Guzik ^ • • •
Chan U. Ha ’96
Jayant Haksar • ©
Richard P. § & Lucille F. Halgin • •
Joseph Hamill §
Avrom R. Handleman ’53MS ✴ • •
David M. ’66 & Mary (Desmond) 

Hankowski ’66 • • •
Mark L. ’78 & Gail M. Hanny • • • ©
Thomas J. Harris ’77 • •
William J. Harris ’80MS, ’82PhD ©
H. Ames Harrison ’55 • • •
James M. Harrity Jr ’99MEd, ’06EdD • •
Michael P. Hart ’79MS • •
Jonathan E. Hartl ’90 • •
Bryan C. Harvey ’77, ’97EdD § & J. 

Lynn Griesemer • •
Thomas F. Hastings Jr. ^ § & Barbara E. 

Hastings ^ § • •
Jeffrey F. ’74MEd, ’91CAGS & Joyce M. 

Hatch ’88MBA • •
Robert F. ’61 & Laverna (Somers) Hatch 

’60 • •
James Haug ’88MFA & Alexandra 

Kennedy ’88MFA • •
Ryan C. Hayward §
Thomas M. Healy Jr. ’96 ^ & Lori J. 

Healy • •
Richard Heavey ’71 & Janice 

McKinnon-Heavey
Robert A. & Carolyn Hedin
Roy D. ’85PhD & Patricia Hegedus • •
Amy M. Heintz ’03PhD
John S. ’77, ’78MS & Susan F.  

Hendry • • • ©
Robert A. Henry ’70 • •
Hoon Heo ’04, ’08MBA •
R. William Hepler
Michael J. Herald ’07 & Melissa S. 

Stango-Herald ’06 •
Stewart Herman ’88PhD •
Marcia A. Heronemus-Pate ’76 & 

Michael L. Pate • • ©

Marie A. Hess ’94MS • • •
Traci J. Hess § •
Robert B. Hevert ’84MBA • •
Francis L. Higginson III ’74 •
Kristin M. (Graves) Hilf ’85 • • ©
Marcia L. Hill ’00 & Brett L. Molotsky • ©
Willie L. Hill Jr. § & Beverly G. Hill • •
Bryan Hilliard ’93 •
Jennifer K. Hills ’07 ©
John A. Hird ^ § & Sharon J. Tracey ^ § • •
Scott W. ’87 & Kathy A. (Pasquale) 

Hocking ’87 •
Hugh F. Hoffman III ’81MA • •
Michael P. Hogan •
Steven B. Hollander ’84 •
Jeremy B. Hollister ’96
Ruth W. ’71MS & G. Burtt Holmes • • •
Richard B. ’70EdD ^ & Rochelle 

Holzman ^ • • •
David S. Hoopes ’81 • • •
Richard W. Hoss ’62 • • •
Barbara A. Howald ’83MEd & Michael 

Blake • •
Meng C. Hsieh ’96MS, ’99PhD
Whittak H. ’74MS & Mercedes (Del 

Rosario) Huang ’72MS •
William F. Hubbard ’87, ’89MBA & Lee 

A. Bartow ’83 • •
Edward G. Hudson ’80 • •
Edward C. Hull § •
Marie C. Hultin ^ •
Robert J. & Mary Ann Hunt • •
Neal A. Huntington ’92MS • •
John M. Hurley Jr. ’65 & Anne M. 

Goggin • •
Alan D. Hurvitz ’72 • •
Richard T. Hussey ’86 • •
James S. ’85 & Kathleen (Hartin) Hyatt 

’85 •
Motoko Inoue • •
Virginia A. (Irveng) Irvine ’91MS • •
Stephen R. Israel ’63 • • ©
Basil H. ’89 & Laura J. (Sutherland) 

Istwany ’97 • •
Brian R. ^ & Colleen S. Jackson ’87, 

’89MEd ^
Kyle E. Jackson ’82 • •
Matthew S. Jackson ’03
Richard F. Jackson ’49, ’55MS,  

’57PhD • • •

LEADERSHIP GIVING CIRCLE

✴ Deceased

• 5 – 9 total years of giving

• • 10 – 24 total years of giving
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“I was always touched by the 
character of the people at UMass 
Amherst. My experience defined 
my personal and professional 
life. It led me to the field of 
education and into the world of 
lacrosse where I have had great 
opportunities.”
Richard Donovan

Richard Donovan ’79 still recalls the sting of defeat in his first 
college lacrosse game and Coach Richard Garber’s words of  
reassurance after the loss. Garber’s fatherly advice 38 years ago 
shaped Donovan’s notable contributions as an educator and coach 

of college, professional, and international lacrosse. Donovan 
and his wife, Cheryl ’78, are among the more than 700 stalwart 
supporters who in 2015 achieved a 28-year milestone for giving 
annually to their alma mater.
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Dennis P. Jancsy ’69, ’72MBA • • •
Najmi T. ’86MS, ’88PhD & Madhuri N. 

Jarwala ’87MS
David C. Jeanes ’73 • •
Charles L. ’78EdD & Issie L. Jenkins
Brett S. ’89 & Jacquelyn Micucci Jenks 

’89 • •
Xin Jin ’98MS, ’00PhD & YuanQiao 

Rao ’00PhD ©
Petr Jirovsky & Julie Stubbs ^ § •
Christopher S. Johnson ’90 •
Paul E. Johnson Jr. ’69 • • •
Russell A. Johnson ’69 • •
Jennifer (Siddall) ’94 & Gerald L. 

Jones • •
Bruce I. ’64 ✴ • • & Sandra (Edmands) 

Jordan ’64 • •
Richard C. Joyce ’70 •
Richard J. Kaitz ’76
Raymond J. ’66 & Laurel V. Kaleda • •
Barton D. Kamp ’63 • • •
Jamie F. Kane III ’00 • •
Michael J. Kane • •
Robert J. Kaplan
Steven R. ’80 ^ & Lynne Satlof-Karas 

’79 ^ • •
Anita M. Karcz ’71 • •
Jay J. ’75 ^ & Lesley E. (Rosenthal) 

Kaufman ’77 ^ • • •
Diane R. (Scruton) Keedy ’88,  

’15MBA § • •
Timothy E. Kehoe ©
Gareth A. Keith ’58 • • •
John J. Kelleher Jr. ’69 • •
Christopher L. ’79 & Pamela A.  

Kelley • • •
Kevin J. ’61 & Lee Kelley • •
John F. ’86 § & Rebecca Kennedy •
Kathleen M. Keroack ’75MS •
Colleen (Beaudin) Kettle ’84 • • •
Thomas E. Kida ’78PhD § & Kathryn T. 

(MacDonald) Sullivan ’93PhD • • •
Dennis M. Kiernan ’76 & Jane Kaufman 

’77 •
Bruce M. Kimball ’79 • •
Erik P. Kimball ’87 & Mary C. Walsh 

’87 • •
Thomas P. ’81 ^ & Barbara H. (Levin) 

Kipp ’81 ^ • • ©
Robert L. Klein ’58 & Elizabeth 

(Spencer) Ivey ’76PhD • • •
Lothar W. Kleiner ’75MS, ’78PhD • • ©
Yorkette R. (Solomon) Kleinman ’59 • •
Elizabeth (Hill) ’91 & Edward J. 

Klekowski § • • •
Richard J. ’65 & Gretchen (Nelson) 

Klimoski ’65 • •
Gregory J. Kline ’94 •
Rita Knapp ^
Douglas K. ’89 & Lynn Knight • • ©
John H. ’69S ^ & Elaine Kokoski ^ • •
Jeffrey S. ’90MS, ’92PhD & Ann (Jacob) 

Kollodge ’90MS • ©
John J. Kominski ’59, ’90HON • • •
Jeffrey L. Kopacz ’95
Tim D. Korytoski ’03S
Pamela L. Kosinski ’86 • • ©
Kevin A. ’85MBA ^ & Denise Koswick ^ •
Jeffrey A. Kotowitz ’88 • • ©
Anthony P. Kraskouskas Jr. ’63
Daniel Krause Jr. ’66, ’72PhD • •
Jayaraman Krishnamoorthy ’03MS, 

’07PhD ©
Praphul Krottapalli ’08MS •
Donald E. ’70PhD & Phyllis (Wall) 

Kuhn ’68MS, ’70PhD •
Nelson J. Lacey § • •
Ken Lambert ’96
Marc E. ^ & Virginia C. Lamere ^ •
Gary P. ’69, ’84EdD ^ & Nancy 

(Hansen) Lamoureaux ’73 • • •
Michael A. Lanciloti ’79 • •
Marie L. Landry ’70 • •

Timothy P. Lane ’83 • • • ©
Jonathan A. ’89 & Dina M. (Patronas) 

Lanza ’92
Robert L. LaPalme ’77, ’78MBA • • •
Glenn LaPlante • •
John P. ’72 & Margaret A. (McMahon) 

Lareau ’72 • • •
Joseph A. Larkin ’82 • •
Andrew G. Larson •
Joseph S. ’56MS ^ § & Wendy (Nichols) 

Larson ’58 • • •
Frank P. Lattuca Jr. ’64S, ’81EdD ^ § & 

Nancy Lattuca • • •
Steven N. LaValley ’81 • • • ©
Paul R. Lawrence ’78 • ©
Jack M. Leader ’78 ^ & Judith C. Haber 

’77 ^ • •
Rita Leaman ^ •
Peter A. Leary ’79 • • • ©
Bob ’67, ’70MS & Pat Lebel • •
Francis ^ & Madeline D. LeBlanc ^
Kevin J. ’83 ^ & Marina (Wolf) Lebo 

’86 ^ • • •
Mark ^ & Mary B. Ledwell ^
Han S. Lee ’89PhD
Steven M. ’96 & Martha C. Lee • • ©
Richard L. ’65 & Jean F. (Markella) 

Leete ’77 • • •
Patrick J. Leighton ’80MEd, ’94EdD ^ & 

Jane Baer-Leighton ^ •
Michael J. ’99MS, ’05PhD & Gail C. 

(Pratt) Leonard ’01MA • ©
M. Carol (Clapp) Leslie ’63, ’74MEd •
George M. ’68 & Patricia A. (Long) 

LeVan ’70 • • •
Howard L. Levin ’75 • • •
John P. Levine & Susan M. Clopton
Joseph A. Levine ^ § & Louise M. 

Antony ^ § •
Ann C. ’77MEd, ’82EdD & George 

Levinger § • •
David A. ’81 & Susan (Nadler) Levy ’79 •
Roger S. ’74 ^ & Carol C. Lewenberg ^ • • •
Wenkway Liang ’90MS & Jenyeng 

Cheah ’90MS •
Karl E. ’80 ^ & Susanne M. Liebich ^ • • ©
Jane C. Lin ’95 ©
Tzong-Shin Lin ’72MS, ’75PhD • •
Jeffrey G. Linhardt ’96MS, ’01PhD ©
Mark A. ’80 & Judith A. (Hennrikus) 

Link ’81 • •
Daniel A. Lipton ’99 ©
Paul E. Litchfield ’86MS & Mary C. 

Moulson-Litchfield ’86MS • •
Hongchuan Liu ’93MS & Hong Xiao 

’94, ’97MS • • ©
John F. Loncrini • •
Jana (Mohr) Lone ’82 • •
Robert F. ’77MS, ’80PhD & Elizabeth P. 

Lorch ’77MS, ’81PhD • •
Elizabeth L. Loughran ’81EdD • • •
William G. Love & Jeffrey R. Cox § •
David R. ’80 ^ & Kathleen A. Lovett 

^ • •
Mason I. § & Susan C. Lowance • •
Nicholas J. Lowe ’97, ’97 • •
Robert A. ’98 & Catherine (West) 

Lowry ’96, ’01MBA § • •
Eric B. ’95 & Tina L. (Baker) Luftig 

’96 • • ©
Samuel J. Lussier Jr. ’63, ’65MS & Mina 

(Lowe) Lussier ’63 •
Robert F. ’82 & Ann R. (Vinson) Luz 

’75 •
Donald J. Lynch ’77 • • ©
Russell S. ’82 & Tina (Vanheyst) Lyon 

’83MS • •
Bodan Ma ’96MS, ’97PhD
Nathan R. MacDonald ’91 • •
Charles D. Machlin ’82 • •
Robert Macieski
Elizabeth Mackenzie
R. Kirk ’78 ^ & Lise M. Mackey ^ • •
David W. MacLaughlan ’70 • •

Christina A. Maguire ’87, ’06 • ©
Thomas M. Maher ’79 • • ©
Sean P. ’93 & Heather (Lu) Mahoney ’92 •
Lewis C. ^ § & Caden Mainzer ^ • • •
James F. Mallet ’91 § & Jennifer C. 

Southgate ’80 § • •
Kathleen F. ’91MEd & Gregory 

Malynoski • •
Arthur S. Manaselian ’69 •
Robin P. Mandel §
Andrew P. Mangels ^ § •
Glenn E. ’70, ’73MBA ^ & Gail B. 

Mangurian ^ • •
Sandra J. Mangurian ’64 • •
Charles H. ’68MS, ’69PhD & Eileen 

(Alderson) Manley ’67 • • •
Geoffrey P. ’97 & LeeAnn Manning 

’98 • ©
Gregory K. Maravelas ’62MS • •
Mark A. Marchand ’80 • • ©
Robert K. Marcum • •
Alan J. Marcus ’76 • • •
Julian M. Marinus ’98 •
David S. Markson ’87 • •
Tony A. § & Nora Maroulis •
Louis E. & Cora B. Marrett •
Mira N. Marshall ’75 • •
Irwin G. Martin ’80PhD • •
Shelia Martin ^ •
Robert P. ’75S, ’77 & Christine E. 

Marzilli • • •
John E. Masaschi ’55 • • •
Steven J. Mastalerz ’91 • •
Lisa L. (Pike) ’87 § & James 

Masteralexis • •
Gail E. Matthews • •
Wallace J. Matthews Jr. ’67 • •
Leonard Matulewski Jr. ’87 • • ©
Gerald F. May ’69 • • •
John P. ’97 & Kimberlee (Sleath) 

Mazzone ’97 •
Patricia S. McCarron
John B. McCormick
Richard J. McCraw Jr. ’79 • •
Sean P. McDavitt ’12, ’12
Anne M. McDonald ^ • •
Vincent E. McEntee ’90 • •
Timothy J. McGrath ’98PhD • •
Robert G. ^ & Elisabeth McGregor ^ • •
Derrick B. McKie ’97PhD •
Michael F. McLaughlin ’79 ^ • •
Angela A. McMahon ’04 §
Jayne (Arnold) McMellen ’64 ^ • • •
Brian W. McNally ’77 • •
Dina L. (Chu) Mead ’84 • •
Kerry F. Meehan
Robert Meers ’69 & Miriam (Crowley) 

Kelly ’66 • •
Judith A. (Dorfman) Mendelsohn 

’85MEd • •
Mary Merdinger
Thomas P. ^ & Margaret J. Merzbacher ^ •
Brittney N. Mesisklis ’10 ©
Corinne J. Meyer ’82 & Steven L. Feye • •
John M. Micalizzi ’94 • •
Ian E. Michelich ’04, ’05MS ©
Alison (Hiers) Micucci ’87 • •
Gary D. Mika ’77 • •
Thomas V. ’79 & Robyn B. Glazer 

Milbury ’79 • • •
Jerome M. Mileur § • • •
Mary L. Milkey-May ’81MM & Ernest 

D. May ^ § • • •
Jane K. Miller § • •
Edward W. Millette III ’86 • • • ©
George H. Millman ’47 • • •
Rosemary A. Minior ’77S • •
Rena (Potish) Mirkin ’65 • •
Ashok Misra ’71MS, ’74PhD
Thomas P. Moliterno §
Sidney A. Mook ’64MBA • • •
Francis E. Moore III ’82 • ©

Yvonne P. Morand •
Elizabeth C. Morgan ’83 • • ©
Jason P. Morgan ’97 • •
Maureen A. Morley ’72 • • • ©
David C. ’74 ^ & Cynthia J. Morrell ^ • • •
Andrea (Kemp) Morris ’73 §
Robert E. ’80 & Shelly Moses • • •
John J. Moynihan Jr. ’75, ’78MBA • •
James A. Mucci ’78 ^ • •
James E. Mulcahy ’60S, ’63 ✴ • •
Michael C. Mullane ’78 • •
David K. ’85 ^ & Cindy S. Mullen ^ • •
Vanessa G. Murdock ’05MS, ’06PhD ©
Edward M. Murphy ’72MA, ’77PhD • •
Edward M. & Marilyn Murphy • •
Kevin P. Murphy ’93 •
Paul R. ’73 & Dana C. (Rapp) Murphy 

’73MEd • • •
James A. & Suzannah Fabing Muspratt •
Murugappan Muthukumar § •
Matthew D. Nagler ’99 • •
Ladimer S. & Anna B. Nagurney § • •
Robert A. Nakosteen § & Nora C. 

Groves ^ • •
David J. Narkewicz ’90 • •
James J. ’74 ^ & Patricia A.  

Nascimento • • ©
Jennifer A. Nassour
Saul J. Natansohn ’85 • • ©
John M. Naughton ’59 ^ • • •
Joanne E. ’00 ^ & Richard C. Navin ^ • • •
David K. Naylor ’64 • • •
Mary Agnes Nelen ’05MEd & Daniel 

Farrell
David C. ’66 & Karen L. (Kibber) 

Nelson ’68 • • •
Mark E. Nelson ’60 • • •
Susan L. Nelson
Estate of Abraham S. Newman ’53
Katherine S. Newman § & Paul Attewell
Jingwei Ni ’98PhD & Bing Nie ’97PhD, 

’99MBA • • ©
Gregory C. Nicoll ’91S, ’93
Lisa E. Noble ’76 • •
Raymond A. ’75MS & Karen (Murphy) 

Noga ’74 • •
Clifford M. Noreen ’80 ^ • •
Stuart J. ’72 & Katherine (Smiles) 

Novick ’73 • •
Elizabeth M. Nuss •
Rayann Nute •
Philip Nyman ’58 • •
Karla J. O’Byrne •
Gerard P. O’Connor ’86 • •
Michael J. O’Connor ’91
Sean O’Neill & Kimberly C. O’Connell •
William D. ’60 & Carol (Mentor) 

O’Neill ’61 • • •
James S. O’Sullivan ’65 • • • ©
Neal R. Opper ’80 •
Lawrence A. Osborn §
Mark Osborn
John B. ’76 & Angela (Scaparotti)  

Otis ’79 •
Carol A. Ottaviani ’66 • •
Robert W. ’79 & Bonita E. Otto § • •
Ron N. Paasch • •
Dean A. Paddock • •
Susan L. (Berry) Pakula ’69 • •
Richard N. ^ § & Elaine S. Palmer ^ •
Martin A. Parks ’60 • •
Bert W. Parmenter III ’70 • • • ©
A. Parrish ©
Tim Pask
John J. Pasteris ’54 • • • ©
Ernest T. Patrikis ’65 • •
Deborah D. Patulak ’91, ’96MS ^ § • •
James T. Patulak ’95MEd ^ • •
Mark J. Pawlik ’77, ’79MBA, ’81MS • ©
Henry E. Peach ’92 & Deborah K. 

Nowers ’92EdD • •
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Grant K. ’81 & Melissa (Smith) Peacor 
’80, ’85MPA

Lee A. Pearlmutter ’66, ’73MS • •
Richard A. Peck ’94 •
Garry D. ^ & Marianne Pelletier ^
Mary B. Pelosky ’92MEd •
Gil A. Penchina ’91
Richard A. Penn ’81 • •
Andrew E. Pepyne ’08 & Rachael L. 

Mervine ’08 • ©
Roy D. Perdue ’73 • • •
Joseph R. Perrozzi •
Michel S. ^ & Tami S. Perussault ^
Greg G. Peters ’76 • • • ©
Linda M. ’03PhD & James C. Peters • •
Dale & Lorna Peterson • • •
James K. Petros Jr. ’74 • • • ©
Thomas K. ’83MS, ’86PhD & Marina E. 

Philips ’86MS • •
Joseph J. Piedrafite ’06, ’06, ’06 § • •
Margery L. (Wells) Piercey ’84 • •
Harold Pilskaln
David M. Pincus ’79 • ©
Marshall B. Pine ©
Francis ’63 & Carolyn (Oliver) 

Pisiewski ’64 • •
Kenneth J. ’78 ^ & Donna L. 

(Anderson) Piva ’77 ^ • • •
James M. Pizano ’99
Robert ’66MA, ’69PhD & Veronica 

(Kelly) Piziak ’63, ’65MS, ’70PhD • •
David Plantier • •
Kathleen E. Plourde ’09MS ©
Francis W. Pluta ’66 • • •
Al Pogarian •
Joseph R. & Maria T. Polino •
Herbert L. Pollard Jr. ’79, ’79S & Nancy 

J. (Lawson) Pollard ’79S • •
Margaret A. Poole
Christopher J. ^ & Patricia A. Porzelt ^
Jeffrey D. Poulton ’87 ^ • ©
Robert J. Powers ’61 • • •
Russell J. Powers ’66 • •
David M. § & Judith A. Pozar • •
John B. Pride ’82 • • • ©
Fred J. Pula ’47, ’54MBA • • •
Keith J. Purcell ’84
Michael F. ’84 & Jennifer D. (Carbone) 

Quinlan ’95 • • ©
Stuart D. Rachlin ’84 • •
Jiajia Rao ’13PhD
Susan P. Rauch ’95EdD • •
Robert W. ’69MBA & Cheryl Rauh • •
Richard D. ’58 & Shirley (Niedbala) 

Reardon ’57 • • •
Dana L. Rebeiro
Shawn Record
Noel J. ’53 & Doris C. Reebenacker • •
Douglas A. Reed ’69S, ’73 & Ann C. 

Pickrell • •
Amy E. Reichard ’85
Peter I. Resnick ’93 • ©

Marie L. (Keleher) Riccio ’80 • •
Susanne Richey ^ • •
Frank N. Rife ^ §
Brian ’74S, ’76 & Marcia B. Riley • •
William J. ’83 ^ & Mary (Craig) Ritter 

’83 ^ • •
Donald W. Rizzo ’57 & Carol Rizzo • • •
Norman R. Robertson ’72 • •
Donald A. ’66, ’84PhD ^ § & Sara 

(Laclaire) Robinson ’66, ’79MEd, 
’86EdD ^ • •

John E. & Maripat Robison ^ • •
Michael A. Rodman ’61 • • •
Richard T. Rogers § & Julie A.  

Caswell § • •
Joseph R. Rokowski ’88 & Deanne M. 

Payne-Rokowski • • ©
Phillips H. Roland III ’75, ’77MS & 

Linda (Deleo) Roland ’76 • •
Joseph A. ^ & Dana M. Romano ^
Robert ^ & Sharon Romero ^
Jerome C. ’73PhD & Dolores Rose • •
David H. Rosen ’59 ^ • • •
Craig S. Rosenberg ’88 & Cheryl L. 

Garrity ’88 •
Theodore Rosenberg ’74 & Laurel A. 

Glocheski •
Joel B. ’65 & Bonnie Rosenthal • •
Jonathan L. Roses ’73PhD • • •
James H. Ross ’09 •
Lorna M. Ross ’66 • • •
Estate of Donald J. Rossi
David P. Rossiter III ’79MBA • •
Vincent M. § & Caren M. Rotello §
Gary L. Roth ’76, ’78MEd •
Brian T. Roughan ’98 • •
Lila Roundtree
Arthur F. Rubeck ’03, ’05MBA •
Kathleen G. Goetzman Rubin ’88MEd § 

& Richard J. Rubin • •
Bonita J. Rup ’75 • • ©
Mark E. ’85MS, ’12HON & Angela Russell
Thomas P. Russell ’76MS, ’79PhD § •
Cheryl A. Ryan ’88 • •
H. Dennis Ryan III ’68S, ’74, ’87EdD ^ 

§ & Norma (Sutton) Ryan ’69 ^ • •
Michael R. Sacenti ’82 ^ • •
Alison A. (Lochhead) Sacknowitz 

’92MS •
Khari I. Samuel ’99 & Elizabeth J. 

(Gokey) Mitchell-Samuel ’00
Barry Sanborn
David K. Sanger ’03 & Rebecca J. Hart ’00
Ellen D. Sano ’81 • •
Gerard J. Sarnie ’75, ’78MBA • • •
Srikant K. Sastry ’86 ©
John G. Savage • •
Margaret (Conley) Schadt ’85MS • • •
Cory B. Schauer ’91 • ©
Adam R. Schepp ’03, ’03 & Jeanie I. 

Gorlovsky-Schepp ’03 •
Manfred J. Schindler ’82MS • •
William Schleuse & Virginia P. 

McDermott •
Eva S. Schocken ’84 •
Karen M. Schoenberger § •
Steven W. Schubert ’73 • • ©
Henning G. Schulzrinne ’93PhD
Sigrit J. Schutz ’77PhD & James E. 

Cathey • •
John J. ’85 & Lynda M. (Harbold) 

Schwartz ’86 • •
Benjamin M. Scott ’99 • •
Gilbert C. Scott ’89 • •
Gordon L. Scott ’73 ^ • •
Dayton J. Semerjian ’88 • • ©
Arthur B. ^ & Norma B. Semle ^ • • •
Brian D. ’86 ^ & Susan (Bova) Semle 

’88 ^ • •
George A. Senich ’76MS, ’79PhD
Matthew M. Shakespeare & Frederick 

W. Backus • • ©

Luke Sharpe, IV ’67MS • •
Garrett C. ’76 & Kathy (Gruber) 

Sharpless ’77 • •
Paul W. Shaw ’72 • •
Daniel J. Sheeran ’11
David B. Sheldon ’66 • •
Ruth J. Shepard ’63 • • •
David E. Sherf ’89
Charles H. ’72MS, ’77PhD & MaryAnn 

Sherwood
Kalidas ^ & Geetha Shetty ^
Norma L. (Jewell) Shiatte ’54 ✴ • • •
Steven L. Shray ’79 •
Michael G. Shuman ’87 • •
J. Curtis Shumway • •
Alfred J. ’62 & Mary (Shea) Siano ’69 • • ©
Justin A. Siegel ’93, ’96MA •
Klyde W. ’80, ’12MBA & Linda 

Siegfriedt • •
Stephen H. ’70 & Linda J. (Gerhardt) 

Silverstein ’70 • •
Walter R. ’62, ’65MBA & Diann (Coyle) 

Silvia ’62 • • ©
Scott J. Simenas ’71 • • •
Heidi A. Simpson ’88 & John Vranich • ©
Naveen K. Singh ’08MS, ’12PhD & 

Stephanie K. Trittschuh ’09MS, 
’15PhD ©

Manisha Sinha §
Neil P. Sirota ’88 • •
Charles D. & Betty J. Sisler
Elvira R. (Suarez) ’67 & William H. 

Sisolak • • •
James S. Skesavage Jr. ^ & Joan 

Skesavage ^ •
Tracey A. (Stiles) Sledge ’84 ©
Brad T. Sloan ’10 •
Gloria Slosberg • •
Theodore ’66PhD ^ & Barbara Slovin 

’79MEd ^ • • •
Elizabeth (Mercer) Small ’64 • •
James E. Smethurst §
David J. ’67S & Carol (Carlson) Smith ’69
Dick ’66 & Sally (Minich) Smith ’66 ^ • • •
Donald W. Smith ’75 • •
George A. Smith Jr. ’55 & Linda Smith • • •
George L. Smith ’67 •
Luther W. Smith Jr. ’53 • • •
Nathaniel M. Smith ’78 • • •
Wayne P. Smith ’58S • •
Joseph ^ & Alix Smullin ^ • •
Max A. Solondz ’86MS • • ©
Vivek K. ’82MS, ’86PhD & Ameeta 

(Narula) Soni ’82MS • •
Eugenio G. ’73, ’75MS & Mary Deane 

Sorcinelli ’78EdD § • • •
Peter J. Southard ’86 & Patricia J. 

Stevens ’85 • •
Peter J. ’82 & Melanie A. (Demartino) 

Spadafora ’81 •
Barbara L. Sparks ’70 • • •
Margaret J. Speas §
Ann (McElroy) Spencer ’50
Tod Spieker
Marc R. ’79 & Jane Spigel • •
Paul N. Spigel ’70
Guy A. Spinelli ’73 • • •
Lucia D. Spiro • •
David D. § & Marcia Sporny • •
Robert F. Sproull
Leo St. Denis • •
Richard T. ^ & Lindsay W. Stafford ^
Edward J. ’77MS § & Anne Z. Stanek 

’03MM • • •
Paul Stanislawzyk ’87 • ©
Gary E. ’80 ^ & Judith A. (Bell) Stanitis 

’80 ^ • •
Thomas J. Stanley ’79 • •
Charles H. Steedman ’84
Marc A. ’79 & Debra (Belt) Steinman 

’79 • •
Judith (Davey) Sternburg ’60 • •

George E. ^ & Glenna Stewart ^ • •
Roseann C. (O’Malley) Stichnoth ’77 • •
James M. Stockman ’66MFA • •
Michael ^ & Nancy Stolpinski ^ • •
Michael B. ’82 § & Cynthia P. Stone • •
Walter Storozuk Jr. & Evelyn Storozuk • •
Frances (Kalinowski) ’77 ^ & Mark L. 

Streitfeld ^ • •
Ian M. Striffler ’97 • •
Pauline E. Strong ’52 • •
John D. Stuart •
David A. Sturgis ’00 • ©
Thomas A. Sturgis ’00 • ©
Janet E. Such ’74 • • •
Darren Sugrue
Daniel J. Sullivan ’65 • •
Daniel J. Sullivan ’87 & Christine M. 

Brooks-Sullivan •
Edward J. Sullivan ’87 •
Robert & Patricia Sullivan ^ • •
Spencer W. Sullivan ’76 • •
Steven P. Sullivan ’87 • •
Thomas Sullivan ^
Roy A. Sundstrom ’56 •
Matthew F. ’86 & Victoria C. Sutton • •
Howard B. Swartz ’78 & Kathleen M. 

Keohane • • • ©
Evelyn Sweasy
Charles Swider •
Calvin T. § & Joanne T. Swift • •
Alan R. ’75S, ’79, ’86 & Anna G. (Ronghi) 

Symington ’76S, ’79, ’83MS • •
Henrick J. Szewczynski
Andrea M. Szylvian
Rosemary Tambouret ^ • •
Nobu O. Tanaka ’01MS • •
Shalabh ’95MS, ’97PhD & Karla B. 

(Rasmussen) Tandon ’96MM • • ©
Gregory Tarpinian ’78, ’82MA •
Michael A. Tarselli ’04 • • ©
James A. Tauras ’62 • • •
Alexandra U. Taylor ’74MS • • •
Gordon E. ’52 & Marion (Felton) 

Taylor ’54 • • •
Mark F. ’62, ’66MS, ’71PhD & Carol 

(Woodcock) Taylor ’66 • •
John S. Teixeira ’83 •
Robert H. Temkin ’64 • • •
Ann M. Testarmata ’77 • •
Gregory N. Tew § ©
Paul J. Theberge ’63 • •
Scott D. ’92PhD & Cristina (Urdaneta) 

Thomas ’92PhD • • ©
Carl A. Thoren ’66 •
Rachel E. (Allen) Tierney ’62, ’74MS, 

’90PhD • •
Mark J. ’76S, ’78 ^ & Mary Beth C. 

Tobin ^ • •
Stuart M. ’81 & LeAnn R. (Orvis) Tobin 

’80 • • •
Kevin J. Tocci
Robert Tocci
Michael D. Tofias ’88 • •
Ronald J. Tomasauckas ’14 & Donna M. 

Bliznak ’93, ’03MBA • • ©
John P. Toner ’77 •
Thomas P. Tooley ’79 • •
Kenneth K. ’04MBA ^ § & Pamela J. 

Toong ^ •
Anil ’68MS & Regina G. Torgalkar • • ©
Paul M. ’78 & Leslie A. Torpey • •
James L. ’82 & Suzanne M. (Jacek) 

Torres ’82 • • ©
Nancy (Gage) ’73 & Philip B. Torrey • • •
Steven C. ^ § & Catherine Tracy ^
Michael A. Traini ©
William ^ & Sandra C. Trice ^ • •
Mark A. ’75 & Mary J. Tripucka • •
William F. Troy III ’76 & Karen 

(Izbicki) Troy ’76 • •
Christine Tryba-Cofrin ’71, ’73MA • •
Chorfan Tsang ’77MS • •

LEADERSHIP GIVING CIRCLE

✴ Deceased

• 5 – 9 total years of giving

• • 10 – 24 total years of giving

• • • 25 or more total years of giving

© Matching gift or claim

^ Parent

§ Current faculty, staff, or  
emeritus faculty

HA Honorary alumnus or alumna

HON Honorary degree recipient

S Stockbridge alumnus or alumna
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Paul A. Tupa ’02
Michael J. Turgel ’98 & Charla R. 

Watkin ’99 • • ©
Jonathan A. Turner ’90 •
Felix F. ^ & Ruth R. Twaalfhoven ^ •
Robert M. ’70 & Joan M. (Callahan) 

Twiss ’77 • • •
Dennis J. ’61 & Loretta G. Twohig • • •
Carol M. Tyler ’77 • •
Steven C. ’71 ^ & Patricia Upton ^ • •
Victor A. Utgoff •
Robert L. Vadnais • •
Matthew T. Valade ’93, ’95MS • •
David ’93 & Tamara A. (Burnett) 

Valicenti ’94 • •
Barbara J. (Forziati) Vanderwilden ’89 • •
Bret E. Vanzo ’82MS, ’84PhD
Judith A. (Bator) Vigna ’89 • •
Patricia J. Vittum § • •
Gina L. ’79 & Michael J. Wall ^ • •
Denis J. Walsh III ’82 • •
Penny J. Walsh ’90 • •
Stuart Wamsley
Zhuang Wang ’85MS • •
Michael A. Warech ^ & Susanne P. 

Reilly ^
Mary E. (Martin) Warner ’44 • •
Arthur H. Warren & Marion L. 

Lapham-Warren
Melvin K. Webster ’78 • •
Douglas L. Weich ’85
Marc G. ’70, ’72MBA & Sharon (Stein) 

Weinberger ’71 • • •
Steven J. & Sydna B. Weinstein
Steven J. Weisman ’70 • • •
Michael E. ’89 & Karen S. Weissel • • •
Peter H. Wells • •
Patrick R. ’80 & Paula A. (Deciccio) 

Whelan ’80 • •
Dara A. Wier ^ § • •
Kevin A. Wier ’01MS, ’06PhD ©
Mark F. Wilding ’79 •
Garth L. Wilkes ’69MS, ’70PhD
Karen L. (Munroe) ’82MS & Lionel F. 

Williams • • ©
John A. Willis ’78 • •
Donald U. Wise § •
Ellis B. Withington ’75 • •

William F. ^ & Kathleen D. Witz ^ § • •
Lloyd I. ^ & Donna M. Wolencheck ^
Gerard H. Wolf ’66 • • •
Patricia L. (Frank) Wolff ’89 • •
William E. Woodburn Jr. ’56 • •
Gregory D. Woodworth • •
Joanne R. Wooldridge ’72 • •
William R. Wooldridge ^ § & Linda J. 

Shea ^ § •
Patricia A. Wright •
Peter C. ’70 & Mary A. (Peck) Wright 

’70 • • •
Pei-Fen Wu ’84MS • • ©
Michael C. Wynne ’00
Jusong Xia ’99PhD • ©
Ping Xuan ’98MS, ’02PhD ©
John I. Yablonski ’64, ’67MS • •
Tricia Yacovone-Biagi ’87 •
Anlu Yan ’92MS, ’98PhD • •
Michael W. Yang ’68MS, ’72PhD • •
Maura A. (Muir) Young ’75, ’78 • •
Pati A. Young ’87 •
Paul W. Young ’68MS • • •
Russell M. ’69 ^ & Marcia A. (Clarke) 

Young ’69 ^ • • •
Lee Young-Ai & Kim Jung-Oh
Paul J. Zegger ’82 •
Barbara M. Zelazo ’82 • •
Henry H. Zenzie ^ & Kathleen E. 

Wetherby ^
Donald A. Ziff & Dorothy T. Manly
T. Price & Margaret Zimmermann
Michael K. Zuschlag ’87MS, ’89PhD, 

’96MS • •

Affiliates
Recent Alumni 
($250 for those with degrees in  
the most recent 5 years and $500 
for those with degrees in the past 
6–10 years)
1 Anonymous Donor
Nathan W. Adams ’06 § & Caitlin C. 

Cousins ’10 • •
Felix S. Alfonso ’13

Lindsey P. Athanasiou ’11 •
Julia T. Barth ’11 •
Robert B. Beck ’12MBA
Trevor A. Beck ’11 ©
Brian D. Benard ’15
Gregory L. & Cheryl L. Brooks ’18EdD § •
Justin M. Brooks ’10 ©
Heidi L. Burgess ’09
Anna M. Burhoe ’15
Daniel K. Burke ’12, ’12 ©
Lily Chan ’07, ’07
To T. Chong ’12 ©
Jeannine M. Coburn ’06
Gabriel M. Cohn ’06MBA •
Jon K. Crocker ’07MA § •
Jill J. Crooker ’18MBA §
Vikram K. Daga ’11PhD & Malvika 

Bihari ’06MS, ’10PhD
Alan N. ’13MPA & Abigail A. 

Dallmann ’11PhD §
Mark S. Dean ’12MBA •
Jason C. Dodge ’10
Daniel P. Dolan ’18
Wesley J. ’99 & Nicole J. Dunham 

’13MBA • •
David D. Eichstaedt ’09MBA §
Erwin S. Francois ’07 •
Michael A. Frasca III ’13, ’13 ©
Howard J. Gilmore ’12
Matthew B. ’05 & Whitney (Mollica) 

Goldstein ’09 • •
Matthew J. Grippo ’14
Raj Gupta ’05PhD § •
Brian L. Heacox ’14
Christopher C. Heathwood ’05PhD
John M. Ihne Jr. ’11
Christopher A. Inglis ’14
Libby K. Johnson ’10MBA ©
Napoleon B. Knight Jr ’13MBA
Samuel P. Laorenza ’10
Joseph O. Lavoie Jr. ’08, ’09MS •
Kyle Lawless ’12 ©
Steven F. Lindhult ’12
Philip E. MacClellan ’13, ’14MS, ’16MS
Christine M. Markus ’12 ©
Edward F. McAuliffe ’06 ©
Lucia N. Miller ’12MS § • •
Sean D. Musselman ’06 •

Janet Muzzy ’05 § • •
Nicolai Naranjo ’10
Albert E. Novark ’07MS, ’11PhD
Ashley A. O’Brien ’13
Adam L. Oliveri ’14
Rory W. Pedrick ’09
Derek J. Pinedo ’16
Julie A. Reynolds ’12, ’12 ©
Rachel E. Roberts ’14 ©
Jessica E. (Stelmok) Sabourin •
Aaron Saiewitz ’14PhD
David J. Sbordon Jr ’12 •
Matthew T. Schiek ’16 ✴
Samantha G. Semlitz ’11
Nima Sharifi ’10
Evan G. Shelhamer ’12, ’12
Dylan P. Smith ’05 •
Forrest R. ’09, ’09 & Molly (Fellow) 

Spatcher ’11, ’11 •
Brycen L. Spencer ’10
Subasree Srinivasan ’07MPH ^
Christopher R. Starck ’05
Theoni S. Stavrianopoulos ’11MA, 

’11MS
Robin Stewart Demartino ’10 §
Leslie A. Sullivan ’10 •
Jianbin Tan ’05MS, ’11PhD & 

Xiaochong Li • ©
Jason A. Thurm ’11 ©
Peter G. ’05 & Elizabeth L. (Vancheri) 

Trovato ’06 •
Maria L. Urso ’06PhD
Mark D. Waskiewicz ’09 •
Denis J. Whelan ’07
Mary M. Whitebirch ’13
Michael J. Winskowicz ’12
Bo Yan ’14PhD
Minjung Yoon ’06 ©
Shulin You ’06MS & Huan Li ’02MS, 

’06PhD
Eric C. Zeimetz ’13 •

“UMass Amherst 
gave me a strong 
foundation for my 

career in medicine.”
Lorraine Bello

Lorraine Bello ’73 developed her interest in women’s health 
issues at UMass Amherst. Later, while practicing in Northampton 
she served as a consulting physician at the UMass Amherst 
Health Center, where she was once a work-study student. Since 
leaving full-time practice, Bello has worked with Doctors Without 

Borders, providing obstetrical care to women in Sri Lanka, South 
Sudan, Sierra Leone, Jordan, and Lesotho. She has made a gift 
every year since graduating from UMass Medical School because, 
in her words, “UMass has been very good to me.”
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Herschel G. # ✴ § & Beth L. Abbott # ✴
Mary P. (Greig) Abbott ’79
Richard E. Abbott Sr. ’52S, ’78S
Elizabeth Acheson ’51
Andrea Adams ’89, ’91MPA
Douglas W. Adler ’75MBA
George H. Allen ’36, ’67HON ✴
Mary P. Anderson ’66, ’71MS
Frederick N. Andrews ’35, ’36MS, 

’62HON ✴
Barr G. Ashcraft ’66MA ✴
Gabriel I. Auerbach ’41S
John B. ’67 ^ & Patricia (Pfeiffer) 

Baillieul ’68 ^
George L. Balestri ✴
Mildred S. Barber ’43 # ✴
Ellsworth ’28, ’69HON # ✴ § & Mary 

(Taylor) Barnard ’34 # ✴
John B. Barr ’33 # ✴
John A. Barrett ’64S ^
Wilmer D. Barrett ’34 ✴ ^
Susan E. Bassett ’78
Virginia A. Beal ✴ §
Willard A. Beal 
Bevin A. Beaudet ’69
Karakian Bedrosian ’54
James M. Begin ’85 ✴
William M. Belcher ’76 ✴
Carolyn Bemis ✴
Larry G. ’67, ’70MEd, ’73EdD & Susan 

(McGuinn) Benedict ’69, ’71MEd, 
’79CAGS, ’87EdD

George N. Bennett ✴
JoAnn (Waite) Bennett ’42 ✴
John E. Bennett ’43 ✴
John W. Bennett ’52
J. Leonard Benson ✴ §
Leo J. ’57 & Anne M. (Heanue) Berard ’57
Neoma M. Berger ✴
Norman A. Bergeron ’63S
Lorrey J. Bianchi ’69 & Kathleen M. 

Casey-Bianchi
Margaret E. Barr Bigelow ✴ §
Edward L. ’24 # ✴ & Elsie (Nickerson) 

Bike ’26 # ✴
Martin & Lynn Z. Bloom
Peter L. ’78 & Denise A. (Colls) Bloom ’79
Charles F. Bohn Jr. ’69 & Jan C. Bohn 
John A. Boiteau Jr. ’72

A. Richard Bonanno §
Richard J. ’66 & Joan I. Bonomi
Cecile M. Bouchard & Nancy E. 

Webster
Linda M. (Lemieux) Bouley ’65
Richard J. ’53 & Janet (Kallgren) 

Boutilier ’55
Robert B. Brack ’60
Juanita (Ford) Bradspies ’59
Ralph R. ’71PhD & Vivian G. Bravoco
Joseph Brine
Dennis R. Bromery ’86, ’88MEd § & 

Linda Marston ’75, ’89PhD
Randolph W. Bromery ’79HON ✴ §
Robert N. Brooks
Roger W. Brown Jr. ’40 ✴
Michael F. Bruno ’55
Marda F. Buchholz ’65
Kenneth L. Bullis ’39MS ✴
James R. ’74, ’76MBA & Paula J. 

Buonomo
George G. Burke ’56, ’96HON
Mary Jane (Parisi) Burke ’59
Clarice A. Burrell # ✴
Stephen M. ’71, ’80MA & Mary H. 

Burroughs
Gordon E. Cadwgan Jr. ’76PhD & Ruth 

J. Cadwgan
Theodore C. Caldwell # ✴
Samuel D. Cannavo ’69 #
Ralph J. Caouette Sr. ’81, ’07MS, 

’18EdD & Maureen G. (Hicks) 
Caouette ’97MEd

Kevin P. Carbin Jr. ’82 & Maura A. 
Canny-Carbin

Mary (Ireland) Carlson ’46 ✴
Joseph A. ’71 & Mary C. Carnevale
Marjorie Sells Carter✴
Richard P. Cetti ’70
Edward S. Chang ✴ ^
Michael J. Chapman ’97PhD
I. Mike Chase ’50 # ✴
Miriam U. Chrisman ✴ ^ §
Walter Chroniak ’43
Nanci G. (Benedetti) Cirone ’70 & 

Albert J. Cirone Jr.
Michael J. Clifford ’50, ’53MS #
Charles J. Clock ’78EdD
William R. Cobb ’63, ’65MS
Robert W. Coburn
Julie A. Cohan
Bonnie R. Cohen ’77
Jeanette S. Cole §
Denise M. Coll ’75
Pauline P. Collins ✴ 
Randall C. Collord ’75
David J. Comeau ’82
Carol A. (Wiik) Cooke ’73
Charlotte M. Cooke ✴
Theodore F. Cooke Jr. ’34 ✴
Joan Cormack ’52 ✴
Geoffrey S. Cornish ’50MS, ’87HON ✴
John C. Corr ’61

Lotta M. Crabtree ✴
Tony D. ’85EdD & Cheryl S. Crespi
Kelvin F. Cross ’75, ’77MS & Caren P. 

Arnstein ’77
Mary-Jane Cross ’66
Patricia H. Crosson ’72MEd, ’74EdD §
John L.M. Crouse ’56
John M. Cryan ’58
Janet W. Dakin ✴
Jeanette L. (Dipaoli) Damon ’83CAGS
Judith A. Davidson ’83PhD
Russell B. Davis✴
Anastasia L. Davis ✴
Ellen F. Davis ’81
Joanne L. DeGroot✴
Harriet (Rayner) Derry ’43 ✴
Robert J. DeValle ’58 #
Robert O. Dewey ’47 ✴
George A. ’61, ’92HON & Sherry 

(Farbman) Dickerman ’63, ’84MS
Walter E. Dickinson 1907S ✴
Leslie A. Dierauf ’70
Paul S. Doherty 
Mark Donovan ’78
Janice (Warfield) Dowd ’58 ✴
David A. Dunlavey ’67S, ’70
Christopher R. Dunlea ’89
Robert L. Duval ’58
Carl ’77, ’79MPA & Shirley A. 

(Truchon) Eger ’58, ’83MEd
Stephen E. Elmont ’64 ✴
William D. Erdman ’80
Krikor Ermonian ’52
Wendy (Shankel) Evans ’79
Charles ’54, ’08HON & Mildred 

(Velleman) Feldberg ’55
Robert S. Feldman §
Jean E. Ferson ’52
John E. Filios ’40
Russell M. Finer ’73
Shaun P. Fitzgerald ’71
Pamela B. Fletcher 
Irene F. Fogg # ✴
Martin Fonseca ’29 # ✴
Robert T. Foote Jr. ’62 & Marianne D. 

(Dunn) Foote ’77
Gail (Mandell) Fox ’65
Ruth M. Frank✴
Margaret H. (Rawson) ’70MA, ’72PhD 

& Donald C. Freeman
David G. Fubini ’76 & Bertha P. Rivera
Benedict F. Galas ’51 # ✴
Helen Kay Galloway ’61
Karen L. Garvin ’66
Dorothy (Dunklee) Gavin ’43
George J. ’50S ✴ & Annette (Nelson) 

Gibavic ’64 ✴
Paul Giguere ✴
Robert I. ✴ ^ & Sandra A. Glass ✴ ^
Charles L. ’40 ✴ & Martha (Shirley) 

Gleason ’42 ✴
Shirley Goldman
John H. Goodrich Jr. ’65 & Kathryn 

(Watson) Goodrich ’66
Rose B. Gorin ✴
Edward C. Gray ’73
Betty A. Green ’60, ’66MEd
William A. ’65 # & N. Bonny (Clapp) 

Green ’66 #
Peter F. Grigas ’62
Daniel G. ’75 ^ & Kristine M. Griswold 

’07MS, ’07MEd ^
Stephen S. Grolnic ’76
Stephen J. Gulo Jr. ’66
Robert C. Gunness ’32, ’63HON # ✴
Hertha S. Haensel ✴
Myron D. ’40 # & Gladys (Archibald) 

Hager ’41 # ✴
Marylin C. Haley✴
Joel M. Halpern ^ §
D. Gibson Hammond Jr. ’77MS

Shane P. Hammond, Ed.D. ’91, ’95MEd
Stanley L. Handman ’55 & Penny Bix-

Handman
Richard P. Harland ’59
William B. Harmon ’65
William J. ’51, ’52MA & Joyce (Gibbs) 

Harrington ’45, ’52MS ✴
Roderick P. ’66 & Margaret L. (McVey) 

Hart ’68
Joyce Harvey Bottenberg ’67, ’69MS & 

Norman G. Bottenberg
William F. Harwood ’63
David B. Haytowitz ’77
Robert A. Henry ’70
Marcia A. Heronemus-Pate ’76
Martha B. Hill ’42 ✴
Jonathan A. Hite ’78 #
Norman C. Holcomb ’66 ^
Doris R. Holden ’75, ’80MS
Jean (Gould) Hollis ’46 ✴
Frank F. Homeyer ’28 ✴
Rhoda S. Honigberg
Leonard J. Horwitz ’49 ✴
Melvin Howard ’57
E. Vickery Hubbard ✴
Richard W. Hubbard ’35 # ✴
Charles K. Hyde ’66
Richard F. Jackson ’49, ’55MS, ’57PhD
Dana A. (Nadison) ’80 & Joseph Jacober
Martin G. Jacobson ’68
Richard E. Jacobson
Stanley S. Jez ✴
Mary (Ingraham) Jones ’27 # ✴
Robert W. Joyce ’50
Raymond J. ’66 & Laurel V. Kaleda
H. Roy ’70MA, ’71PhD & Mary Kaplan
Sam W. Kaplan ’57
Samuel Kaplan ’51
Alma W. Keilty
Marie B. Kelleher ’42 ✴
Stephen R. Kellogg Sr. ’72
Diane E. Kelton ’45, ’62PhD
Evelyn (Davis) Kennedy ’26 ✴
Barbara Kerewsky-Halpern ’74MA, 

’79PhD ^
Arthur E. King Jr. ’64
Louis J. Kirsch III ’55 ✴
Suzanne C. Knapp ’51
Charles F. Knappe ’72
J. Henry Korson ✴
Bernadette (Darcy) Lane ’77
David J. Lane ’58
Joel D. Lapin ’68, ’71MA
Roberta Moniz Lasley ✴
Gilbert W. § & Sally N. Lawall §
Philip C. Lawton ’58
John W. ’70HON ✴ § & Angie K. 

Lederle ✴
Maurice W. Leland ’42 ✴
Wilfred R. & Francesca D. Lenville
Ruth (Raphael) Levens ’48, ’50MS #
Agnes M. Lindsay ✴
W. Torrey ✴ & Doris T. Little ✴
Robert W. Littlefield ’69
Linda G. Lockwood ✴
Celeste Loughman✴
Mason I. § & Susan C. Lowance
Richard D. Lundy ’47 # ✴
Douglas V. MacBrien ’76, ’79MBA ✴
William P. MacConnell ’43 ✴
John A. Maginnis ’18, ’68HON ✴
Robert M. ’70 & Kathleen S. Mahoney ’70
Elaine (Nicpon) Marieb ’69PhD, ’85MS
Charles & Paula F. Mark
James R. ’49 & Alice (O’Neil) Marshall ’49
Esther (Coffin) Martin ’47
Linda M. Martin ’67
Michael S. Martin ’90
Sara E. Maslin

The following individuals have designated UMass 
Amherst as a beneficiary of their estate plans through 
wills, trusts, life insurance, life income gifts, retirement 
plans, and retained life estates. We recognize them for 
their commitment to the future of UMass Amherst.

The
William Smith Clark

Society

WILLIAM SMITH CLARK SOCIETY

✴ Deceased

# Charter Member

^ Parent

§ Current faculty, staff, or  
emeritus faculty

HA Honorary alumnus or alumna

HON Honorary degree recipient

S Stockbridge alumnus or alumna
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Thomas J. Mathews ’76 & Linnea L. 
Koons

Thomas P. Matthews ’07MS
Michael A. Mendelsohn ’66 & Elizabeth 

M. Ferry ’66
Charlotte Roberts Messner ’55
Edwin L. Moore ’38, ’40MS, ’42PhD ✴
Donald G. Moriarty ’60 ^
Rupert D. Morrill ’42 ✴
John H. Morton ’66
James E. Mulcahy ’60S, ’63 ✴
Jean S. Muller ✴
Gerald W. Murphy ’57
Ronald J. Nathan
Stephen J. Nojeim ’81MS
Grace (Goulart) Nopper ’35 ✴
John F. O’Connell Jr. ’70, ’72MBA
Carl S. Oberg ’50
Shirley J. Ooley ’82
Wayne S. Paige ’58 ✴
Elizabeth (Schneck) Palter ’62, ’75PhD
Richard E. Park Jr. ’83
Bradford O. Parker ✴
Thomas F. Parker ’72
William A. Patterson III §
Charles F. Perrell ’71, ’72MBA
Robert P. Perry ’68
Victor J. Pietkiewicz ’53 #
Arthur I. ’64 & Helen M. Poland
John R. Pollard
Marjorie (Aubertin) Pratt ’45
Linda L. Prokopy ’86MA, ’93MEd
David R. Proper ’91MA ✴
Edwin Pruchnik ✴ ^
Jean Puffer ’41 ✴
Thomas E. Radlo ’69
Margarita H. Rand ✴
Marvin D. # ✴ § & Jane M. Rausch # §
Sandra Reed Sweezy ’73
Jesse L. Rice ✴
Paul Richards ’68
Steven G. Richter ’77
J. Melinda Rigney ’86EdD & Lloyd W. 

Ortman Jr.
Edith L. Robinson ✴
Israel J. Rogosa ’42 ✴
Steve Rollin ’70EdD
Harold D. Rose ’39 ✴
Daniel Rosenfield ’53
John J. Ross ’48S ✴
Janice (Rittenburg) Rossbach ’49
B. Robert Rubin ’66
Robert H. Ruf Jr. ’52S, ’55 ✴ & Patricia 

A. Ruf ✴
Gina M. Ruvido ’90
Patricia R. Ryan ’67 & Lawrence A. 

Brown
Janet C. Sargent ’35 ✴
Donald T. ’60 & Patricia A. Savage
Roberta L. (Bergevin) Sawtelle ’75
Neil Scanlan ’67
Eva Schiffer ’46 ✴ §
Manfred E. Schmaizl ’60
William C. Schmidt Jr. ’70
Marilyn Schoenbaum
Paul Schofield ’81 ^
Paul C. Schofield ’71
Michael D. Shamberg ’82
Nadine E. Shank §
Robert A. Shanley §
Gary P. Sharpe ’70
Alice K. (Monk) ’43 & Lawrence J. 

Shepard
James G. ’60 & Marilynn (Kolazyk) 

Shields ’61
Julian S. Shock Jr. ’68S ✴
David K. Shumway Jr. ’60
Edwin V. Sisson ’68
James C. Skilling ’56

Isobel M. Smith ’56 ✴
Don H. Smith ’34 # ✴
Frederic S. Smith III ’63 # ^
John R. Smith ’68
Norman A. Smith ’79, ’91MBA ^
Susan C. Soloyanis ’75MS, ’78PhD
Vivek K., ’82MS, ’86PhD & Ameeta 

Soni, ’82MS
Barbara L. Sparks ’70
Diane (Presz) Stengle ’72, ’80PhD ^
Frank P. Stetz ’73MEd, ’75EdD ✴
Doris (Dyer) Steward ’39 ✴
Judith L. Streeter ’75
Sandra Reed Sweezy ’73
Helen E. Symons ’65 #
Jesse A. Taft ’30, ’48MS ✴
Milton C. Taft ’54 ✴
Barbara L. (Beebe) Takahashi ’81
Louise H. Tallman✴
Chee-Teck ’61PhD ✴ & Deanna Y. 

Tan ✴
Donald N. ’49 ✴ & Janet (Sanctuary) 

Thatcher ’49
Kasha V. Thayer ’44 ✴
Hayden B. Tibbetts Jr. ’60
Rachel E. (Allen) Tierney ’62, ’74MS, 

’90PhD
Zina Tillona §
Lois (Beurman) Torf ’46, ’86HON
Rose N. Vali # ✴
Victoria E. (Scuorzo) Vega ’88
C. Lynn Vendien # ✴ §
Maureen (Tracy) ’72 & Edward G. 

Venti
Marguerite (Merritt) Walker ’45
Esther M. Wallace ✴ HA §
Edmund F. Ward ’75, ’77MBA
Esther M. Warner ’59
Nancy R. Webber ’42 # ✴
Millicent (Carpenter) Wettstein ’40
David R. White ’77, ’78MS
Robert J. White Jr. ’66
David B. Williams ’64
Albert Winer ’51 ✴
Kenneth D. Witt ’42 ✴
William E. Woodburn Jr. ’56
Wayne O. ’74 & Anita Woodruff
Guy E. Yeager ’96MS
Monica Young
John M. Zebb ’75
Ervin H. ’99HON ✴ & Margaret J. 

(Pew) Zube ’70MA, ’74PhD ✴

Organizational Donors
Through their generosity, the following corporations, 
foundations, and other organizations supported a broad 
range of programs and activities by giving $25,000 or 
more between July 1, 2014, and June 30, 2015.

Corporations
(including Corporate Foundations)
Acushnet Company • •
Adobe Systems, Inc.
Alpha Omega Electromagnetics •
Altera • •
Altra Industrial Motion, Inc. •
AMVAC Chemical Corporation •
Anika Therapeutics, Inc. •
Arbella Insurance •
Arbor Jet, Inc. 
B-Pro Safeguard 
Babson Capital 
Bayer • •
Big Y Foods, Inc. •
Cargill, Inc. • • 
Carrillo Trading Company
Cell Signaling Technology 
CEM Corporation • •
Chubb Group of Insurance Companies 
Cybex International •
Daily Hampshire Gazette • •
ExxonMobil • •
Ford Motor Company
General Motors • •
Giner, Inc. 
Google •
Intel • •
Juniper Networks 
The Lalor Foundation •
M/A-COM, Inc. • •
Manganaro Bloodstock, Inc. •
Mars, Inc. • •
Microsoft • •
Monsanto • • •
Moody’s Analytics 
Nabors Industries
National Grid • •
NSTAR •
PepsiCo • •
Phoenix Integration 
Pratt & Whitney 
Professional Drywall Construction, Inc. • •
Raytheon • • •
ReclaimRx, LLC 
The Recorder • •
Saint-Gobain High Performance 

Materials •
Scott & Sons O.M. • •
State Street Bank & Trust Company •
Syngenta • •
Systems Technology, Inc. 
Verne Q. Powell Flutes, Inc.
Waters Corporation •
Wolf Greenfield • •
Xerox Foundation •
Xilinx, Inc. 
Yahoo! •

Foundations
(including Family Foundations)
Paul G. Allen Family Foundation 
American Chemical Society • • •
American Council of Learned Societies 
American Endowment Foundation 
American Heart Association • •
Brain & Behavior Research Foundation 
Burroughs Wellcome Fund 
Lotta M. Crabtree Trust • •
Davis Educational Foundation •
Ernst & Young • •
Helene Fuld Health Trust 
Guy Harvey Ocean Foundation 
Susan G. Komen for the Cure 
Lipp Family Foundation • •
Massachusetts 4-H Foundation, Inc. • •
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation •
John Merck Fund •
National Multiple Sclerosis Society •
Rays of Hope Foundation 
Russell Sage Foundation •
Simons Foundation 
Smart Family Foundation, Inc. 
The Spencer Foundation 
Andy Warhol Foundation for Visual 

Arts
Marion & Jasper Whiting Foundation • •

Other Organizations
Advanced Cyber Security Center 
AICPA •
Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Cranberry Institute • •
Environmental Research 
Friends for Earlier Breast Cancer Test 
Friends of the Quabbin, Inc. 
Harvard University •
Human Frontier Science Program •
Incentive Research Foundation 
Institut Ramon Llull •
Massachusetts State Grange 
New England Regional Turfgrass 

Foundation • •
New York Farmers • •
Pace University 
Space Telescope Science Institute • •
U.S. Pharmacopeial Convention 
University of Massachusetts Alumni 

Association • • •

ORGANIZATIONAL DONORS

• 5 – 9 total years of giving

• • 10 – 24 total years of giving

• • • 25 or more total years of giving
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UMass Rising | The Campaign for the University of Massachusetts Amherst

Growth Spurts

OUR FISCAL YEAR COMMITMENTS TOTAL:

Support Talented Students 
$10,693,605

Support Annual Fund 
$6,246,607

Support Buildings and Infrastructure 
$17,704,041

Support Research & Programs 
$20,414,206

Support First-Class Faculty 
$5,827,048

541

28%

6,415

14%

34%

34%

more joined the long list 
who have made annual gifts 

in the last 25 years

jump in number of gifts 
made online

donors made their first gift

rise in gifts from senior students

increase in corporate gifts

of the 2015 graduating class 
made a donation

from 1,745 faculty and staff members, compared to the national average of 
$776,000 for staff and faculty campaigns* 

*Council for Advancement and Support of Education

$1.8 million

18%

10%

29%

33%

10%

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
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“IT IS OK TO ENCOURAGE OTHERS  
TO PULL THEMSELVES UP BY THE  
BOOTSTRAPS, BUT IF YOU DO,  
JUST REMEMBER THAT SOME PEOPLE 
HAVE NO BOOTS.”
Neil deGrasse Tyson 
2015 Commencement Speaker
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The home of the new College of Information and Computer Sciences.
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Connecting Through 
Polymers

DR. LOTHAR KLEINER ’78PHD considers himself 
fortunate to have earned his doctoral degree from 

the UMass Amherst Polymer Science and Engineering 
Department (PS&E). He says, “My UMass education 
provided me a strong foundation to pursue opportunities 
throughout my career in diverse polymer-related industrial 
fields, including traditional plastic, electronic, pharmaceutical, and medical device.” 
Kleiner credits his thesis advisors, professors William MacKnight and Frank Karasz, 
for challenging him to become a more confident and independent student.

Recently, after many years of donating to the department, Kleiner designated a 
portion of his estate to create a scholarship. “I am still closely connected with many 
of the faculty,” he said, “and want to do my part to help incoming students.” Once 
fully funded, the Kleiner Family Scholarship will assist first year PS&E students.

Kleiner named the Kleiner Family Scholarship in recognition of his parents, 
who were an important part of his success, and played a special role in his choice 
to attend UMass. “Professor Otto Vogl, the PS&E admissions director, called my 
home to inquire about the status of my application,” Kleiner recalls. “Because I 
was vacationing, Professor Vogl spoke to my mother. They both quickly realized 
that they could speak with each other in fluent German. After they met over the 
phone, the decision was made: I would go to UMass Amherst to study polymer 
science. It ended up being one of the best 
decisions of my life. I’m happy to assist 
in providing opportunities for future 
polymer scientists to attend UMass.”

To learn more about giving strategies that best meet your family’s needs, please contact Lawrence A. Osborn, JD,  
at the UMass Office of Planned Giving:  (413) 545-2796 (losborn@admin.umass.edu).
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